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Foreword

Yaksha: What is mercy?
Yudhishtira: When one desires the happiness of all creatures.
Yaksha: Who is the honest man?
Yudhishtira: He who desires the happiness of all the living.

T

he above is a miniscule part of the question and answer session quoted in the Mahabharata
which resulted in the resurrection of the other critically wounded Pandavas. The reason
this excerpt is appropriate is that, in the present-day scenario, there are hardly a few

people in this huge wide world as virtuous and righteous as Yudhishtthira from the Mahabharata,
who had the power enough to resurrect his brothers merely by means of his knowledge and
understanding of his duties and the Earth Science coupled with pure humility. That being said, we
cannot negate the fact that, even today there are people working behind the scenes to ‘resurrect’
humanity, unmindful of their weariness. The Guild of Service is one such initiative started more than
nine decades ago.
The Guild embodies the ethos of ‘Vasudeva Kutumbakam’, loosely translated to mean - ‘the whole
world is a family’. It has been an integral part of the country’s efforts at developing society—the
society of those ones who have been bound by the shackles of poverty and misery. It has strived to
cultivate a sense of empathy and compassion in the minds of the general public, for the less privileged.
My first impression of the Guild of Service was in early 1970s as just a catering institution, in the
late 80s, as a nursery school and then as an adoption unit. Though I had heard about General
Cariappa School as one of the best vocational schools in ‘Madras’, had been the Chief Guest at a function
of the MCJ School for Girls and had heard of Bala Vihar as an institution for training and helping
differently abled children, I had never got the opportunity to realize that all these institutions were
activities of the Guild of Service (C). Only when a familiar face came seeking my help in getting
extension of services for a retired teacher of one of the schools of the Guild, the position became clear.
Students from the schools run by the Guild have been encouraged to participate and have even
won accolades in various areas at State and National levels. But, even then, the outside world has
hardly been aware of these achievements.
v
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The Guild has mostly been working in anonymity, striving to bring about far reaching changes in
the lives of thousands of less-privileged Indians.

From the Desk of the Honorary Secretary

Do we want a literate and developed country? Do we want to make a change for our country? Yes,
of course we want it. What are we ready to do for it? This set of interesting questions posed before
the Board, triggered sketching a road map for the way forward. We felt the need to educate the
public about the work the Guild has been doing for more than 9 decades, so as to draw more
volunteers into its fold and to boost the flow of funds as well. As the Tamil saying goes

T

he Guild of Service (Central) is nearing its centenary year of service and continues to spread

The Board felt a dire need for a paradigm shift from being an unknown and reticent entity to a
vibrant and visible institution, pursuing aggressively, its vision and mission. We need to embark
upon an image-building exercise to reach out to the benefactors and beneficiaries at the same time.
The focus in now on ‘value-based education’ because we firmly believe that teaching a skill will
bring in psychological and financial security, an ecosystem that is very essential these days for living
with dignity whatever be the physical, mental or social status.
Indian society has always believed in the ‘by word-of-mouth’ tradition rather than consistent written
and visual documentation. Unfortunately, in keeping with this tradition, the Guild has lost the
opportunity to have a treasure trove of written records and credentials about its work.
It is our desire to bring the Guild out of the cocoon it has built around itself over time, and to show

a canopy of compassion and care, for the less privileged. The Guild started like a little
sapling, a modest attempt by a group of European ladies who wished to alleviate the

suffering of those affected by war and want. Ninety-seven years later, the Guild is today a large
banyan tree, providing skill sets, shelter and sustenance to the underprivileged in the city of Chennai
and in several other parts of the country.
Education, that enables empowerment and emancipation is the cornerstone that guides all the
activities of the Guild. Mainstream and vocational education for normal and special needs children,
skill training programmes for women and teacher training programmes for regular and special
educators are our flagship programmes. Our efforts are geared towards making women and
children employable, economically independent and effective citizens of our country.

to society, and to all of those people who endeavour to gain by it, a blueprint of the path that it

A volunteer-run organization, the Guild has grown, adapted and evolved with the changing milieu

has traversed, as also, the way forward. The present book that has been compiled with meticulous

and demands of society, ably supported by an empathetic Government machinery, committed

effort to procure content from the limited available resources, is one such attempt.

donors and dedicated staff. Nothing would have been possible without the unstinting support
of all these agencies. We have succeeded in keeping extraneous influences like political and

K S Sripathi IAS (Retd.)

religious affiliations at bay. We believe in rendering service to the deserving, irrespective of their

Chairperson, Guild of Service (Central)

caste, community, religion and status and as the title of the book very aptly states, ‘Spreading Hope
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and Happiness.’
We hope that this book will better acquaint the public with all the work that the Guild has been
doing, quietly and conscientiously. We are happy to showcase our unsung heroes and our success
stories—both of whom deserve our applause and appreciation.
An organization that survives for 96 years, supported by a steady and spontaneous flow of
volunteers speaks volumes about the significance of the causes that it espouses. We look forward
to more members of the public, coming forward to join us as ‘Friends of the Guild’ and help us to
further the vision and mission of the Guild in the next 100 years of its existence. As has been truly
said, ‘The greatest reward for serving others is the satisfaction found in your own heart’.
vi
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Mr V Sriram’s guidance helped us to decide the kind of book we wanted to present to the public.
We are grateful to him. I must thank Ms Rukmini Amirapu and Ms Malvika Mehra for their

Author’s Note

commendable effort in putting this book together. The large amount of information that had to
be sifted, written, edited and put into a very attractive and readable format required enormous
effort. They deserve a standing ovation.
I am grateful to Ms Aparna Bharathan, an extremely capable and dependable colleague, for finding
the time to read and re-read the manuscript several times and give valuable suggestions. Thanks
are also due to Mrs Uma Maheswari, our Executive Officer, who coordinated the efforts of
collating the necessary information with efficiency and to Mr Jayaseelan who helped in the early
stages of research, done painstakingly by Ms Susan Phillip. This book would not have been possible
without all of them.

T

he delightful opportunity that alighted on my shoulders to document the story of the
Guild of Service was indeed serendipitous. Mr V Sriram had co-opted me as a co-author on
this work but later due to pressing engagements passed on the entire responsibility to me.

To be promoted from trusted lieutenant to person in charge, paved the way for me to delve into
the journey of an institution over the ninety-seven years of its existence. The Guild of Service was a

Himani Datar

name you often heard if you had been born and raised in the city of Madras. And for me it became

Honorary Secretary, Guild of Service (Central)

a tad more personal when I discovered while reading through the 1947 Minutes that my paternal

September 2019

grandmother, Ms Rukmini Lakshmipathi, was closely associated with the Guild and was on the
Working Committee.
What struck me at initial glance was that the Guild in its objectives of social upliftment, had forayed
into an array of social work activities that enormously benefitted several sections of marginalised
society. Its scope and reach was vast since its foundation in 1923 and remains so even today. Its
collaborations and affiliations with organizations all over the world gave it an international
flavour, at the same time strengthening its influence across India. Today, its 22 institutions render
sterling service to the underprivileged, steered and nurtured by volunteers of impeccable integrity
and staff of unquestionable commitment.
My grateful thanks in helping me with this task go to the Board of Trustees headed by Mr Sripathi,
the Chairman who provided all possible assistance. Mrs Himani Datar, Honorary Secretary and
Mrs Aparna Bharathan, Joint Secretary, offered their help at all times and enabled the office staff
to provide materials and information at short notice. Ms Uma Maheswari was particularly patient
and cheerfully sourced whatever information was needed. My sincere gratitude to her.
Ms Susan Philips, the untiring researcher diligently dug out obscure details from the Minute Books
and records which formed the building blocks for the book- my sincere thanks to her. Thank you
to Malvika Mehra whose creativity and originality turns the most sombre subject into a thing of
beauty. My thanks to Sudarsan Graphics for the printing and production of the book. I also
acknowledge my indebtedness to Mr Sriram for giving me the opportunity to write this book.
Rukmini Amirapu
September 2019
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Not all of us can do gre
things, but we can do
small things
with great love.”
“Not all of us can do
great things, but we can
do small things
with great love.”
Mother Teresa
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Chapter 1

How it Began...

M

s Margaret Brumley, an Australian

vision and mission and objectives of service to

visitor to the Guild of Service in

the poor in diverse fields.

April 1974, representing the organi-

In a world riven by differences, conflicts, depri-

sation, ‘For Those Who Have Less’ reported on

vations and disasters, hope arrived in 1923 like

her return, “We did not know what to expect...

a beacon, to lighten the morass of human

I still cannot get over the difference between

suffering. Mrs Waller, the wife of then Bishop

the children who are inside those gates and

of Madras, Rev EH Waller, an eminent Anglican

those who are not fortunate enough to be there...

clergyman, (of the Madras Vigilance Society

If it were possible to cope with them, every

which called for the abolition of the Devadasi

‘unlooked after’ child should have a new life

system), felt a compelling need to draw out the

and opportunity to develop in such a Home.”

women of leisure in Madras society to contribute

True to her words, spectacular reversals of

their mite to the downtrodden. And so it was

fortune have taken place, in the last ninety-seven

then that in 1923, upper class, socially conscious

years of its existence, to the lives of thousands

British women voluntarily gave their time and

of people who have come under the sheltering

money to underprivileged sections of society in

and nurturing care of the Guild of Service. From

the city of Madras. Initially help was rendered in

its beginnings in 1923, as an informal group

small ways by visiting hospitals, engaging sick

of volunteers offering their spare time, it has

children, writing letters and buying medicines.

grown into a large organization with a network

xiv

of units involved in multifarious activities.

Ms Waller banded these like-minded women

Today, with its national presence as a co-

into the Guild, offering voluntary services. At the

ordinating agency, it has been consistent with

Golden Jubilee celebrations of the Guild in 1973,

its expansion and progress, in keeping with its

Mr JEA Miles, British Deputy Commissioner
1
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in South India, recapitulated the early days

sown and her dream which has grown to the

Indians in better circumstances took upon them-

assert themselves and introduced a more ration-

by saying, “In 1923, a group of ladies—mostly

fine reality of 50 years. We tried all over Madras

selves the task of uplifting the status of women.

alist and scientific mindset into Hindu society.

British—set up an association for the common

city to obtain a portrait of her which we so

Early social reformers challenged established

The eighteenth century reformer, the great

good of alleviating hardship and suffering… 50

desire in our new buildings. Twenty-five places

mores and demanded equal status for women.

humanist, Raja Ram Mohan Roy, was a pioneer

years after the birth of the Guild of Service, the

have been attempted but no photograph of

roles have been reversed. Now nearly all work

Mrs Waller can be found. Indeed she was a

is in the capable hands of Indian ladies…” At

modest lady.”

the beginning, the wives of the Governors of

who strived to eradicate social evils that had

Service to the poor has been a long and ancient

crept into Indian society. The Brahmo Samaj

tradition in India within the framework of reli-

Movement which he began, was successful in

gious beliefs. Social structures like joint families

abolishing the practice of Sati.

Organized social service activities were pre-

and temple charities provided help to the needy.

valent earlier, providing succour especially to

In British India, Christian missionaries like the

Along with it, other social evils like female

women and children in reduced circum-

Serampore Mission in Bengal which was the

infanticide, polygamy, marrying of minor child-

stances. The status of Indian women in late

first of its kind in the country, aspired to bring

ren, depriving succession rights to property for

At the time of the Golden Jubilee in 1973 to

nineteenth and early twentieth century was

about reform in the Hindu social structure and

daughters and denial of education to women

honour the memory of the founder, Ms Mary

abysmal, having been denied voice or autonomy

established the earliest social service organi-

were curbed. The Arya Samaj founded by

Clubwala Jadhav writes of her efforts to find

in every aspect of their lives. Child marriage,

sations. As a reaction to this, educated and

Dayanand Saraswathi and Swami Vivekananda’s

a portrait of Ms Waller. She states in her

the plight of widows, lack of opportunities to

enlightened Indian philanthropists began to

Ramakrishna Mission, were characterised by their

report, “One would like to express gratitude to

education, denial of voting rights, etc., were

Ms Waller, the founder, for the seed she has

some of the evils that beset them. Enlightened

Raja Ram Mohan Roy

Durgabai Deshmukh

the Madras Presidency were traditionally the
Presidents of the Guild though later it was the
Governor himself.

Serampore Mission in Bengal
2
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emphasis on education and service. Dwaraknath

tion between the two is not easy… Social reform

and Devendranath Tagore too, initiated several

aims at changing the pattern of life of the whole

social reforms. In Maharashtra, Justice Ranade

community, while social work aims at meeting

set up the Widow Remarriage Association

HOW IT BEGAN...

the needs of individuals and groups within the

and Pandita Ramabai, the Arya Mahila Samaj.

existing pattern.” The ardent efforts of the early

The Aligarh Muslim University as it is known

reformers in fighting existing age-old beliefs

today was initially set up to bring about Muslim

detrimental to society have through legislation

reforms. Gopal Krishna Gokhale as a moderate

crystallised into modern social reforms that

liberal started the Servants of India Society

have led to the betterment of society. In this

which was the first secular organization in India

context, to quote from a more recent source, at

committed to social service.

the Golden Jubilee celebrations of the Guild in

Westerners and educated Indians spearheaded

1973, Rev Leslie Newbigin, Bishop of Madras,

many movements that propagated new ideas

declared, “Social work has to change with the

and brought about social reform. Here it is

evolution of society. The challenge today is to

appropriate to quote the words of Durgabai

move from the kind of social work in which the

Deshmukh, from her autobiography, Chintaman

privileged assist the underprivileged to the kind

and I. She was one of the early social reformers

of work that radically transforms the society in

of independent India, and distinguishes between

the direction of greater service for all.”

social reform and social work. “To draw a distinc-

Annie Besant

Sister Subbalakshmi

In South India and Madras in particular, many

St George’s School and located on Poonamallee

organizations took up causes that directly

High Road. Other British institutions like the

affected the underprivileged sections of society.

Red Cross, the Salvation Army, the Girl Guides

In 1778, an orphanage called the Male Military

and the YWCA, functioned with the help of

Orphans’ Asylum was set up to house military

volunteers to render aid to those in need. The

orphans who until then were the wards of the

Kalyani Hospital, Avvai Home, Seva Sadan,

St Mary’s Church inside Fort St George. Upon

and the Madras Society for the Protection of

the urging of the Rev Andrew Bell, a school was

Children also worked for the needy and the

begun in the same premises modelled on the

downtrodden. The Theosophical Society under
the leadership of Annie Besant advocated the

gurukulam system prevalent in ancient India.

education of women. The Ladies Recreation

The orphanage and the school later merged into

Club which had European and Indian lady

the Civil Orphans’ Asylum. The Female Military

Male Military Orphans’ Asylum now the St George’s School, Chennai
4

Orphans’ Asylum was set up a year earlier in

members was committed to social upliftment.

1777, by Lady Archibald Campbell, the wife of

In the Madras Presidency, Ramalinga Adigal,

the then Governor. Both these institutions kept

Veerasalingam Pantulu, G Subramania Iyer.

moving locations and is presently known as

Subramania Bharathi and VS Srinivasa Sastri
5
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reformer and educationist who took up the

of Indian womanhood who were now coming

in Bombay, Madras and Calcutta (now Mumbai,

cause of child widows and rehabilitated them

to the front.”

Chennai

through education. She founded the Sarada
Ladies Union and under its aegis the Sarada
Vidyalaya, a school for girls was set up. She
was the President of the Mylapore Ladies Club
and founded the Mylapore Ladies Club School
Society which subsequently contributed to the
development of a well-known Chennai school.
She was also appointed the first principal of the

and

Kolkata)

through

networks

developed during World War I work, linked

On a national level too, reform movements

their associations together and created the

and the fight for women’s rights had grown to

NCWI in 1925. Meherbai Dorabjee Tata, the

serious proportions. An extract from the Pragnya

most prominent member of the national branch

Archives encapsulates the trend. “During this

of the International Council of Women, fiercely

period, the earliest women’s organizations

campaigned against passive charity and urged

formed within the historical context of the social

men to support female education.”

reform movement and the nationalist movement
were the Women’s India Association (WIA),

Amidst this climate of social change and reform,

National Council of Women in India (NCWI),

the Guild was established and continued to

The Guild of Service came into being in this

and the All India Women’s Conference (AIWC)

grow, lead forward by a band of volunteers

atmosphere of dramatically changing social

in 1917, 1925 and 1927 respectively. Each of

spreading their services to the poor and the

mores. There was a revolution of sorts taking

these organizations highlighted the importance

diseased, and to destitute women, keeping in

place in the social status of Indian women. Post

of education in women’s development. Women

sight the objectives of the organization they

Lady Willingdon Training College.

World War I and India’s own fight for freedom,
propelled many women from enlightened

Muthulakshmi Reddy

families to push the boundaries and make

were ardent social reformers and EVR Periyar

their appearance in public life. Introduction of

was a well-known rationalist. They were all

English education to women, also opened many

very vocal about the prevailing social evils like

doors and enabled Indian women to explore

the caste system, the plight of widows, unequal

their talents. Annie Besant and the Theosophical

rights of women, religious fanaticism and child

Society played a major role in furthering the

marriages. Poet Bharathiar’s apt and insightful

prospects for education of women. National-

verses are relevant here. “The world will prosper

level women’s organizations were beginning

in knowledge and intellect, if both men and

to be set up to represent women in political

women are deemed equal.” Prominent among

and social arenas and helped them to vocalize

women social reformers was Dr. Muthulakshmi

their demands. Margaret Cousins was a strong

Reddy who set up the Avvai Home, a home for

advocate of social reform and had a powerful

orphaned girls, legislated for the abolition of

impact on the elite of Madras society. On her

the devadasi system and established the Cancer

decision to withdraw from active involve-

Relief Fund that later grew into the Cancer

ment, she reiterated the role of Indian women

Institute of today. She started homes for women

in social reform, as quoted on a Wikipedia site,

and girls freed from brothels, a hostel for

“I longed to be in the struggle, but I had the

Muslim girls and instituted scholarships for

feeling that direct participation by me was no

Harijan girls. Sister Subbalakshmi was a social

longer required, or even desired by the leaders
6

Madras Vigilance Association
It is also a matter of interest that in the same year that Irene Waller established the Guild,
her husband, Rev. Bishop Waller began the Madras Vigilance Association. A group of American
women were staying as guests of the Wallers and one evening as they returned from an outing,
were ambushed by a dubious group of people and taken to a notorious part of the city. The
Bishop mounted a rescue operation but it opened his eyes to trafficking in women. He established
the Madras Vigilance Association as a consequence. This body, in which he was ably supported
by several prominent citizens of Madras, regularly helped the police conduct raids and rescue
girls from brothels. By 1928, Bishop Waller had found an able lieutenant in Dr Muthulakshmi
Reddy. The Vigilance Association in 1934 set up Stree Sadhana, a rescue home for girls. This was
located on Santhome High Road.
Mrs Waller was President of the Guild till 1929. Though she and her husband were to have a
much longer tenure in Madras, returning to England only in 1942, it is clear that she stepped
back after giving the Guild its initial impetus. The second incumbent was Mrs (afterwards
Lady) Wright, wife of Sir WO Wright of Parry & Co. She is turn was followed by Lady Beasley,
wife of Sir Owen Beasley, Chief Justice of the High Court of Madras. Lady Beasley was succeeded
by Mrs GG Armstrong whose husband was the Chairman of the Madras Port Trust. The early
years also saw the involvement of the Maharajas and Maharanis of India, Indian freedom fighters
and members of the British bureaucracy.

7
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served. The common cause that bound them

Saturday, at the Mental Hospital, a tea party

together was their like-mindedness as socially-

would be held with cakes being contributed

conscious women. The co-ordinating role

by about 35 ladies. These cakes would also

played by the Guild was clearly defined by

be distributed at the General Hospital, the

Mrs Visalakshi Nedunchezian at the opening

Ophthalmic Hospital and the Women and

of the Exhibition to mark 50 years of the Guild.

Children’s Hospital. The ladies also volunteered

“The Guild acts as a forum where all other

and raised money for the Friend-in-Need

voluntary organizations engaged in different

Society, the oldest Anglo-Indian organization,

types of social welfare programmes come

and the Alms Home where the Child Welfare

together, learn about each other’s services and

Centre was begun. The Salvation Army, the

work in a co-ordinated manner.”

Red Cross, YWCA, the Girl Guides and the

HOW IT BEGAN...

St George’s School saw the involvement of the

The history of the Guild can, for the sake of the

members of the Guild. In 1928, the TB Hospital

record be substantiated by landmark events and

was also included for visiting. The welfare of

establishment of its various units over a period

sailors was also looked into and a Stranded

of time. But the real history of any organization

Travellers’ Fund was started to help travellers

is reflected in its concepts and ideas, the

get back home.

dedicated efforts put in by the people involved
in running it and the impact of its work on the

Mrs Gita Viswanathan, past Honorary Secretary,

larger world. The concept of active volunteer

on being interviewed, spoke of the early days,

work, apart from donations by the elite ladies

“In Mrs Waller’s days, there was no such

usually took place in the Banqueting Hall or

being voluntarism by the elite, and effective

of Madras as conceived by Ms Waller in 1923,

organization in Tamil Nadu doing welfare

the Courtyard of the Government House. These

mobilisation of resources and services. The

led to the founding of the Guild. As mentioned

work. A band of European ladies got together

facilities were given free of charge. General

purpose for which the Guild was formed would

earlier, hospital visiting was the initial contri-

to fill the gap. The target was mainly women

meetings were held at the Madras Gymkhana

be well-articulated through its many projects

bution where the poor and needy women and

—underprivileged, neglected, needy women.

Club. The coming years would see the Guild

and programmes that would impact society on

children were entertained, letters written and

No men were allowed in the organization at

growing in strength, the hallmarks of its success

a very large scale.

the libraries stocked. Upon discharge, these

that time. Anybody who could contribute by

patients would be further helped by buying

way of effort or time was welcome.” During

them medicines and rehabilitating them. Money

the early years the wives of the Governors

was collected through personal donations, kitty

were the Patrons and the first one was Lady

party collections and annual subscriptions.

Goschen (1923-1929) followed by Lady Beatrix

Mahjong and Bridge parties were also held at

Stanley (1929-1934).

the homes of members to raise funds.

Government House or Rajaji Hall was the birthplace of the Guild of Service

The beautiful Government House or Rajaji

Some of the other activities the early members

Hall as it is called today, was the birthplace of

engaged in were feeding programmes, child

the Guild of Service. The quarterly and annual

welfare activities, taking care of the aged and

meetings were held in the Winter Garden of

providing medical service to the disabled. Every

the Government House. Fundraising events
8
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Chapter 2

The Thirties, The War Years and After

T

he thirties were eventful years for the

profound grief over the loss of her husband

Guild and the year 1936 was particularly

propelled her towards social welfare work

important with the advent of Mrs

and she threw herself into the activities of

Mary Clubwala Jadhav and the induction of

the Guild. Her undying spirit and boundless

Indian ladies into the Guild. Mrs Jadhav’s

energy still live on in the organization she
nurtured for many years. In the Guild’s 50th
Anniversary report, the words of Mrs PP Naidu,
Director Planning Commission (Retd) and UN
Social Welfare Advisor, describe her introduction
to the Guild. “It was in the late thirties that
Mrs Clubwala Jadhav joined the organization.
A new chapter began in the history of the Guild.
She was then a very shy person just finding
her way. She soon, however, made her mark
and became “Mary” to everyone. Being young
and coming from a Parsi family, she brought
vigour and vitality in ample measure and new
developments started. Very soon, she built a
good team of workers and later on she found,
among others, a good colleague in Lady Nye
who helped stabilise the Guild on a firm footing
and also established branches throughout
the State.”

Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav
10
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Her long and illustrious association with the

The Japanese infiltration into Burma (present-

Guild brought her many accolades and one

day Myanmar) saw thousands of refugees

among those illustrates her financial skills. At

finding their way into Madras. The Hope Club

the Golden Jubilee celebrations the members of

was started to rehabilitate and assist refugees

the Guild commemorated her financial abilities

by putting them up in refugee camps. The

with the following words. “You Mrs Jadhav

ladies helped with clothing, feeding children

are a financial wizard. Like the tender roots of

and meeting the refugees at the Harbour or

the banyan tree, which pierces through rock

the Central Station, when they arrived by ships

in search of water sources to feed its far-flung

or trains and bringing them to the camps.

branches, you have been able to tap all available

Ambujammal further states, “With members of

sources of monetary help for feeding the Guild

the public as volunteers, a refugee camp was put

and its activities.”

up by the Government at a rented bungalow on

Indian women began to be inducted into the

Spur Tank Road. Councillors of the Corporation

Guild in large numbers. This was largely due to

of Madras such as Chakkarai Chettiar and

the dramatic changes taking place in the social

TS Ramaswami Iyer were at the forefront of

status of Indian women. Some of the prominent

the efforts. Women included Mary Clubwala

names who were a part of the Guild at that time

Jadhav, Manjubhashini, my aunt Janammal,

were Lady Ranganathan, Ms Tara Cherian,

my friend PK Kalpakam and myself. Each

Lady Nye, President GOS 1946-1948

Lady Hope, President, Hospitality Committee

Mrs Paul, Mrs Appa Rao, Mrs VT Lakshmi, the

to contribute towards war services. The years of

areas. The freedom fighter Ambujammal, who

and a container of water, we would leave in my

Yuvarani of Pithapuram, and Mrs Anandi Bai.

the Second World War saw the volunteers

was deeply involved in the work of the Women’s

car for the camp. It would be late in the evening

receiving special nurses’ training from insti-

Indian Association gives further details in her

when we returned.”

tutions like St John’s Ambulance and to finding

autobiography, Naan Kanda Bharatham, “It was

work in various hospitals as Auxiliary Nurses.

expected that Japanese troops would soon

Lady Hope, in 1940, urged the ladies to

Shobana Ponappa from PLAN International,

land in Madras and the Government was also

Lady Andal Venkata Subba Rao, Mrs Tampo,

The thirties were very active years with the
Royapuram Hospital and the Gosha Hospital
(presently the Kasturba Gandhi Hospital) being
included for visiting. After the Indian ladies

while recording the developmental activities

were inducted in 1936, a Hospital Committee

of the Guild, states, “In 1941, the Guild formed

was formed for hospital welfare. At this time,

the Air-raid Precaution Service with the help of

several other organizations involved in welfare

the naval commander’s wife, whereby women

work became associated with the Guild. Some

were taught fire-fighting, use of the stirrup

of them were Seva Sadan, Avvai Home, the

morning, armed with food, a flask of coffee

organize the Gold and Silver Trinket Fund, an
offshoot of the Silver Thimble Fund of England,

apprehensive about aerial strikes. Air Raid Patrols

throughout the State. Districts from Andhra

(ARP) were formed and these had a women

Pradesh, Kerala and Mysore, also contributed

volunteers’ wing as well. This was headed by

to this fund. This fund was started with an

Mrs Clubwala Jadhav. Classes were conducted

aim to collect jewellery from donors, convert

to inform women on where and how to hide

it into cash and use it for the war effort. Eight

when the air raid sirens sounded. First Aid

ambulances were donated to the war areas,

Stanley Hospital, the Children’s Aid Society, the

pump, first aid, etc.”

Monegar Lying-in Hospital, Kalyani Hospital,

Mrs Nicholls, the naval commander’s wife

training was also given. My aunt Janammal and

from these collections. The Trinket Fund later

encouraged the ladies to take courses in Air-

I attended these classes and then went to the

evolved into the very popular International

raid protection and in turn were asked to teach

more depressed areas of the city to train women

Evening that was a much-awaited event in the

The Second World War that began in 1939

the women in the slums and other institutions

there.” Literacy classes were begun in the city

social calendar of Madras. A blood plasma unit

mobilised and energised the ladies of the Guild

especially in the Harbour and George Town

and the districts.

was also donated. In 1940, Lady Leach, wife of

the Vigilance Association, Madras Society for
the Protection of Children and several others.

12
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Public Welfare Projects
An interesting activity that the Guild was involved in, during the 1940s was the Safety First
Committee. Under the auspices of this body, Mrs Clubwala and other ladies would inspect the
public and private markets of Madras. It is of interest to note that the Clubwala family itself
owned one of the biggest markets in the city—the one located at Zambazar, Triplicane.
Another project in public health and welfare that the Guild was closely associated with was
Ashok Vihar, ‘a lesson and an achievement’, according to Jawaharlal Nehru. This was started by
the Corporation ‘with a view to create a healthy and happy environ in which families could
meet, learn by association and observation and relax themselves’. This Health and Recreation
Centre was opened in People’s Park on May 31, 1948. It was the first of its kind in India.
the Chief Justice, who was President of the

with libraries, games, furniture and linen and

Guild from 1939-1946, raised funds by starting

often even providing entertainment.”

a Salvage Depot where old papers, bottles and

Along with the Governor’s wife, Lady Hope,

tins were collected and the money sent abroad

who was the President and Mrs Mary Clubwala

to help families affected by bombing.

Jadhav, one hundred members of the Guild,

An entry in the June 1942 Minutes of the

participated in the work of the Indian Hospitality

Guild, reads, “Under the Presidentship of Her

Committee. Several gentlemen, among them

Excellency the Hon’ble Lady Hope, a meeting

Hon’ble Judges, the royal families of Bobbili,

was held to form a committee of those interested

Pithapuram, Venkatagiri and Kollengode and

in Hospitality for Indian troops…” The Indian

the Maharaja of Travancore, also helped out.

Hospitality Committee was formed in 1942, for

It is said that Lady Hope worked every single

the welfare of the armed forces and branches

day from 2 pm to 9 pm visiting all the camp-

were started in Madurai, Trichy, Coimbatore,

sites, the military hospital and the canteens.

Waltair, Kakinada and Cochin. Mrs Mary Club-

Raising money and hospitality to soldiers

wala Jadhav was personally involved and

were the main activities of the Guild during

travelled to these places to oversee the amenities

the war years but the hospital welfare work

provided. Shobana Ponappa describes the

Members of the Indian Hospitality Committee, Armed Forces Welfare leaving for a camp trip with General (then
Brigadier) Cariappa, 1943

sailors and army troops. Whenever naval ships

the Viceroy of India had launched the Women’s

docked at the Harbour, the ladies of the Guild

Voluntary Service in 1943. When peacetime

visited the ships and entertained the sailors.

came, Lady Wavell wanted to merge the Guild

Between the years 1942 to 1945, 30 lakh troops

of Service with the Women’s Voluntary Service.

belonging to the Army, Air Force and Navy

But Lady Nye, who was President of the Guild

were entertained by the members of the Indian

and the rest of the members, including the

Hospitality Committee.

districts, felt that Women’s Voluntary Service

continued unabated. The air bases at Meenam-

Also in 1942, the Guild collaborated with the

should become a part of the Guild and all the

founding of the Indian Hospitality Committee.

bakkam, Red Hills and Tambaram had 2,000-

Blood Bank of the Red Cross and held a collection

“In 1942, the Guild of Service formed the Indian

3,000 troops at a time and the Guild offered its

drive mainly for civilian purposes. This prog-

Hospitality Committee for armed forces welfare.

hospitality services to them. Hospitality was

ramme was carried on for four years. The Guild

This committee was indeed versatile, that it

provided to the sailors in the harbour, returning

also collected gift parcels to be distributed to

of this unified and consolidated body with

could take on and achieve almost anything—

prisoners of war were cared for and entertained,

the war-wounded. They also became actively

the Yuvarani of Pithapuram as the Chair-

from starting mobile canteens, hostels and

campsites were frequently visited and canteens

involved in rehabilitating those who had been

person and Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav as the

helping out in hospitals, to equipping hospitals

and hostels were organized for the airmen,

blinded during wartime. Lady Wavell, wife of

Honorary Secretary.
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other organizations should form a network
under the Guild of Service. It was eventually
merged in 1946. Lady Nye remained President
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The Indian Army commemorating Mrs Clubwala Jadhav for her services to the war effort

Naval ships docked at the Madras Harbour

office ran from her home and she personally

The Minutes of the meeting held in October

wrote out the Minutes and notices. She travelled

1946 read, “The suggestion that the Guild

widely and spread the word of the Guild and

should have an Indian name was discussed by

soon it acquired an international flavour with

the Committee in detail. It was proposed by

foreign funding coming in.

Mrs VT Lakshmi and seconded by Mrs Clubwala that ‘Seva Samajam’ which meant Guild

A fitting tribute was paid to the Guild and

Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav’s capabilities had

Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav by Gen Cariappa

come to the fore during wartime and served to

At this time, membership became open to men

in a message he sent on the occasion of the

hone her skills and place her at the helm of affairs

and some of the early members were Daniel

Golden Jubilee. “From little acorns, great big

in the Guild. With Independence came more

Thomas, Minister in the Prakasam Govern-

oak trees grow. So this Guild has grown, from

Indianisation and issues like family planning,

ment, Diwan Bahadur Bashyam Aiyengar,

very humble and simple beginnings to its

primary education, catering to children with

Mr SR Venkataraman and Mr George of the

will appeal to the districts where the Guild was

present impressive shape and size embracing

special needs and food and milk distribution

Nutrition Department. Organizations like the

expanding now.”

a great variety of services, looking after health,

were taken up. It was the first institution to start

YMIA, Thakkar Bappa Vidyalaya, and Rama-

education, etc., of the aged, destitutes (men,

Milk Centres, aided by UNICEF and distributed

krishna Mission, primarily catering to the

women and children) and so on. Its services

milk to 50,000 children daily. It ran for four

service of underprivileged boys also became

have been non-stop in wars and peace.” General

years throughout the State. To extend the reach

affiliated to the Guild. Government Ministers

Cariappa remained a patron of the Guild and

of the Guild, many district units and centres

and Police Commissioners became members

visited the Boys’ Home in 1972 and mentored

were begun and men were also inducted.

too. In the districts, the Collectors became the

the boys.

These were the active years of Mrs Mary

of Service, would be appropriate. It was not
intended to change the name of the Guild, but
also let it be known by an Indian name as it

The New India Planning Commission was
formed by Pandit Nehru in 1944. It was a
precursor to the Planning Commission that
followed later. Mrs Radha Subbaroyan was
appointed as the Convenor for Tamil Nadu.
She in turn requested Mrs Mary Clubwala

Presidents of the district branches of the Guild.

Jadhav to form a Committee for Women and

With peacetime, the Guild could redirect its

Clubwala Jadhav and she was the very soul of

In 1946, it was decided that the Guild adopt an

Children. Many eminent personalities worked

efforts and make plans for other activities.

the organization. With practically no staff, the

Indian name and be known as Seva Samajam.

on this committee, some of them being Lady

16
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Hope, Mr Annadurai, the Mayor of Madras,

In March 1948, an Information Bureau was

was opened at the Women and Children’s

Nadu and other parts of India with a view to

Mr T Sundara Rao Naidu and Dr U Krishna Rao.

established to provide free information and

Hospital in Mangalapuram, Chetpet in 1949.

co-ordinate their activities by co-operating with

assistance to the general public. It was formally

The Guild with Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav

them without in any way interfering with their

inaugurated by Hon Mr Bhaktavatsalam and

leading from the front, was working in tandem

internal affairs.”

presided over by Lady Nye. An in-house

with the national and state Governments in

journal called the News Sheet was started as

implementing measures that would serve to

an official publication of the Guild of Service

alleviate poverty and impel underprivileged

(Central) and initially printed about 500 copies.

sections of society towards progress and

The Bureau also began a Magazine and Book

prosperity. The words of Mr GS Pathak while

who took over and ran it with great success.

Club, screened films at schools and orphanages

inaugurating the Guild’s Auditorium on the

The products were exempt from sales tax and

and also arranged sightseeing tours for the

occasion of the Golden Jubilee, serve to endorse

those products which were in short supply and

public. The first Working Committee of the

this. “For the first time in the history of Social

rationed were sold here. The proceeds were used

Guild was constituted at this time. National and

Welfare in Tamil Nadu, you succeeded in bring-

to buy wheelchairs and many scholarships were

Provincial Conferences of Social Work began to

ing together under the umbrella of the Guild

given to boys and girls for medical education

be held from 1948.

of Service, the Social Welfare activities of other

in other parts of India and abroad. Today, its

and teachers’ training. The shop also became

A food propaganda programme was started

Social Welfare agencies in the city and in Tamil

pattern of co-ordinating agencies is followed

A Thrift Shop was established in 1946 selling
second-hand products, the proceeds of which
went towards hospital welfare and those
incapacitated by war. It ran every Saturday
and Mrs Phoebe Reid was in charge. When she
left in 1947, it was Mrs Sunithi Srinivasa Rao

an outlet for products made by the disabled

In 1954, Ms Alwar Chetty, at a Board Meeting
summed up the decades gone by. “The Guild
is 31 years old. From a small city organization
started by women in 1923, it started its first
district activity in 1940 and in 1948, it became
a full-fledged organization of men and women,
all over the districts. And more so from 1950 it
has become an international organization with
international links, goodwill and membership

in 1949 to combat food shortages and Guild

war veterans, as part of the Diversional Work

members went from village to village advising

Therapy programme started by the Guild. It

on substitutes for rice. A Family Planning Centre

was eventually shut down in 1954.
Post-war and post-independence activities of
the Guild increased at a steady pace with a focus
on issues of national concern. Family planning,
drought and disaster relief, primary education,
children with special needs and medical aid
became priorities. An Infantile Paralysis Fund
was started in 1946 and an electric bath and
calipers were donated to the Stanley Hospital to
help affected children. The first crèche was set
up in 1947 at Samireddypalayam, Egmore. At
the request of the Corporation, the Guild started
the first Nursery school and Crèche for them. It
ran it for two years and then the Corporation
took it over and started many more, based on
the same model.

A later edition of the in-house journal, News Sheet
18

Mangalapuram crèche
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by other members.” With the rapid increase

children. Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav’s incredible

in India’s population, the plight of children,

personality held sway over the functioning

poor and unwanted, became acute and was a

and growth of the Guild for many decades and

major concern for social workers and led to

benefitted immensely from her unwavering

the establishment of homes for these homeless

dedication and commitment.

Book Dump
One of the interesting projects the Guild got involved in, from 1932, was the Book Dump
which was an initiative of the Madras Library Association (MALA). The MALA itself came into
existence in January 1928 following a resolution passed during the Congress session held
in Madras the previous year. KV Krishnaswami Iyer, a dynamic lawyer of the High Court of
Madras, who was to leave his impress on the Music Academy and other institutions of the city,
became its first President. By 1931, MALA got going, with a mobile library service in place
at Kumbakonam.
A bullock cart loaded with books went from house to house. The cart driver managed the
loaning and return services. That year, MALA co-opted Mr. SR Ranganathan (SRR), then librarian
at the University of Madras and he recommended it become a hospital library service. It was
his view that patients and attendants would benefit from reading. The Surgeon General of
Madras gave his nod and the project got underway. MALA began to solicit donations of used
books which were stocked in a room in the University library. The members of the Guild
sorted them out and divided them to be sent by hospital vans to the patients.
Food propaganda programme in the villages, after World War II
20
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The Fifties and the Founding of the
Madras School of Social Work

T

he Guild had valiantly supported relief

Conference held in 1948. He was attached

and rehabilitation efforts during war-

to the Military Hospital in Avadi. Lady Nye

time and offered its services to the care

who was President of the Guild encouraged

of the wounded. The wartime activities brought

Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav to act upon this

to the forefront the organizing skills and

and to set it up but Mrs Jadhav had her

coordinated work ethic of the Guild volunteers.

trepidations due to lack of funds and resources,

Lady Nye, the then President, was keen that

whereupon Lady Nye offered funds from the

more Indian ladies join the Guild and hold

Provincial Welfare Fund. Reflecting on this

key positions, and she encouraged Mrs Mary

time, Ms Mary Clubwala Jadhav writes in the

Clubwala Jadhav to serve as the Honorary

Golden Jubilee Report, “We could not find a

Secretary and make the Guild a nodal agency for

place to start a home, but eventually we secured a

several other organizations involved in social

nice home in Lattice Bridge Road, Adyar and we

uplift. In Mary, Lady Nye found “a good friend,

started with nine boys, seven of them refugees

a quick receptive mind, a great organising

supported by the Protector of Immigrants. These

capability, and—most important of all—a warm

boys were children of parents who had lost their

heart and a real love of helping those in need.”

lives in the exodus from Burma to India. They
had sisters in the Avvai Home.”

In keeping with the philosophy of the Guild

22

to render service wherever required, it started

With the decision taken to set up a home for

setting up residential homes for abandoned

destitute children, the following resolution

and destitute children, in difficult circum-

was passed. “This Meeting of the Provincial

stances. This idea was first prompted by a

Executive resolves that under the Constitution

Lt Col Ford Thomson, at the First Social Work

of the Provincial Conference of Social Work,
23
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HOW IT BEGAN...

Lady Nye and Her Travels in the Madras Presidency
Post-war, Lady Nye had become the new President of the Guild. The end of the Second
World War saw the departure of Sir Arthur Hope and the taking over by Lieutenant General
Sir Archibald Nye as the Governor of Madras. The new incumbent, who took office in May
1946, was an energetic man who had had an illustrious career in the army. Colleen, his wife was
an equally dynamic person and interested herself enormously in the social welfare activities
then ongoing in Madras. She wrote in a message of greetings to the Guild when it completed
50 years, “When my husband and I arrived in Madras it was for him to take up his appointment
as Governor of your great province which was then the size of Italy. His duties as Governor
were clear but mine as the Governor’s wife were for me to discover.”
Lady Nye became a champion of social causes. Between them, the Nyes travelled all over Madras
Presidency, spending in one year, 204 out 365 nights on trains! During their journeys they saw
South India up close and this made them both sympathetic to India’s aspirations to independence
and conscious of the fact that this would come about soon. This also made Lady Nye realise
that the many social organizations she saw in existence in Madras would need Indian women to
run them.
Madras, it cannot undertake the starting or

Lady Nye School was started at the same time
to cater to the children from the Home with the
medium of instruction in Tamil.

running of a home for destitute children under
its auspices and recommends that the said
home be started and run under the auspices of

years. The boys are brought up in simple ways

This Home served to transform the lives of
young children who were homeless and uncared
for. They were sheltered and nurtured and
went on to lead meaningful lives. At the Golden
Jubilee celebrations, Mrs AM Murugappa
Chettiar who was the Chairperson of the Guild,
declared, “Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav who
is well known to the public of Madras as an
untiring social worker, first conceived the idea
of founding a home for the homeless. She very
patiently organized this social work to convert
the destitute, waifs and strays who landed
in juvenile courts, into decent boys and girls
who were looked after through the patronage
of foster parents, given food, clothing, shelter,
education and later were settled suitably in

of living and they have their own ‘cabinet’.” The

life as free citizens.”

the Guild of Service (Seva Samajam), Madras.”
The first home, the Seva Samajam Children’s
Home was set up in 1950 in Pallipattu, Adyar
and the Government too sent its wards there. It
primarily admitted boys and girls under twelve
years of age. A Schedule for Social Service
Agencies states, “Seva Samajam Boys’ Home
is a unique institution in the whole of the state,
started on the lines of the St Bernardo’s Home in
the UK. The boys taken in the home are utterly
destitute and are sponsored by individuals or
public bodies for a minimum period of three

24

The Seva Samajam Children’s Home set up in 1950 in Pallipattu, Adyar

Dr R Rajendra Prasad, President of the Republic of India, at the inauguration of the vocational and industrial
centre of the Seva Samajam Boys’ Home,1956
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School of Social Work in 1952. It was done in

beginnings, the School grew and shifted to bigger

conjunction with the Tamil Nadu branch of the

accommodation, into a house called Jarret Garden

Indian Council of Social Work.

on Casa Major Road, Egmore. Eventually the
Guild and the School were able to secure the

Today, the School is one of the premier institutions

ownership of the property.

of its kind in India and not only grants degrees
in Social Welfare Administration but also offers

The institution today, is popularly known as

in-service training courses for the Government

the Madras School of Social Work (MSSW). Mr

and other organizations. The Minutes of June

R Gopalaswamy, author of History of the Madras

1952 record the starting of the institution.

School of Social Work writes, “The years from

“The Hony. Sec. informs that the School of

1960 to 1980 represented the years of Growth,

Social Work would come into being thanks to

Consolidation and Development. This process

the cooperation of Lady Venkata Subba Rao,

was slow but steady.” Late Mr KN George who

for placing at the disposal of the committee a

was Lecturer and Associate Director, went to

cottage in the Seva Sadan.” From these small

the US under the Fulbright scholarship and

The Genesis of the Madras School of Social Work

Bala Vihar, a home for intellectually challenged children was set up in 1954

The Mohite Playground, later called Bal Bhavan

band which was very popular. The Mail dated

was made available for pavement boys and

August 2, 1952, carried this news item. “The

slum dwellers who had nowhere to go. The

Mohite playground under the auspices of the

land was donated by Major General Mohite, on

Guild of Service (Central), Seva Samajam, for

a temporary lease and it bordered the Cooum

the use of underprivileged children has been
officially opened this week. There are at present

on the Island Grounds. UNESCO donated

40 children picked up from public places like

Rs 5,000 and the Corporation of Madras supplied

bus stands, railway stations, etc., sons of poor

the equipment for sports. They received milk

labourers living on footpaths and in some cases

powder and egg powder from the Red Cross

orphans and destitute. The children assemble

and the Bishop’s Fund. The boys initially

at the playground in the evening, where they

lived in tents supplied by Maj General Mohite

are given a bath and new clothes to wear and

but later a small building was constructed.

a cup of tea, before the YMCA instructors take

These boys would frequently be taken before

them out for games...”

the Juvenile Courts for petty thefts and
pickpocketing. Through this scheme the boys

The landmark event that took place in this

were sent to school and even formed a music

decade was the establishing of the Madras
26

The year immediately preceding Independence and the year after also saw the active involvement
of Lady Mountbatten, the then Vicerene, in social causes. She was all for a national body that
could become the nodal agency for social work in India. In the initial stage it was felt that there
ought to be two such bodies, one located in Bombay and the other in Madras. Later this idea was
given up in favour of one organization, to be headquartered in Bombay.Taking a cue from this, the
alumni association of the Tata Institute of Social Sciences (TISS) decided to organize a Conference
of Social Work on a national scale. An organising committee under JM Kumarappa, Director of
TISS, was formed. The idea was to bring together social workers from all across the country.
The conference took place between November 6 and 10, 1947 and was inaugurated by BG Kher,
then Premier of the Bombay Province. A strong delegation from Madras, comprising Lady Nye,
Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav, Ms VT Lakshmi, the Yuvarani of Pithapuram and Homai Batliwala
attended. The meeting saw the signatories adopt a Constitution of the Indian Conference of
Social Work. The Guild, given that so many of its leading lights were in attendance, became a
wholehearted supporter and made it its mission to study social problems, guide the progress
of social work, disseminate information on social services and serve as a representative at
conferences on social work. The delegates from Madras on returning home met up under the
auspices of the Guild to discuss the way forward. One of the key suggestions was the starting of
the Madras School of Social Work, which would become reality in the next decade. Also following
the impetus of the All India Conference, the Guild began holding provincial conferences.
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I have seen a large number of children passing
through there for various reasons. Among them,
I have noticed many children being subnormal
in intelligence. As there was no place to send
them, we magistrates were forced to send them
either to Government approved schools or the
Mental Hospital. But they were misfits in both
these places.” And so they came to be admitted
in the newly-formed Bala Vihar. The children
were helped to develop skills within their
capacity and stages of mental development.
They were trained in simple tasks like mat and
cloth weaving, gardening, poultry keeping, etc.
A note in the Golden Jubilee souvenir recounts
the arrival of one little speech-impaired and

Madras School of Social Work today

challenged boy. “One little boy Elumalai

obtained his MS in Social Administration. He

a fascinating story of how with determination

took over as Director of MSSW in 1959. He

and pursuit, cooperative and enthusiastic Fund

was associated with the Guild for more than

Raising campaigns and the positive use of

fifty years. The last AGM Report by Mrs Mary

contacts for public cause by the main function-

as 1948 and persuaded the then Chief Minister

Clubwala Jadhav before her passing, recorded

aries of the School, the Society could establish

PS Kumaraswamy Raja to consider the scheme.

that, “The recently renovated grand old Institute

the School started in a small cottage in 1952

All things fell into place and gave birth to the

building with two hostels, one for boys and the

in its own prestigious campus site with its

institution which today is a towering colossus

other for girls (under construction) in a campus

own modern buildings by 1981 by the side of

imparting quality education to aspiring Social

of about 30 grounds in the heart of the City

its parent organization, the Guild of Service.”

Work students. Mr KN George was Director

and with a new bus costing about a lakh and

The Guild and the MSSW worked in tandem in

of MSSW from 1959-1987, and ably steered the

ten thousand rupees (hostels and bus are the

the early years and the School helped the Guild

School through its many milestones and ensured

magnificent gifts of MISEREOR, West Germany

organize many of its Annual, Regional and

its high standards of quality education.

and Indo-German Social Service Society, New

International Conferences.

Delhi) bear ample testimony to the sacrifices

arrived the day the Home opened in 1954. He

Late Professor KN George, former Vice-Chairperson,
GOS

arrived in a rickshaw. He was brought from the
Remand Home... He was brought like a little
animal sitting on his haunches. Elumalai was
soon turned into a healthy boy, taught to take
care of himself, to eat, to dress himself and to
take care of his person... but he cannot speak.”
In due course, the Girls’ section of Bala Vihar
was inaugurated in 1959 by Mrs Durgabhai
Deshmukh and the inaugural function was
presided over by Shri Kamaraj Nadar.
The Seva Samajam Girls’ Home was started

Bala Vihar, a home for mentally challenged

in 1955 in Adyar and was later shifted to the

Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav’s role as a builder

children was set up in 1954. In Mrs Mary

of institutions can be attributed to the success

Clubwala Jadhav’s own words, she states

of the MSSW. She perceived a need for the

the compelling need for a home for these special

founding of an institution to impart education

children. “Bala Vihar is a home for children in

in the field of Social Work in the southern

need of special care, that is what it is meant to be

In his book, Mr Gopalaswamy encapsulates

part of India. Similar institutions existed only

and that is what it is today. Since I have been an

The Seva Samajam Boys’ Home was opened in

the growth and expansion of the School. “It is

in the north. She propagated the idea as early

Honorary Magistrate in the Juvenile Court and

1956 in Saligramam on 3.5 acres of alienated

and services of all who had dedicated their
time, money and energy in the growth of this
institution for over two decades and made it an
ideal seat of learning for service.”

28

Egmore campus of the Guild. It had State wards,
girls supported by the Government of India
and many others were provided for by sponsors
and donors.
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land. It housed boys above the age of 10 from

The Fifties and the Founding of the Madras School of Social Work

Home offered training in eight trades including
automobile mechanics, tailoring and carpentry.

orphaned, destitute or economically weaker
families and boys referred to it from the Juvenile

The Guild continued with its expansion, adding
facilities and upgrading its existing units.
A Children’s Library was also set up at the
Guild Information Bureau, Mount Road by
Mr M Bhaktavalsalam, Minister of Agriculture,
with Mr C Subramaniam, Minister for Finance,
presiding. Seva Samajam Medical Centre in
Mangalapuram was started in June 1954. In
1958, the Seva Samajam Boys’ Hostel was set up
in Pallipattu.

Courts. Food, clothing and assistance for
education were provided and were supported
by grants, Government and private, foreign
funding agencies and the Guild’s own fundraising efforts.
A vocational centre was also opened on the
premises. The Minutes of a meeting held in
August 1956 has recorded it thus. “Early in
the morning of Monday, August 13th, 1956,

Western border of the city, a few furlongs from

The Guild was also involved in Police Family
Welfare work. They initiated Police Family
Welfare in the city and the districts. It held a
carnival to collect funds for the Police Family
Welfare Fund. It started the Police Women’s
Work Centre in Egmore and also played an

the Kodambakkam Railway Station.” The Boys’

important role in starting the Police Boys’ Club.

Rashtrapati Dr Rajendra Prasad, President
of the Republic of India, declared open the
vocational and industrial centre of the Seva
Samajam Boys’ Home at Saligram Village on the

Doll stall at the International Evening

Political leaders like Pandit Nehru, Dr Rajendra

business. Later there was a cabaret ranging from

Prasad and Smt Indira Gandhi were Patrons and

the classical to the rugged ‘Wild West’.” They

supporters of the Guild. International support

were very well-organized events with games,

was forthcoming on a very large scale. The first

food stalls and entertainment. An interesting

sponsors were Lord and Lady Mountbatten

entry in the March 1955 Minutes states that a

who sponsored the first children to be admitted

reception was held in honour of Ms Helen Keller

in the Children’s Home. Organizations like

by the Guild Seva Samajam at the Raj Bhavan.

the United Services Committee of Canada,

As the decade drew to a close, the Guild was

Save the Children Fund of Canada, CARE,

involved in flood relief work in Ramnad,

OXFAM, UNICEF, etc., worked with the Guild.

Tanjore, Jammu and Kashmir and Assam. The

International Evenings of Music and Dance

dynamism of Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav saw

were very popular fundraising events that saw

Indira Gandhi, on a visit to the Guild of Service
30

a lively participation from expatriates living in

the founding of many units and institutions that

Madras. An excerpt from an article in The Mail

were dedicated to the service of the poor. The

from 1959 reads, “It was a pleasant function

coming decades would further establish her

for the enjoyment of the young and old. There

role as the guiding force behind the immense

was, for instance, a miniature bowling alley, the

contributions the Guild was making towards

magic carpet and the hoop-la, all made roaring

social upliftment.
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HOW IT BEGAN...

“Alone we can do so
little; together we
can do so much.”
“Alone we can do so little;
together we can do
so much.”
Helen Keller

Helen Keller
32
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Chapter 4

The Sixties and the Seventies

T

he sixties and the seventies were

light” and under her able leadership the Guild

the golden years of the Guild with

had established several units to cater to the

consolidation and expansion and the

different needs of society. International partner-

opening of many new units. It was also the

ships had been forged by her and had brought

time of the Golden Jubilee, an occasion to take

in funds and aid to manage the expenses of the

stock, to reflect, to renew and move forward.

units. Some of the international organizations

Mrs Mani Clubwala, when interviewed, spoke

that were linked with the Guild were Unitarian

of Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav’s obsession

Service Committee of Canada, Meals for

with starting new institutions. She would ask

Millions Foundation, Wheat Associates USA,

her, “’Mary, where is the money’? She would

CORSO

instantly retort, ‘If the cause is good, the money

Zealand,

OXFAM,

CARE,

CASA, Save the Children Fund Melbourne,

will come’.” Mrs Mani Clubwala further added,

Save the Children Fund London, For Those

“She was a great administrator. This was evident

Who Have Less Australia and Soldiers, Sailors,

in her early morning calls to all the institutions.

Airmen’s Board.

Every morning she would get up early, and

A Working Women’s Hostel for under-

ring up Jadhav, who was in Delhi. He was

privileged women was set up in 1963 in Adyar.

often not here. After their talk, she would call

When they outgrew that space, it was moved to

each and every institution head and find out

34

New

what was happening, what was needed.”

Gandhinagar. Subsequently it was moved to its

Sadly, the seventies also saw the demise of this

present location in Egmore in 1974. The Golden

great social reformer whose untiring efforts

Jubilee Report states, “Besides its Working

had contributed to the growth and development

Women’s Hostel in Madras, which is running

of the Guild. She was rightly called, “the effulgent

successfully, there are Hostels in Cannanore
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and Kasargod.” An important event that

of Social Work. Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav

Welfare Board and was guided by the Director

started in the slum areas of Mangalapuram,

happened in 1964 was that the Guild found its

as Honorary Secretary records in the Minutes

of the Madras School of Social Work. The

Chepet. It catered to the welfare of women

own home. With increasing staff and activities

books, that the Guild had no land or building of

scheme of fostering children was begun as early

and children of that area. The Family Planning

the need for a permanent premises to carry on

its own and proposed to start a Building Fund

as 1950 with the help of international foster

Unit was set up in 1964 in a milk shed that

the Guild’s work became imminent. It has been

and also a Memorial Hall in memory of Mrs CT

parents. Subsequently, an adoption unit was

was used by the American Women’s Club to

recorded that for the first time, in 1941, a part-

Alwar Chetty. A little later in time the Minutes

started and children were placed in adoption,

distribute milk to 200 children. The staff went

time stenographer was appointed for a salary

recorded, “There shall be a Board of Trustees

internationally and locally. These abandoned

house visiting, met with the family and advised

for the properties of the Guild of Service, its

and destitute children were initially housed in

them on family planning methods. At times,

branches and sponsored institutions who shall

a Home in Chinglepet and subsequently moved

sterilisation procedures were recommended

be called Board of Trustees of the Guild of

to the first floor of the Guild of Service Home

depending on the circumstances. With the help

far, operated from Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav’s

Service (Central) Seva Samajam.”

for the Physically Challenged in Anna Nagar.

of the Corporation, immunisation programmes

home, ‘Philroy’. So in 1964, it was a momentous

Providing shelter for destitute children had

The Adoption Unit functioned from there till it

were started from 1966.

of Rs 50 per month and subsequently in 1945,
the staff grew to a full-time stenographer, a van
driver and a cleaner boy. The office had, thus

always been a primary activity of the Guild

was closed down in 2012.

of land and two old buildings on Casa Major

and in keeping with this, the early sixties saw

Road, Egmore for a sum of Rs 2,75,000. The

the establishment of a Foster Care unit. It was

The Urban Family Welfare Centre (as it is known

its own building. Dr Uma Rajkumar, Board

old buildings would house the Madras School

started under the aegis of the Central Social

today) had its origins in 1953 when a nursery

Member, Guild of Service and Vice-Chairperson

school, a crèche and a medical centre were

for GOS Anna Nagar Campus Committee

occasion when the Guild acquired 62 grounds

Urban Family Welfare Centre, Mangalapuram

In 1969, the Family Planning Centre got

A visitor to the milk distribution centre
36
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In 1968, Seva Samajam Girls’ Home which
had originally been started in Adyar in 1955,

Sons and Daughters of the Guild

was moved to the present campus at Egmore,

Women’s Hostel for about nine months. Then

The children are today working in gainful
employment at various factories. Many
are in the armed forces and others are in
offices. Several of the boys and girls are
married. Many of the girls who are trained
occupy places as teachers, social workers,
nurses, clerks and the like. Many young
girls are with our domestic Ambassadors
serving as housekeepers in many of the
Indian Embassies abroad. When they come
home, they are transformed as young ladies
—one might say ‘My Fair Lady’ speaking
besides their own language Tamil, Telugu,
Malayalam, Hindi, English and the language
of the countries which they have been
serving with their masters and mistresses.
(When they return) it is with pride that
their foster mother greets them. She feels
joy, pleasure and pride in the return of her
young daughters, little destitute girls that
have become charming young women. Also
when the warriors come back from the
front, there is pride.”

in 1964, I left our sweet home and went into a

Mrs Mary Clubwala Jhadav

with donations from a German organization,
MISEREOR. The new building came to be known
as the Aachen House. The Girls’ Training Institute
which was primarily set up to train the girls as
housekeepers and child attendants was located
on the first floor of this building. The housemaids training programme was inaugurated
in September 1978. Subsequently, an industrial
unit was added where needlework, embroidery,
cutting and machining were taught.
The reminiscences of Vimala, as recorded in
the 50th Anniversary Report, who was the first
resident of the Girls’ Home and also in the first
batch of the Girls’ Training Institute makes for
interesting reading. “In 1963, our Girls’ Training

Seva Samajam Girls’ Home

Institute was opened. There too, I was in the first

says, “We started with a ‘one-room’ hospital,

the needy community in and around the area.
The Lions Club of Madras runs a Dialysis Centre
in the said premises for the underprivileged.

attending to the needs of the residents in the
Mangalapuram area. The FP unit was serving
nearly 50,000 residents in the area towards

Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav, while reporting
on the Guild in 1972, lauds the report of
Mrs Gita Viswanathan and encapsulates the
work and activities of the Mangalapuram unit
and declares it an all-round Community Centre.
“Starting with the Nursery School, Crèche and
Medical Centre, it has now a Vocational unit,
Family Planning unit, Malnutrition Project,
Adult Literacy Classes and the Tamil Nadu
Government when implementing their bread
distribution programme, have been pleased to
request the Mangalapuram Centre to take up
bread distribution for 4 units whereby 1,200
children are given 3 slices of bread every day.”

maternity and other medical needs.” She says it
was a herculean task to convince the women to
undergo sterilisation procedures.
Dr (Mrs) Visalatchi Nedunchezhian was the
Chairperson of the Family Planning Centre from
1980 to 1996. Mrs Butchi Armugam took over the
Chairmanship of the Family Planning Centre in
1996. Mrs Butchi Arumugam received a grant of
Rs 28 lakhs from the World Bank Project IPPV
to build a 20-bed maternity hospital with a fully
equipped theatre in one of the biggest slums in
Chennai, ie., Mangalapuram, Chetpet to serve
38

batch. I am trained for housekeeping. During
that time I learnt Tamil typing and shorthand
too. Then I worked as a warden in our Working

completely different world. I went to England
to join His Excellency Mr Kewal Singh’s family

the opportunity to serve Presidents and Prime

to work as a housekeeper.”

Ministers and high level Government officials.

She goes on to mention all the important people

Among those who watched the Homes blossom

she met when at the Home and also when

was Sheila Young, the wife of an official with

working in England. She says she has a photo

the British Deputy High Commission. The Seva

of herself with Mrs Gandhi while serving tea to

Samajam Homes to her meant not the buildings

her. Some of the people she met at the Home

and facilities but the children whose lives it

were the Queen of England, Lord and Lady

transformed. “It means ‘Durga’,” she wrote,

Mountbatten, Mr Attlee, Dr Rajendra Prasad

“who is the first graduate from the Home. It

and Mr Jawaharlal Nehru. In England, she had

means Durga, serious in university gown and
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scroll, and Durga, happy and resplendent under

In 1968, Mary Clubwala Jadhav Girls School

Spice Box. It did very well. It was closed because

the help of the Khadi Gramodyog Sangh. They

a flowery pandal at her wedding, held at Aachen

was started to cater to the girls from the Home

there were no proper people to run it. In fact,

supplied the space and the equipment and the

House.” From Mrs Young’s writings we also

and also underprivileged children from the

even Government functions like Independence

unit produced bread, biscuits, puffs and cakes.

learn that the girls were sent as apprentices

neighbouring areas. In the same year, the school

Day, etc., were catered for by Tasty and Spice

It employed women from the Seva Samajam

to the houses of diplomats and expatriates

was named Mary Clubwala Jadhav High School.

Box. Over the years it has declined.”

Training Institute. There was also a bakery

living in Madras so that they could train in

The school was upgraded every year, class by
class and by 1972 was declared a full-fledged

The Tasty and Spice Box became a very popular

production unit working in collaboration with

various aspects of housekeeping. She also saw
many women from well-off families coming to

High School recognized by the Government

spend quality time at the Home. She watched

of Tamil Nadu. Earlier there were open-air

“an Indian friend patiently teaching exquisite

classrooms but a new building to house the

needlework—for she herself is a trained home

classrooms was completed to coincide with the

economist—to Lakshmi, Nagamma and Savithri.

Golden Jubilee celebrations.

And watching their interest take root as they

A catering unit called Tasty and Spice Box which

sew beautiful and worthwhile needlework, not

was very popular at that time was set up in

“any old bits and pieces to say they know it”.”

1963 in the Girls’ Training Institute. It supplied

A printing press was attached to the Training

Western and Indian food of excellent quality to

Institute, where the girls were trained in printing

various embassies and Government offices. It

processes like Composing and Printing. Under

also supplied food to staff canteens. It had to

the able guidance of Mr Byramshaw and

eventually shut down because of the sprouting

Mrs Gokarn the printing press was run very

of a huge number of restaurants and eateries

efficiently with high standards and also secured

in Madras city. In the words of Mrs Seetha

several printing orders. It also undertook all the

Muthiah, Vice-President of the Guild, “Another

printing work of the Guild.

popular thing was the catering unit—Tasty and

Scenes from Bala Vihar

Modern Food Industries in 1983. It had earlier

venture. It catered to Government functions

been supplying bread to all the hospitals. The

like the Independence Day celebrations. In fact

Bakery unit was initially started in Adyar

it was such an integral part of Government

in the Bal Bhavan Home under the Socio-

catering that many people considered it to be

economic Scheme of the Central Social Welfare

a part of the Government! Over the years, the

Board. It employed about 40 women and they

orders dwindled and it was finally closed down.

produced 3,000 loaves daily and these were

A bakery unit called Tasty was first opened in

supplied to hospitals, hostels and private homes.

1968 in Gandhinagar, Adyar, by the Guild of
Service. It made pastries of high quality and

The Guild’s foray into food started in 1954 with

were sold to the public. Subsequently, the Seva

the establishment of the Annapurna Cafeteria.

Samajam Bakery unit was started in 1975 with

The Annapurna chain of cafeterias was set up

Annapurna Cafeteria was started in Madras in 1954
40
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in Delhi for the first time in 1951 by the All

had an important role to play in it and the

staff and committed volunteers. The Corporation

India Women’s Food Council to overcome

cafeteria was in operation as recently as 2003.

of Madras had granted seven grounds of

food shortages. The idea was promoted by

It was subsequently shut down. The Madras

alienated land for building the Home. The

Ms Lilavati Munshi, wife of KM Munshi, a

Musings of February 2018, has this to say.

foundation stone was laid by Sir CP Ramaswami

renowned lawyer and the Food and Agriculture

“Manning these outlets were members of the

Aiyar, the then Rotary Governor and declared

Minister of that time. It had branches all over

Guild of Service… Several women of eminence

open by AL Mudaliar, Vice-Chancellor of

India to supply wholesome food at reasonable

in Madras were its members and they came

Madras University

prices. The Governor, Sri Prakasa requested

forward to assist at the Annapurna cafeterias.

Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav to set it up in

The Mount Road facility was managed by the

Madras. It was inaugurated by Ms Kamini

redoubtable Roda Kapadia, the first Indian

Devi, daughter-in-law of Sri Prakasa in 1954 at

woman to get a flying licence. Others who played

the Government Estate, Mount Road, located at

a key role included Shakuntala Subramaniam,

the corner of Wallajah Road. It was considered

wife of C. Subramaniam, Gnanasundarambal,

the ‘mother cafeteria’. Many branches were

wife of M. Bhaktavatsalam, Sunithi Srinivasa

opened in Madras and in places like Madurai

Rao, Mrs. K.S. Sanjeevi, Dr. Hannah Mabel

and Courtallam. The Government under Rajaji

Sharma, Director, Public Health, Government

began ordering food from the Annapurna

of Madras, Dr. Jayalakshmi Rao, Director of

swami, wife of the Registrar General of India

canteens for all its parties. The Guild of Service

Social Welfare, Madras, and Mrs RA Gopala-

and the Chairman of the Programme Committee

The 50th Anniversary Report states, “Shri
Sri Prakasa, the then Governor of Madras
switched on the lights with the hope that ‘the
little innocent ones may have mental and moral
light along with the physical’.” As the years
passed, the Home had to be expanded with
more residents coming in. A girls’ section was

Mrs Indira Kothari, former Chairperson 1976-2004

started and a Vocational Centre was added. A
bus was donated to transport the children to
hospitals. Soon, a need was felt to have trained

of the Family Planning Board.” Due to its increasing

professionals and special educators. It was

popularity, Mrs Clubwala Jadhav made plans to

decided to start a Training School on the same

open mobile canteens and with the subsequent

campus and financial assistance was given

closure of canteens due primarily to paucity of

by the State Government after the III National

funds, the idea was transformed into the very

Conference on Mental Retardation was held at

successful Nutrition on Wheels programme

the Guild in 1971. The first batch had twelve

of the Guild. The Madras Musings article goes

students who were trained for a year and sent

on to add, “A booklet brought out in 1957

out to different parts of the State.

when Mrs Clubwala Jadhav became Sheriff of

The Working Women’s Hostel which was first

Madras declared that her favourite food items

established in 1963 moved from Gandhinagar

were rasam and sundal, from the Annapurna

to the Egmore campus in 1974 to provide

Cafeteria.” The Guild has a long history of

safe and reasonably priced accommodation for

providing free food and food services to the

working women from middle and low income

public during most of its years of existence.

Class in progress at the Mary Clubwala Jhadav Special School for the Hearing Impaired
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groups. It was located on the second floor

The seventies saw further expansion and

over the Guild’s auditorium and Mrs Indira

setting up of new units. Bala Vihar, the Home

Kothari, the Chairperson was instrumental

for Intellectually Challenged Children was

in setting it up with grants from the State and

set up in 1954. It was run by devoted fulltime

Central Governments.
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would be given an identification token so that
they could benefit from the nutritious food on
a daily basis.
In 1970, the project was inaugurated by Lady
Gore Booth at the Mohite playground. The new
kitchenette was opened by Mr VC Martin, the
British High Commissioner in 1971. An office
room cum store room was added in 1972 with
a generous donation of Save the Children Fund
and opened by the British High Commissioner,
Mr Miles. Mrs Janardhanan adds, “But for the

NOW food distribution van, gifted by Save the Child
Fund, London

munificent donations from Save the Children
Fund (London) the present beautiful building

daily in 12 slums get a first class breakfast.” The

consisting of a kitchen, with ante room and an

Wheat Associates of USA had gifted a van to

office cum store room in the first floor could

enable delivery of the food. There was a Central
Nutrition on Wheels kitchen gifted by Save the Children Fund, London

The Mary Clubwala Jadhav Special School for

ground. Land meant for the uplift of physically

the Hearing Impaired was started in 1979 for

and mentally handicapped children… So it is to

underprivileged, hearing-impaired children, in

be used for the School for deaf children…”

the Anna Nagar campus of the Guild. The

not have come up.” The Indian Express of July

Kitchen where the food was prepared and

12, 1973, had the following report. “A white

then distributed.

landrover gifted by Save the Children Fund,

The feeding centres gradually grew into crèches

London, to the Nutrition on Wheels (NOW)

and balwadis for the babies and toddlers from

programme of the Guild, was commissioned

the slums. Along with nutrition, the health of

by the Chief Minister, Mr M Karunanidhi, on
Tuesday. He also inaugurated a printing press

The Nutrition on Wheels project was originally

the children was looked into. The women of

proposed as early as 1965 by Mrs Mary Clubwala

the slums were also tutored in the preparation

Jadhav to provide one nutritional meal a day

of nutritious food with the help of ‘A Mobile

to children living in slums. It took root in

Nutrition Extension Project’, supported by

the Girls Home at Egmore.”

1969 with help from Save the Children Fund,

Wheat Associates, USA. Mrs Sumitra Janar-

British Women’s Association, Rotary and Lions

dhanan who was a long-time Secretary of

The Golden Jubilee Celebrations were held in

Clubs and other organizations. Its early days

Nutrition on Wheels reports, “Provision of

are recorded in the 50th Anniversary Report.

nutritious food is a vital necessity and a national

“Nutrition on Wheels was made possible

issue in an underdeveloped and overpopulated

through the good offices of Save the Children

country like ours to supplement the food

allotted by the Government for the school as

Fund, London, who underwrite the cost of the

habits of millions of underfed children.” With

the Minute Books of November 1980 reveal.

staff, the petrol, the vehicle and the ingredients;

contributions of milk and provisions, the food

“The TN Government has issued a provisional

the foodstuffs have so far been gifted by CASA

was cooked at the Seva Samajam Girls’ Home

showcasing the activities of several Social Work

allotment of over 10 grounds and 091 sq feet of

in the shape of butter oil, soya beans, wheat and

and the milk and uppuma would be taken by

organizations in the city and the Government

the Guild of Service organizes it. 4,200 children

van to the selected slums. Each of the children

Department of Social Welfare. Awards were

year 1979, being the International Year of the
Child, the News Sheet of the Information Bureau
(March 1979) carries the following information.
“1979 is the International Year of the Child.
The Central Board has plans to start a Home
for Handicapped Children where necessary
corrective treatment can be given and a Special
School for providing speech training for partially
deaf children during 1979.” After the proposal
was made, in the following year, the land was

land in Annanagar at the rate of Rs 15,500 per
44

donated by MISEREOR, West Germany, and a
socio-economic project and secretarial course in

a grand manner on 31st January and 1st and
February 2, 1973, at the campus of the Guild
of Service in Egmore. It was inaugurated by
the Vice-President of India, Mr GS Pathak and
presided over by the Mr KK Shah, Governor
of Tamil Nadu. It began with the opening
ceremony of an Exhibition on Social Welfare,
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Golden Jubilee celebrations at the Raj Bhavan, 1973

presented to eminent people who were associated

the Government House Estate. Over 3,500

Mr GS Pathak, inaugurating the celebrations,

The Guild office was shifted in October from

with the Guild. An award was presented to

patrons attended the event and enjoyed the food

described the 50 years of the Guild as a saga

‘Philroy’ to the campus on Casa Major Road.

Ms Madhuben Shah, the Governor’s wife and

stalls with cuisine from many countries. There

of the dedicated selfless services of a team of

In February 1976, the Mrs Mary Clubwala

she in turn gave away awards to the Hon’ble

were two entertainment programmes called

good people and said it was indeed a model

Memorial Trust was set up with the Governor

Minister, Ms Sathiavani Muthu, Mrs Nedun-

‘Anarkali’ and ‘Around the World’ organized

organization for the whole country.”

of Tamil Nadu as President and Mr DC Kothari

chezian, Mr JEA Miles on behalf of the

by Mrs Shymala Badsha who was very active in

British community, Mrs DC Kothari, Mrs AM

the Guild at that time.

as Chairman.

The next couple of years witnessed the
failing health of Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav,

The News Sheet of the Information Bureau

The celebrations were reported in the Press

though her energy and enthusiasm remained

carried these words on her demise. “Though she

and The Mail dated February 1, 1973, carried

undiminished. With her passing in February

is no more with us, we feel that her spirit will

the following report. “It was a demonstration

1975, a condolence meeting was held on

always be with us. The best way in which we

of the worldwide admiration of the noble

March 5, 1975 and was presided over by the

could pay homage to her memory would be to

work done by the Guild of Service (Central)...

Tamil Nadu Governor, Mr KK Shah. The

build up the institutions with which she was

On February 1, a seminar was held on the

Fraternal delegations from different parts of

Executive Committee then decided to set up

connected, so that they grow from strength to

topic of “State and Voluntary Effort for Out-

the world and several States in the country

a Campus Committee to take over all matters

strength and serve more and more socially and

of-Station Education in the Context of Social

were present to offer their greetings to the

relating to the Casa Major Road campus.

physically and mentally handicapped persons.”

Change’. The Guild of Service International

Guild at its golden jubilee held at the Madras

Evening of Music, Song and Dance was held at

School of Social Work... The Vice-President,

Murugappa Chettiar, Mr SR Venkataraman,
Mrs Sunithi Srinivasa Rao, Mrs Ameen Khaleeli,
Mrs K Malvenan, the oldest member of the
Guild of Service, Mr KN George, Director of
MSSW, Mrs PD Whitely and many others.
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Chapter 5

The Eighties, Through the Nineties

T

he work of the Guild continued unabated

the News Sheet, which carried the following

despite the absence of Mrs Mary Club-

report. “There are about 40 active branches

wala Jadhav who had been the guiding

of the Guild in the four Southern States of

force in the last four decades. Mrs Mani Clubwala

Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Kerala and

while being interviewed stated emphatically,

Karnataka besides those in Pondicherry, Bombay,

“Her passion was social work, to work for the

Delhi and Bhubaneswar. Representatives of

poor. She first started the Children’s Home,

branches of Ramanathapuram, Kancheepuram,

then the Girls’ Home, the Boys’ Home and so

Salem, Madurai, Trichy, Nagercoil, Kotagiri,

on. Everything she started initially was for

Tirupathur, Sivaganga, Papanasam, (Thanjavur

children.” All the work that had been begun by

District), Ranipet in Tamil Nadu, Kakinada

Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav was carried on by

and Bapatla in Andhra Pradesh, Bangalore

a new order of equally committed individuals,

and Mangalore in Karnataka, Kasargod and

leading to growth and expansion, with a larger

Pattanaked (Shertallay) in Kerala who attended

number of deprived people coming under the

the conference and gave account of the activities

scope of the Guild’s services.

of their respective branches.” The listing of the
above locations is an indicator of the spread and

The districts and taluks were also carrying

reach of the Guild in 1980.

forward the work of the Guild. An Annual
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District Conference was held in February 1980,

The early eighties were an era of Silver Jubilees.

at the Raj Bhavan, under the chairmanship

Bala Vihar had attained its silver jubilee in 1979,

of Mr Prabhudas Patwari, Governor of Tamil

followed by the Seva Samajam Girls’ Home in

Nadu. Mr NES Raghavachari was the Vice-

1980 and the Seva Samajam Boys’ Home in 1981.

Chairman of the Guild and also the editor of

At this time the Chairperson of the Guild was
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Mrs. Indira Kothari and the Honorary Secretary,

tiller. Madras Midtown Round Table No 42 has

Mrs Gita Viswanathan. To mark the Silver

adopted the Farm Project and the Chairman of

Jubilee of Bala Vihar, a separate building with

the Round Table, Mr Dadha announced that

six classrooms was put up. The Government

they proposed to spend about Rs 4 lakhs on

also granted land in Vepampattu village to

this project.”

build a home for the mentally challenged

The Eighties, Through the Nineties

In keeping with the philosophy of the Guild

adults. The News Sheet of the Information

to extend its services to more and more

Bureau carried the following information. “The

marginalised communities, new projects were

Govt of Tamil Nadu has granted 13 acres of

started to fulfil the aims and objectives of

land at Veppampattu Village, about 20 miles

the institution.

from Madras to Bala Vihar for rehabilitating
the adult retarded from Bala Vihar. A sheltered

The Meals on Wheels (MOW) project was

workshop, an agricultural farm, dairy and

started in 1980 to cater to the needs of the

poultry farms are planned at this site. The

elderly in deprived communities. The Guild

Govt. of India has given a grant for the building

donates provisions, clothes, financial assistance

for the workshop and community aid, Abroad

and help with the day-to-day needs of the

Australia has given funds for a well and power

elders in the community under the Nutrition

Home for Differently-Abled Children started in Anna
Nagar in 1984

Mrs Maya Nair, Honorary Joint Secretary, Anna
Nagar campus

Programme for Elders (NSE) scheme. It also

Surgical interventions are also done whenever

offers emotional support and health benefits

required. All these services are provided free of

wherever required. Day Care Centres for the

cost. Ms Maya Nair, Joint Secretary, Anna Nagar

aged are run at Otteri and Samireddypalayam as

campus while being interviewed reflected

a part of the Meals on Wheels programme. The

on her early days as a teacher in the Home in

elderly attend the Centre during the day and

February 1987. “There was only a blackboard

are given occupational therapy, medicines and

and the children sat on the floor. I got myself

counselling. They are involved in the making

a wooden plank to sit on. With finances that

of sambhar powder, kanji mavu and other

I sought, I bought slates and chalk pieces and

eatables which generate income for the project.

gave it to the children. Most of the children

Saris, dhotis, bedsheets and other essentials are

were polio-affected. They were both boys

distributed by the Centre.

Medical check-up for the aged (MOW)
50

and girls and of all age groups. Physiotherapy

The Guild of Service Home for Differently-

and informal education were provided. Some-

Abled Children was started in 1984 in Anna

times it was a transit home for the children.

Nagar to provide care for physically handi-

Twelve years into my service, callipers were

capped children. The children are residents of

given to the children.” The older disabled

the home and are given primary education till

girls were given vocational training in tailoring.

Class V. They are provided with crutches,

In February 1999, a new building was donated

callipers, artificial limbs, splints and other aids.

to the home by the Kavitha Nair Memorial
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Trust, set up after her daughter’s demise. To her,

The Seva Samajam Nursery and Primary School

“Children are not just numbers.”

was started in 1989 in the Saligramam campus to

The Leukaemia Project of the Guild of Service

cater to children from underprivileged families.

The Eighties, Through the Nineties

The school began with just 60 students. It has

was set up in 1988 in affiliation with the
Institute of Child Health, Egmore. The project

classes from Kindergarten to Fifth Standard. It

was initially started to provide necessary drugs

has both English and Tamil Medium streams.

and blood transfusions to children afflicted

Mr Binoy Joseph, Vice-Chairperson Guild of

with leukaemia and other blood disorders. The

Service Central, while being interviewed said

families of the affected children are also helped

that the Tamil Nadu Government had recently

with financial aid and moral support.

mandated that the Nursery School had to be

The Family Assistance Scheme was started in

separated from the primary school.

1985 to sponsor school-going children from

So three cottages out of the eight old cottages

underprivileged backgrounds. The scheme

on the Gen Cariappa School campus were

pays for the tuition fees, notebooks, stationery,

identified and refurbished to accommodate

uniforms and other school accessories. The

the Nursery School. He also mentioned that a

children are usually picked from single parent

dilapidated water tank in the vicinity had to be

families and only one child per family is

demolished to provide a safe structure for the

sponsored so that the scheme is able to help

Seva Samajam Nursery School.

more families.

Seva Samajam Nursery and Primary School

Striniketan, a home for destitute women and

Muthiah, Mrs Nimmi Gokarn, Mrs Indira

unwed pregnant girls was part of the Adoption

Kothari and Mrs Gita Viswanathan were

Unit. It was closed down in 2010.

legends in their time generously offering
time and energy towards running the various

The Guild of Service grew from strength

units of the Guild. There were also men like

to strength and the nineties were all about
consolidating

its

organizations,

Mr Ragahvachari, Mr Vellodi and others who

sometimes

were committed to the Guild. These men and

merging units that were hitherto independent

women were role models to the next generation

and also streamlining the newer organizations.

of volunteers who were guided by the old

The Guild had always functioned with the

guard to continue the work and sometimes this

invaluable services of the volunteers, serving

strong sense of commitment to social causes

with the same spirit of dedication that was

ran in families.

the bedrock of the institution since the time of

The Leukaemia project beneficiaires

Mr Binoy Joseph, Vice-Chairperson, GOS (C)
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Mrs Waller. Mrs Jayalakshmi Narayanswami,

In an interview with Mrs Seetha Muthiah, she

Mrs Mani Clubwala, Mrs Khorshed Thimmaya,

speaks of her mother-in-law, Mrs AMM Muru-

Mrs Saraswathi Golaplakrishnan, Mrs Seetha

gappa Chettiar and her close friendship with
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each other. Mrs Nimmu Kumar recollects all

Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav. “My mother-inlaw was very active in the Children’s Home
and Boys’ Home. I used to see the volunteers
at meetings here. Later I started working with
them.” She goes on to describe her work with
the Guild. “My association with the Boys’
Home continued after my mother-in-law’s time.
I worked there. I was involved in the Pallipaattu
project. I was in the Committee right through.
Mrs Narayanaswami and I were closely associated with Pallipattu. Mrs Narayanaswami also
used to work with my mother-in-law. Now
Mrs Narayanaswami’s son, Mr N Ramachandran
and his daughter-in-law, Mrs Maya Easwar
look after the Children’s Home. I’m still on the
Board.” She appreciates the cohesive attitude of
the members. “In the Guild, there has always
been good team spirit. There is no competition.
Board meetings are held regularly. Quite a few
retired IAS and IPS officers are on the Board.
Everyone is active.”

the people in the Guild she had been associated
with. “It’s been forty years since I joined.
Mrs Kothari was a strict disciplinarian. She was
on almost all the committees. She helped everyone. Mrs Gokarn was very popular. She was
loved by all the staff. Mr and Mrs Padmanabhan
were extraordinary people, kind, compassionate.
They understood what social work was all
about. Mr Vellodi was a dynamic person, he
brought about changes in the rules, and we
got a lot of donations through him. Mr and
Mrs Raghavachari were very helpful and hardworking social workers. Mrs Pattabhiraman was
very particular about work. She would maintain
records meticulously. Radha Madhavan was a
silent worker and efficient.”
Late Mrs Saraswathi Gopalakrishnan, former ViceChairperson GOS (C)

Mrs Himani Datar entered at a time when the

Mrs Gita Viswanathan, in her reminiscences

relatively trouble-free. Mrs Kumar had many

harks back to the time of Mrs Waller and says

Late Mrs Saraswathi Gopalakrishnan, spoke
of her early days in the Guild. “After I came to
Madras, I wanted to do something. Mrs Nimmi
Gokarn said that the Guild needed volunteers.
That’s how I came on board.” She recounts the
various activities she undertook in the Guild.
She says that Mrs Thimmaya was her first
mentor. She worked in the Homes and says,
“My job was looking after the children’s schooling and diet. There was a Children’s Home
in Adyar and I was on the Committee there.
Mrs Thimmaya was like an Army General. The
staff feared her. She was a disciplinarian to the
core. She had a kind heart.” Mrs Gopalakrishnan
was also a part of Tasty and Spice Box and Bala
Vihar and Honorary Secretary, Nutrition on
Wheels from 1978.

that there were no particular qualifications to
be a volunteer as along as one had the bent of
mind to serve and give of their time and leisure.
Talking of Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav, she

duties. Mrs Ramani Reddy succinctly captures
the spirit of the volunteers. “We are low key. We

words of praise for Mrs Datar. “Himani is a

don’t advertise, yet our work is tremendous. All

dynamic worker. She has the ability to grasp

that we do is made possible because of dedicated

quickly. She is good at writing notices, which

volunteers who give generously of their time.

is a great advantage. She is very easy to work

As we grow older we wish there were more

with. She is of the modern generation, so is
able to think differently. We old-timers were

youngsters on the Board.”

stuck, and finding it difficult to change. She

The Guild has had many loyal and hard-

works systematically. She has been a boon to

working staff who have remained with the

the Guild. She gives importance to the Guild’s

organization for a long period of time. Three

activities and works really hard.” All of them

old-timers were interviewed and all of them had

The present-day volunteers, looking after the

spoke fondly of Sarala Philip, who had been the

asserted that they lives have been changed for

Working Women’s Hostel, Mrs Nimmu Kumar,

Executive Officer for more than 25 years and

the better after their association with the Guild.

Mrs Ramani Reddy and Mrs Himani Datar were

was completely dedicated to her work. She was

Thangam has been working with Nutrition on

interviewed jointly and took their cues from their

very good at documentation and a great asset

Wheels (NOW) for the last thirty-one years as

predecessors. A striking feature about all three

at a time when computers were non-existent.

a kitchen supervisor. Vijaya has worked with

was their camaraderie and goodwill towards

She had helped all of them to get around their

NOW for forty years and is presently with the

recalls that she expected great things from the
volunteers. “She was authoritative. She would
say, ‘Put on your thinking caps. Don’t just sit
there’. That was one of her favourite sayings.
I can still hear her saying that.”
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Mrs Himani Datar, Honorary Secretary, GOS (C)

Hostel had a very good committee and it was
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Platinum Jubilee celebrations
An event of Nutrition on Wheels (NOW)

Day Care Centre for the Aged. Lakshmi joined

She goes on to say that other Treasurers too

them twenty-one years ago in Accounts and

helped her. “Mr Jacob Abraham, Mr Binoy

now is Accounts Manager. Thangam recounted

Joseph, they all helped me. Till the end of my

her duties of the earlier days. “I would take care

life, I want to be with the Guild. I will work till
I can, after that I want to become a voluntary

of the store contents, I would record the times of

member. I am proud to be on the staff of this

the staff coming in and going out. If there is any

organization. The Guild changed me.” Mrs Datar,

absenteeism, I would pitch in” Vijaya takes care

Honorary Secretary of the Guild, was very

of about 15 old people who attend the Day Care

appreciative of the staff when she said, “One

Centre. She also makes snacks for the kids in the

thing about the staff here—they are extremely

crèche. Her son and daughter were educated

dedicated. For any event or programme, they

through the Guild. Of the old days, she says,

rally around. They don’t watch the clock. This

“There would be mass feedings. I would go with

applies to all the units. We don’t pay corporate

food in the van and help distribute it.” Lakshmi

rates, but the commitment is excellent.”

completed her B.Com and joined the Guild.
She was guided and moulded by the Treasurer,

The end of the nineties was also the Platinum

Mr Balasubramanian and Mrs Gopalakrishnan.

Jubilee of the founding of the Guild. The
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celebrations were conducted through the year
1998-99. The memory of Mrs Mary Clubwala
Jadhav was honoured and her dynamic
leadership and innovative thinking which set
the Guild on the road to growth and expansion
were lauded. The News Sheet of the Information
Bureau precisely summarised the gamut of
services provided to society at large by the
Guild. “From its inception in 1923, through
the 2nd World War and into 1950, the Guild
focused on the provision of direct material
and emotional support to its beneficiaries,
mainly institutionalised children and later
children living with their families. This Welfare
Model was replaced during the 1960s and into
the 1970s by a Social Work Model providing

Mrs Khorshed Thimmayya, former Vice-Chairperson
and Treasurer GOS (C)

services to the families as well as to the child.

Chief Guest Dr Badrinath at the 60th anniversary celebrations of the International Evening

This Social Work Model continues to evolve

Minister, Mrs Sarguna Pandian, Tamil Nadu

during the 1980s and 90s into a community

Assembly Deputy Speaker Mr Parithi Illam

development approach, aiming at sustainable

Vazhuthi and the Vice-Chairperson of the Guild

development with equity and participation.

Mrs Khorshed Thimmayya participated and
spoke on the occasion.

It is in this perspective that the Guild approached
the Platinum Jubilee year bringing about a shift

The year 1999 was also the 60th anniversary of

in its developmental paradigm.”

the International Evening and it was celebrated
at the Taj Coromandel Hotel. Dr Badrinath

Mrs Usha Narayanan, wife of the President of

and Mrs Vasanthi Badrinath graced the occasion.

India, Mr KR Narayanan, was the Chief Guest

The evening was a great success with enjoyable

at the celebratory function and advocated the

entertainment and theme dances based on

introduction of micro credit facilities to rural

female emancipation.

women to uplift their economic situation.

Celebrations at the 60th anniversary of the International Evening
58

Mrs Fathima Beevi, Governor of Tamil Nadu

The decade rolled to a close along with the

presided over and spoke about women’s

millennium, and the new millennium brought

empowerment as a crucial factor in a nation’s

with it, its share of successes and challenges

development. The Tamil Nadu Social Welfare

which the following chapters will record.
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The Millenium Years

T

he first decade of the Millennium saw the

for many years had this to say. “Mary Clubwala

Guild fulfil its potential and continue the

Jadhav got Christian, Muslim, Hindu and Parsi

good work of the earlier years. It looked

institutions, all involved in the Guild.” The

ahead in keeping with its promise to eradicate

Guild had no particular leanings and impartially

poverty and bring succour to the poor through

rendered help wherever necessary and even

education and health. The year 1999 segued

had a nationalistic presence. It extended help

seamlessly into the year 2000 for the Guild, with

to any part of the country that had a crisis or a

none of the Y2K fears affecting its functioning.

calamity whether it was floods in Bihar or Orissa

In keeping with its practice of greater outreach

or an earthquake in Gujarat. Mr Jayasheelan,

in all aspects of social welfare, the Guild set up

a staff member who was first with Save the

many new units in the new millennium. The

Children Fund (SCF) moved to the Guild when

hallmarks of the decade were the birth centenary

SCF wound up and served in many units of

celebrations of Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav

the Guild. He epitomises the spirit of the staff

in 2009, the Golden Jubilee and the Diamond

when he says, “We are all fired up by a spirit of

Jubilee celebrations of the Children’s Home and

service rather than monetary considerations.”

the Lady Nye MRT1 Special Higher Secondary

The Guild and its activities were so well-

School which were set up in Pallipattu in 1950.
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established that accolades and assistance poured

Two outstanding attributes of the Guild over the

in from all sides. The International Evening—

almost hundred years of its existence have been

Millennium 2000 held in March 2000, was

its singularly secular stand and the undivided

attended by Mr DR Karthikeyan, Director

loyalty of its volunteers and staff. Prof KN

General, Human Rights Commission and his

George who has been associated with the Guild

letter of appreciation to Mrs Indira Kothari,
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function. “Mrs Jayalakshmi Narayanswami,

taught to wash and keep their own plates away.

Chairperson, Children’s Home and also Vice-

Classes resume after lunch and school closes

Chairperson Guild of Service (Central) recounted

at 4 pm, when the kids tumble out with much

how the Home had begun in May 1950 in a

gusto and vigour. After a quick wash and

single room with just 10 children. The primary

change, the children take up some evening

objective had been the care of destitute children

chore to help in the smooth running of the

and to provide them with education and

Home. Wheat porridge, tea and sometimes

shelter…The growth and development of the

some bread/biscuits comprises the evening tea.

Seva Samajam Children’s Home owes a great

They get back to their studies after a short break

deal to the active involvement and generosity of

and have their dinner at sundown.”

the Madras Round Table 1… Besides donation

The Guild’s commitment towards the rescue

of buildings, library books, play equipment

of homeless children led to Former Chief

and mattresses, MRT1 has also arranged for

Minister Ms Jayalalithaa sending four mentally

sponsorship of maintenance expenses…”

challenged children she found loitering on the
streets, to the Bala Vihar institution. In 2002,

The function was inaugurated by Mr Murasoli
International Evening Millenium 2000 - Mr D R Karthikeyan with Mrs Kothari, Mrs J Narayanaswami and
Mrs Butchi Arumugam

the Guild received the State Award for the

Maran, Union Minister of Commerce & Industry.

best NGO in the field of disability. It was

An exhibition, depicting the history and

received by Mrs Indira Kothari, Chairperson and

development of the school and Home and

Chairperson of the Guild at that time, reflects

Mrs Gita Viswanathan, Honorary Secretary.

an audio-visual programme showcasing the

the reputation that the Guild enjoyed. He

In 2003, Mrs Gita Viswanathan was awarded

activities of the children were organized. The

writes, “I am amazed at the range of activities

the State Award for Best Social Worker. The

Home was the first unit to come up in 1950

the Guild of Service has been doing since the

Golden Jubilee function of Bala Vihar in April

under the leadership of Mrs Mary Clubwala

last 75 years… and commendable community

2003 at the Mary Clubwala Jadhav auditorium

Jadhav and it is only fitting to detail a day

service that the Guild has been doing in Tamil

was inaugurated by the Governor of Tamil

in the life of the institution at the turn of

Nadu. I am sure thousands of less privileged

Nadu and a workshop on Emerging Trends in

the century as recorded in the News Sheet of

persons who are beneficiaries of your service,

the Care and Management of Special Children

January 2000. “A typical day starts at 5.30 am

will be ever grateful to you and the Guild of

was inaugurated by Prof KN George, Chairman

after a quick (and compulsory!) bath and

Service.”In August 2000, Mrs Sudha Murthy,

of the Bala Vihar Training School.

cleaning up of the dorm. The kids assemble in

Chief Trustee, Infosys Foundation donated 17
sewing machines to 20 women recommended
by the MCJ Special School for the Hearing
Impaired of which eight were ex-students of
the school.
The Seva Samajam Children’s Home celebrated
its Golden Jubilee in August 2000 and the News

Mrs Jayalakshmi Narayanswami, Chairperson
2007-13

Sheet of December 2000 carried a report of the
62

the dining hall at 8 am for a head count and

The year 2009 saw the birth centenary cele-

prayer. After breakfast at 8.30 am there is one

brations of Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav come

more assembly for prayer and reading of the

to a momentous close with the installation

newspaper headlines. Classes start at 9.30 am,

of a bronze statue of Mrs Clubwala Jadhav in

there is a short break at 11 am and lunch at

the Guild of Service headquarters, Egmore,

12.30 pm. The children often enjoy sponsored

which had been her second home for many

lunches or a special sweet or fruit donated

years. Mr Dayanidhi Maran, Union Minister for

by some philanthropic soul. They have been

Textiles unveiled the statue on the occasion.
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The birth centenary celebrations of Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav
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A new block of the Girls’ Home was also

Several new initiatives were started in the

organizations have provided help and support

prisoners. This is a totally non-religious body-

inaugurated. In December of the same year, the

millennium years. Rural development projects

in the form of offering entrepreneurial training

completely secular.”

Diamond Jubilee of the Seva Samajam Children’s

like the Spirulina Algae project with the

skills for underprivileged women. Several self-

Home in Pallipattu came around. There were

Murugappa Group and the Vermi-compost

help groups were formed. The women were

grand celebrations with the children putting

Bio-fertilser project, with New College were

encouraged to work from home and generate

up cultural programmes and an exhibition. The

launched. Hair and Beauty Therapy, jewellery-

income. The banks and the Tamil Nadu Corpo-

function was inaugurated by Mr Stalin, Deputy

making and embroidery courses were started

ration for the Development of Women Ltd.

Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu and the Mayor of

with the help of Luxembourg charity, Amicale

would assess the group savings and accounts

Chennai, Mr M Subramanyan was also present.

and a French organization called Duppatta.com.

and offer loans to members.

In the year 2013, the Guild embarked on its

The Stree Sahaya institution was established

90th birthday celebrations and it culminated

to provide a residential home for mentally

in the compiling of a souvenir to mark the role

challenged women and subsequently closed. The

and activities of the Guild in the arena of social

Adopt-a-Granny scheme was started to provide

work, which was released in February 2014. The

medicines and provisions to elderly people.

function was inaugurated by the Governor of

Women’s Self-Help Groups were begun in 2003

Tamil Nadu, Mr Rosaiah and it was followed

to make large numbers of women economically

by a cultural programme by the children and

independent. Tamil Nadu Corporation for the

awarding of prizes to staff members.

Development of Women Ltd. and other similar

The Tsunami Relief Project was set up in collaboration with the MS Swaminathan Research
Foundation, in the aftermath of the tsunami
that struck the Tamil Nadu coast in 2004.
Several rehabilitation projects were set up for
the villages on the ECR along with the help of
Terres Des Hommes, Denmark. Fishermen were

A Family Counselling Centre for women

provided with catamarans and fishing nets and

prisoners and undertrials in Puzhal jail was

a crab harvesting farm was set up for the youth

established in 2003 to provide free legal

as a source of secondary income. The women

assistance and counselling to them and their

of the Self-Help groups were provided with

families. Vocational training programmes are

ice boxes to store their haul of fish in order to

also held for the inmates so that they can become

augment their income.

economically independent when released. Talent

The Seva Samajam MRT 1 Teachers Training

shows and entertainment programmes are also

Institute in association with Madras Round

held to instil a positive attitude in them. At times,

Table 1 was set up in 2005 to train students

programmes are also conducted for the prison
staff. Mrs Lalitha Natraj, Vice-Chairperson of
the Guild and Chairperson the Egmore Campus
3 says, “The programme is funded by the Tamil
Nadu Social Welfare Board. Two social workers
go to the jail everyday and offer their services.
The women are also given vocational training
in making Dettol and detergent.” She also went
on to add that additionally, counsellors are
stationed at two police stations and they counsel
women who come there due to marital discord
or other related issues and try to sort out their
problems on the spot. Mr Rathinasabapathy IPS
(Retd), Vice-Chair-person of the Guild remarks
on the success of the programme. “Prison
counselling is very effective as it does not come
from the Prison Department. An outside body

Mr Rathinasabapathy IPS (Retd), Vice-Chairperson,
GOS (C)

is able to gain the confidence of the women

Family Counselling Centre in Puzhal Jail
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passed and adopted. On the recommendation

In keeping with the new line of management,

of the Board, the Adoption unit of the Guild

the working of the Guild has been streamlined

was closed after unsuccessful attempts to

and made more efficient. Mr Sripathi, while

renew the licenses. The children were shifted to

being interviewed, recounts the challenges he

other institutions.

faced to consolidate the landholdings and to
channelise documentation in the various units,

In 2015, a Common Development Fund was

He says, “Landholdings are in the combination

created by the Central Office, along with contri-

of purchased land and alienated land. I am

bution from the units. The fund is used for

in the process of securing title deeds and

infrastructure development and other emergency

differentiating and recording the extent of the

needs after it is approved by the Board. Repairs

purchased lands versus the alienated land.

and renovation to the auditorium and the main

All the institutions have been designated as

building were undertaken and according to Mrs

“campuses”. Records and documentation have

Aparna Bharathan, Joint Secretary of the Guild,

been put in order.” He quoted the example of

a Swach Guild campaign was started and the

the Old Age Home at Vempampattu, where

Central office staff would make unannounced

the death certificates of the inmates who had

visits to the campuses to judge the cleanest

passed away had not been obtained. Similarly,

campus. She says, “A trophy is presented for

the admission details of the children admitted

the cleanest campaign. The programme is three

to the institutions had to be more detailed and

years old.”

Tsunami relief work in 2004-05

passing out of the Lady Nye MRT1 Special

Over the course of time several administrative

Higher Secondary School and provide them

changes have taken place in the governance

opportunities for employment as teachers.

and management of the Guild. The Guild is

The Teachers Training Institute also catered to

administered by a Board of Management who

students from the general public. Susequently,

meet every month and also hold an Annual

it was absorbed into the Jayalakshmi Narayana-

General Body Meeting every year in September.

swami College of Education.

The year 2018 marked the 95th year of the

The GOS Jayalakshmi Narayanaswami College

Annual Meeting, an unbroken trend since the
foundation of the Guild in 1923. As discussed in

of Education was set up in 2009 to offer B. Ed

the October 2013 Board meeting, it was decided

programmes to students passing out of the

to set up Campus Committees to look into the

Guild’s schools. It has been well-recognized for

management of the units in Saligramam, Anna

its academic standards. Most of the students
who pass out successfully, take the Teachers

Nagar, Kilpauk, Egmore and Pallipattu. This

Eligibility Test conducted by the Government

was to ensure that all units in a campus worked

and gain immediate employment as teachers in

together and are administered by individual

private and Government schools.

committees. The revised Guild staff rules were
68
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Mr Ganapathy Subramanian, Honorary Treasurer,
GOS (C)

Mr KS Sripathi, Chairperson, GOS (C)

all the demographics recorded. The recognition

Mr Ganapathy Subramanian, Honorary Treasurer

of all the schools under the Guild was also a task

(Central) also emphasised the importance of

he had undertaken. He also stated that image

securing the title deeds to prevent usurping

building had been an important exercise in the

of the land and protecting the assets of the

last three years.

Guild. He says, “I introduced a Fixed Asset
Register among all the other units where they
maintain an inventory of all assets like chairs,
tables, fans, etc. This is to prevent pilferage and
misuse.” With regard to funds, he says, “We
get sufficient funds from donations, grants and
FCRA contributions to run the institution. The
yearly expenditure of all the units put together
is about 13/14 crores. There are adequate funds
to carry out repairs to the buildings and other
infrastructure. The units have autonomy to
sanction expenses unless it is of a very large
nature like construction work where approval
from the Central Board has to be sought.”

Mrs Aparna Bharathan, Honorary Joint Secretary
GOS (C)
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GOS Study Centre

The Guild realised that 18 of its 22 units and

all possible aid to those in need by starting

projects were directly related to education. The

programmes that would directly impact their

Board unanimously decided that the focus of the

lives. In the Annual Report for 2015-16, the

Guild henceforth be ‘Education, co-curricular

programmes of the Guild are clearly listed.

and related activities’. A free study centre was

1. Mainstream education for boys and girls and

started at Mangalapuram in 2016, to benefit

Crèches for pre-school children

girl students from classes VI to IX and the

2. Special education for special needs children

feedback received was very encouraging as the

3. 
Training programmes for educators for

children enjoyed doing their homework there

normal and special needs children

and wanted the volunteers to allow them to

4. 
Non-formal, vocational training and skill

stay longer. Mrs Aparna Bharathan, comments

development programmes for school drop-

on this. “The Study Centre in Mangalapuram

outs and women

offers a conducive space for study for school-

Since its inception in 1923, the Guild has

going children after school hours. MSSW

endured almost a hundred years, staying true

students help out with homework and students

to its objectives of rehabilitation, empowerment

are offered snacks.”

and enrichment of the lives of scores of people

As we come to the present time, constant and

who come under its nurturing, sheltering and

continuous efforts are in progress to extend

compassionate care.
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“The happiest people
I know are those who
lose themselves in the
service of others.”
“The happiest people
I know are those who
lose themselves in the
service of others.”
Gordon B. Hinckley
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Chapter 7

Mary Clubwala Jadhav– ‘Service Above Self’

O

ne of the iconic figures of Madras

in aid, financial and otherwise, from many

in the 20th century, is undoubtedly

corners of the world.

Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav, who

Apart from the Guild of Service which grew

with her strong leadership skills and driving

exponentially under her guidance, she was a

force, made ‘social service’ a household word

part of 150 social service organizations many

amongst the elite of the city. She contributed

of which she founded. She was an active

immensely to the growth and development
of the Guild of Service, and it has been her
singular achievement. The institution today,
bears testimony to the inviolable foundations
laid by her and her predecessors. Mary
Clubwala Jadhav’s contribution to nationbuilding is immense, especially in South
India after India gained independence in 1947
by reaching out to the poor, desititute and
needy. The units of the Guild started by her
across different states of India from small
towns to large cities extended help to those
in need. Under her able leadership, the Guild
co-ordinated closely with the State and Central
Governments to deliver the schemes to the poor.
Her international connections served to bring
76
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member and, in many cases, an office-bearer of

Ministry, Government of India as one of the

of charity, not the least of which was the building

organizations like the Madras School of Social

12 UN correspondents in India, in the field of

of a Fire Temple in Madras, in 1910.

Work, YWCA, Indian Red Cross, Cheshire

correctional crime and treatment of offenders.

Homes, Bharat Scouts and Guides, Indian

She also received the Japanese Sword of Honour

Council for Social Welfare (ICSW), Women’s

in 1946 from the 14th Army for her services to

India Association (WIA), the Juvenile Bureau

Armed Forces Welfare between 1939 and 1945.

and many more. She has many firsts to her name
—the first woman Sheriff of Madras (1956),
the first International Commissioner of Guides
for India, the first Indian lady volunteer to be
invited to the USA under the Leader Specialists
Program. For her unparalleled and untiring
efforts, she was the recipient of many awards—
the most prestigious being the Padma Vibhushan
in 1975. This was preceded by the Padma Shri in
1955 and the Padma Bhushan in 1968. She was
well-recognized for her work internationally
too and was awarded the M.B.E. in 1941 and

Clubwala in 1935, when he went to Europe to
recover from ill-health. Widowed at the tender
age of 27, the grief-sticken Mary did not wallow

Sheila Young to describe her and ring true like

in self-pity but decided to do something

no other. She goes on to write in her Golden

meaningful. She joined the Guild of Service in

Jubilee message to the Guild, “Already heaped

1936. This was the start of a journey which

with esteem and an international honour, Mary

changed not just her life but also that of

personifies the Guild of Service, and together

thousands of men, women, children, whole

with her ladies, I know she will—in terms of the

families and the differently abled. In 1953,

founders—continue to “discover and organize

Mary married Major Chandrakant K Jadhav,

all possible fields of service”.”According to Prof

an Indian Army officer. He supported her in

KN George, Ms Indira Gandhi on hearing of

all her social service activities. She worked

her demise called her a “great social worker”.

unceasingly for the cause of social welfare for

were the first home of Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav

Honours and several citations from across the

in 1930. She tragically lost her husband Nogi

“Dynamo” and “mainspring” are the words of

Gently rolling hills and lush, verdant valleys

was the recipient of the Kaiser-e-Hind, Guide

Mary became mother to a son, Khushro (Phil)

who was born in the hill station of Wellington,

well-to-do Parsi parents, schooling in Nazreth

Nilgiris District to Rustom and Allamai Patel

convent surrounded by the beautiful blue-green

on June 10, 1908. She was named Meher and

ranges of the Nilgiris ensured a happy and

A 1956 Minutes Book reports that Mrs Mary

subsequently came to be known as Mary. She

secure childhood. Her pleasing personality and

Clubwala Jadhav was appointed by the Home

was the younger daughter and life with her

pleasant manners made her a popular figure.

world. She won the Best Social Worker Award
at the Hague.

almost four decades till her untimely demise in

Mary Clubwala Jadhav with her son Khushro

1975 at the Tata Memorial Hospital in Bombay.
Unfortunately she lost her beloved son, Phil
and her husband Major Jadhav before she
passed away. Mrs Mani Clubwala’s poignant
memories when she was at her deathbed mark
the pathos of the situation. “The end came in a
hospital in Mumbai. There were so many people

Despite her privileged upbringing, the seeds

Mary’s Mother, Allamai
Mary’s mother, Allamai was born to the Khareghats who were a prominent Parsi family of
Bombay and in the late 1800s had played host to the talented artist Raja Ravi Varma and his
brother Raja Raja Varma. It was on one such visit that the painter seeing the daughter of the
familyAllamai set out for a walk armed with a parasol, asked her to hold the pose and immediately
sketched it. He later made a full-fledged oil out of it titled, Setting Out. Many years later the family
donated the portrait to the National Gallery of Art, Madras, where it still remains. In 1902,
Allamai moved to Madras, where her brother Meherwanjee Rustomjee Khareghat worked for
the Public Works Department. Four years later, she married Rustom T Patel, a businessman
based in Ooty.
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coming to meet her. MS Subbulakshmi came…

of social welfare were sown early, when she

Mary said, “Subbulakshmi sing something for

was still in school, with her deep interest in the

my son.” She sang a bhajan about a devoted

activities of the Girl Guides and Red Cross. She

mother and her son. It was so appropriate. I

was married at 18, in 1926, to the Madras-based

couldn’t stop my tears. It was so pathetic.”

Nogi, son and heir to the enormously wealthy
entrepreneur Phiroj M Clubwala. The family

The demise of her first husband in 1935 affected

fortunes were owed to the success of Jal Phiroj

Mary deeply and it was in the aftermath of this

& Co, General Merchant and Importer, whose

that she joined the Guild in 1936 and plunged

offices were at 169, Devaraja Mudali Street,

headlong into its work. Indian ladies were

Park Town and Palace Road, Madurai. The

inducted in the Guild for the very first time. Lady

Clubwalas were known for their piety and acts

Colleen Nye who accompanied her husband to
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occasion of the Golden Jubilee. “The Guild acts as

Mary Clubwala Jadhav was responsible for the

in which she and her charming lady workers

a forum where all other voluntary organizations

founding of the Indian Hospitality Committee

received incoming soldiers from overseas and

engaged in different types of social welfare

which offered several services to hospitals, the

from other battlefronts and looked after them

programmes are enabled to come together, learn

war effort and provided entertainment to the

just like a Mother and Sisters did.”

about each other’s services and work in a co-

troops. Between 1942 and 1945, more than 30 lakh

ordinated manner.” Mrs PP Naidu, Director

soldiers, sailors and airmen were entertained by

Planning Commission (Retd), Former Union

the committee members. General KM Cariappa

Social Welfare Advisor adds to the importance

who was a lifelong admirer of her work was

of the role of a co-ordinating agency.

particularly

“Co-ordination means much more than meets
the eye. It means giving and sharing amongst
the participants who are treated as equal
members without domination or giving room
to exploitation by any individual member.
In other words, co-ordination is a term when,
Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav with Lady Nye, visiting
a school

translated into action, means truly the secular

Madras when he became the Governor of the

Jadhav had the skills to draw people and

merging with the sacred.” Mrs Mary Clubwala

impressed

with

her

The cessation of war and the birth of a new
India, set Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav on the
path to bringing relief to those in need of it.
In one of the Board Meetings of the fifties, the

wartime

Minutes record Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav

services. “I well remember the activities of the

statements which enshrine her commitment

Guild during Great War II when the President

to carry forth the work of the founders of the

“Mother” of the Guild, Mrs Mary Clubwala

Guild.“…Mrs Waller and a group of European

Jadhav and her great team of dedicated workers

leaders founded the Guild of Service with the

looked after the soldiers returning from the
warfronts. I saw a lot of this work in Madras,

idea of women of leisure giving their services

Mrs Jadhav was then known to the army as ‘the

for assistance in homes of the poor, hospitals,

Darling of the Army’ and she was it too, the way

orphanages and others…

institutions into the organization. Mrs Durgabai

Madras Presidency was President of the Guild

Deshmukh had deep words of appreciation for

from 1946-48. In her congratulatory message to

her ability to motivate workers and volunteers

the Guild on the occasion of the Golden Jubilee,

to give of their best. “Your untiring efforts and

she writes of her association with several organi-

sincerity and honesty of purpose have given to

zations including the Guild. “I very soon met
Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav, in whom I found

the organization a mission along with literally

a good friend, a quick receptive mind, a great

thousands of workers to serve the avowed

organising ability and—most important of all—

objects for which it has been established.

a warm heart and a real love of helping those in

Workers are more important than money and

need. I am glad to say that my friendship and

that too, dedicated honest and sincere workers

admiration continue for her to this day.”

are a rare commodity now. You, by your
example have a made a great contribution to

Apart from running institutions of its own like

creating such workers to follow your example.”

schools and residential homes for destitute
children, the Guild was a nodal agency for many

The war years from 1939-45 were the time Mary

other similar institutions. It was a co-ordinating

Clubwala Jadhav and her team of intrepid

agency and a high degree of co-operation was

ladies were involved in humanitarian efforts

required to maintain efficiency as mentioned

to alleviate the untold miseries and suffering

by Mrs Visalakshmi Nedunchezian on the

the armed services were subject to. In 1942,
80
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In 1937, Lady Leach, who was the President,

“When little children came knocking at our

The founding of the Madras School of Social

“Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav is more than a

decided to draw in Indian ladies and Indian

doors, parentless, ill and weary, Seva Samajam

Work was her other significant contribution

legend. She is a living force. She comes. She

organizations… In 1946, a number of men’s

takes care of them. Many do not know their

to the field of social work. In her own words,

sees. She conquers. She is a living example of

organizations were invited to join the Guild

names, their ages or their parents and there

“The Madras School of Social Work was started

how a good social-minded person works. She is

are others who remember, but have parents no

against great odds.” She was making repeated

not afraid of a problem...The School is a product

more, and others have parents one or another

but futile attempts since 1947 to start a social

of her methodology. She knows the various

blind or suffering with TB or leprosy and a few

work school for students from the States of

whose parents are suffering a lifetime in jail

Madras, Andhra, Kerala and Mysore. In 1948,

and later on district branches were formed…
Our pattern of coordinating of services and
cooperation with existing agencies to avoid
overlapping and to create new channels of
service and start pilot projects has all come

and others come ill-treated, burnt and beaten.

to stay.”

Sometimes there are others from good families,

As a member of the Juvenile Justice Board she

fallen on bad days. Hundreds of children come

saw several homeless children appearing in

into our portals.” From these small beginnings

front of her in dire need of shelter and protection.

the Guild has spread its sheltering arms wide, to

In 1950, she set up the Seva Samajam Children’s

encompass the destitute, the handicapped, the

Home in Pallipattu. In her own poignant words,

mentally challenged and many more.

aspects of social problems of India. Still she
recognizes that a serious study should be made

when the Guild organized their first Conference

about these problems. Not by older people...It

of Social Work a resolution was adopted to start

is her view that young people should be trained

an Institute in the city of Madras for both men

to do something about these problems.”

and women and provide a two-year course

She was widely travelled internationally and

in social work. In 1951, Mrs Mary Clubwala

Presidents, Prime Ministers, Ambassadors and

Jadhav went to the USA and visited 20 Schools
of Social Work and she was offered technical

royalty were well known to her. In 1948, she

assistance and books. Back in Madras, help was

attended the International Red Cross Conference

not forthcoming from the Government.

in Sweden as a delegate and also in the same
year attended the International Conference

Despite several setbacks and initial financial
assistance

from

the

Madras

of the World Assembly of Youth in London.

Provincial

She was the first Indian lady voluntary social

Welfare Fund, the School was inaugurated on

worker to be invited to the United States under

June 4, 1952 by Shri Rajagopalachari. In 1960,

the Leader Specialists’ Program under which

Mr Thomas W Symmons, US Consul General

she gave 300 lectures to audiences and also

in Madras had effusive words of praise for

through television and radio. A well-known

Mrs Jadhav in her role as a Founder Secretary

resident of Chennai in her memoirs states that

of the Madras School of Social Work.

On Her Compassion
Prof KN George of the Madras School of Social Work remarks on her compassion. “You could
meet Mary Clubwala at any time. She would listen to everyone. She had a social concern for
staff, and their welfare... If there was any death or accident in the family of any staff, she would
come, even at midnight.”
He adds yet another detail – “When there was a flood in Bihar or Orissa, she would appeal
to all the colleges and schools and clothes would be dumped in the Rajaji Hall. She would put
a few tailors there to mend and alter the clothes as needed. Then she would get them ironed
and packed, and sent to the flood-affected areas with cooperation from the Railways.”
MSSW inaugurated on June 4, 1952 by Shri Rajagopalachari, then Chief Minister of Madras
84
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Mrs Mani Clubwala, Member of GOS

Mrs Gita Vishwanathan, Chairperson 2004-07,
GOS (C)

Her dress is simple and of good taste, and the

She goes on to speak of her temper but

frequent parties in her house bespeak her sense

states rather fondly that nothing could come

of refined taste and lavish hospitality.”

between them and their deep friendship and
illustrates it. “Every Wednesday, I was supposed

Many members of the Guild and those who

to have lunch with Mary. If for any reason she

knew her personally and also worked with her,

was rude to me (and she had a temper), I would

shared their fond memories and anecdotes.

not go the next Wednesday. The Wednesday

Mrs Mani Clubwala, when interviewed for this

after that, I would have decided not to go, but

book speaks of an incident where the shortage of
Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav visiting the Rajaji Hostel at GOS, Sivaganga

she would call and say, “Why didn’t you come

sugar in the market resulted in some committee

last Wednesday. I suppose because I was rude

members helping themselves to the last bag

to you? Don’t be silly, come along.” Another

when she visited Israel and met Ms Golda Meir

In A Brief Biography presented to her by the

of sugar left with the Annapurna canteen. The

who was Foreign Minister then, she told her that

Social Work Organizations of Madras on her

canteen was making sweets for children with

appointment as Sheriff of Madras, the following

the Government quota sugar. Mrs Jadhav was

words describe her personality, stating that

furious and made sure the erring members

Jadhav and Mrs Ammu Swaminathan. She then

though she was a social worker, she was not

returned the bag of sugar at any cost. Mrs Mani

handed over two letters to be passed on to them.

a ‘reserved type’. “She is humourous and can

Clubwala further adds that when donations of

Mrs Jadhav also maintained very good relation-

make people laugh with her countless anecdotes.

cheese came from an American organization,

ships with the embassy members in Madras.

She is a good sportswoman though she seldom

there was a plan to sell the cheese and make use

Most of the foreign women belonged to the

finds any time to play any game. Her favourite

of the money to buy rice and other staples for

Overseas Women’s League. Mrs Clubwala

dish is the chundal of Annapurna Cafetaria and

the children. But Mrs Jadhav insisted that the

was able to work with different kinds of

Jadhav paid for all her travels whether inter-

lime rice and rasam of Mysore Café and her

children be given cheese, stating that if they

people—from the elite to the ordinary clerk.

national or domestic from her personal funds.

choice drink is soda or better still Adam’s ale.

could enjoy cheese the children could too.

She got everyone involved.”

she knew two outstanding women in Madras
and mentioned the names of Mrs Mary Clubwala
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incident related by her was that Mrs Jadhav
had insisted that her funeral be attended by
non-Parsis too. Though the priest objected, a
special concession was sought to allow nonParsis to attend her funeral. In her own words,
here are her simple and direct recollections of
Mrs Jadhav. “She was a good administrator,
and a great fundraiser. She had the knack of
getting the right people to do the right job. She
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the Germans for their hot dogs. All this would
be imported for the International Evening.” She
goes on to recall how Mrs Clubwala Jadhav
would bring around the Governor to each and
every stall. She admires her enthusiasm and
team spirit and her dedication to the Guild,
to which she left a large part of her property.
On talking of her determination, she says,
“Mrs Clubwala Jadhav would not hesitate to
ask anybody for anything. She would say, the
answer can be only yes or no. That’s the attitude
which helped her get so much done.”
Prof KN George who was involved with the
Madras School of Social Work spoke highly
of Mrs Clubwala Jadhav as someone who was
very capable and commanded respect from

Mrs Seetha Muthiah, Vice-President GOS (C)

everyone. “Mary Clubwala was a very simple
person despite her wealth. I used to travel with

Mrs Gita Viswanathan, the former Honorary

her to the US, etc. She won the Best Social Worker

Secretary and Chairperson of the Guild of

Award at The Hague. I have a photograph with

Service, talks of her own association with Mrs

her and her son on that occasion.”According

Mary Clubwala Jadhav and the Guild, through

to him, she was very good at budgeting and

her mother’s involvement with the Guild’s

organization. He recollects her kind-heartedness

work. She admires Mrs Clubwala Jadhav

at a time when his father passed away while

for her integrity and the totally transparent

he was in the US. Mrs Jadhav decided not to

manner in which she ran the organization.

inform him as he could not return in time for the

She shared a close personal bond with her.

funeral. As soon as he returned, she was with

Mrs Seetha Muthiah became involved with the

him, consoling him.

Guild through her mother-in-law, Mrs AMM

Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav visiting the Gandhi Mission Society, GOS Vellore

arrangements, they were both invited by Mrs

Guild of Service on the national and inter-

Clubwala Jadhav for high tea and given small

national map when it came to social service.

gifts as a token of appreciation. Uma remembers

It is difficult to fathom how she expanded

Mrs Clubwala Jadhav telling her, ‘Work is

and managed to monitor such vast operations

God’. She looks up to her as a role model

decades ago when means of communication

but also says that she was a hard taskmaster.

were limited and took days to reach!

Mrs Aparna Bharathan, Joint Secretary, Guild

The Guild members past and present hold Mrs

of Service, Central when interviewed, relates

Clubwala Jadhav in high esteem and their fond

an incident narrated to her by her mother-

recollections bear testimony to the fact, as also

in-law, Mrs Ammu Bharathan, who was part

in the manner in which they continue to run the

Murugappa Chettiar, who was a close friend

Dr Uma Rajkumar, Board Member recalls the

of the Guild of Service for over four decades

of Mrs Clubwala Jadhav. She reminisces about

time when she was a medical student in the

including being the Honorary Secretary. When

the days when Mrs Clubwala Jadhav would

seventies. Mrs Jadhav summoned Uma and her

the Working Women’s Hostel was being

draw in the foreign embassy staff and the main

sister Brinda, to play host to foreign delegates

constructed Mrs Clubwala Jadhav insisted that

event would be the International Evening were

who had come to Chennai to participate in

bathtubs be installed in all the bathrooms! She

different food stalls would be put up. She says,

the International Conference on ‘Care and

had to be gently dissuaded! Mrs Himani Datar,

fruit in the near future and be a fitting memorial

“Each stall would be famous for something or

Management of Underprivileged Children’.

Honorary Secretary, Guild of Service adds that

to her manifold accomplishments in the field of

other. The British were known for their pastries,

After they had helped out with the hospitality

Mrs Clubwala Jadhav single-handedly put the

social service.
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organization she founded, with much dedication
and commitment. We hope too that their efforts
to name the road in Egmore on which the Guild
of Service Central stands, after her, will bear
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The Homes of the Guild

M

rs Clubwala Jadhav’s role as a

for Intellectually Challenged Children, Home

magistrate brought her in contact

for Physically Challenged Children and Home

with hordes of destitute and home-

for Intellectually Challenged Adults. Many

less children and triggered a strong desire in

Homes had also been set up in the districts in

her to provide asylum to them. At the first

Tamil Nadu. The first Home, the Seva Samajam

Conference of Social Work in 1948 held in

Children’s Home was established in 1950 in

Rajaji Hall, Col Thomas, who was attached

Pallipattu, Adyar.

to the Military Hospital urged the Guild to
start a home for destitute children. Lady
Nye who was presiding over the Conference
encouraged Mrs Clubwala Jadhav to volunteer
for this work. “Mary, why don’t you get up
and say that the Guild will undertake this
work?” Mrs Clubwala was very reluctant and
replied, “How can we? We have no resources.
We are doing direct services in hospitals,
in the children’s institutions, and raising
small amounts of money.” Lady Nye then
promised that she would give her money out
of the Provincial Welfare Fund. In due course,
a place was found and children from difficult
circumstances came to stay. Presently, the Guild
Mrs Mary Clubwalla Jadhav with Lady Nye, 1950

has a Children’s Home, a Girls’ Home, Home
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Seva Samajam Children’s Home

visited the Home and sponsored two children.
Mrs Clubwala Jadhav recounts poignantly

The Seva Samajam Children’s Home was first

about the first boy who joined the home. His

set up in 1950 and many heartbreaking

name was Gora.

stories form the background of the children

Children’s Home

who were taken into the Home. A place was

“I brought him to Madras. He was very nervous

found in Lattice Bridge Road, Adyar and the

and highly tensed boy. Then he was sponsored

Home was started with nine boys, seven of

by our then Governor HH the Maharaja of

them refugees from Burma, supported by the

Bhavnagar. Whenever he was upset he wanted

Protector of Immigrants. Lady Mountbatten

to jump into the well which was in the Lattice

Seva Samajam Children’s Home
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Volunteers have been helping the children

Children, Australia sponsored the Home. It was

develop themselves and give them exposure

shifted to the Egmore campus in 1968 where

to the world outside. It was a proud moment

a spacious Home was built with financial aid

when 10 Home children in 2017, trained by Ford

from MISEREOR, West Germany. Mrs Clubwala

volunteers, attended their first Lego League

Jadhav writes, sometime in the seventies, “Today,

Robotic competition and secured the best

the Girls’ Home is located in Aachen House

Robot design prize and came second overall.

and there are 300 girls. Many of them, my
young little daughters of the early years, are

Seva Samajam Girls’ Home

teachers, secretaries, housekeepers, clerks and
many, a wife and a mother.”

The Seva Samajam Girls’ Home was set up in

Children in the Home

1955 on Guindy Road in Adyar to provide

The present Home is a smaller 4,300 sq ft building

shelter and support to destitute and orphan

in the same campus just across Aachen House.

girls. The first residents were three girls who

It offers a safe haven to 45 girls in the age group

came from the Women’s Welfare Department.

of 10 -18 years from economically disadvantaged

Bridge Home. Then, one of my American

with parental care and affection is great but it

It was opened on Republic Day by Sri Prakasa,

homes who are either orphans or from single

friends said he should be taught swimming.

is a greater joy to work for the cause of children

then the Governor. CORSO and Save the

parent families. As per the Government norms,

So he was taken to the YMCA and he became

who had nothing, and bringing them up to the

a professional swimmer and never thought

position of normal children, with everything

of jumping into the well anymore.” This was

provided for them. My close association with

a boy who was orphaned because his father

these children has given not only immense

was washed away by a river in spate and his

pleasure to me but the children are approaching

mother jumped in unable to bear the loss.

me with love and confidence that I could help

A brother and sister pair who had lost their

them in all possible ways.”

mother and been deserted by the father, were

Over the years, thousands of children have

in the care of their dying grandmother. Only

gone on to gainful employment and become

the boy could be taken in and the girl was sent

responsible citizens. When these children now

elsewhere and this impelled Mrs Clubwala to

grown, return to visit, it is a matter of great

start a Girls’ Home. In the meanwhile, Sir

pride and joy to the institution which raised

Archibald Nye had become the High Com-

them. Today, the Home houses 61 boys and girls

missioner in Delhi and Lady Nye persuaded

in the same campus though accommodated

Mrs Indira Gandhi to take interest in the Home.

separately. This has ensured that many sisters

The President of India too became the Patron-

and brothers have continued to live in the same

in-Chief of the Home. Mrs AM Murugappa

campus and not been separated. The children

Chettiar’s comments at the Golden Jubilee

are provided with manifold opportunities

celebrations are a fitting tribute to the success

and special classes/coaching is conducted in

of the Home. “The joy of bringing children up

spoken English, music, dance and sports.
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Inspiring Stories

Jayalakshmi

Jayalakshmi joined the MCJ Girls’ High School in Class III along with her elder sister. A year later on
her grandmother’s persistence, who wanted the girls to have a good education and future, the Prinicipal
Mrs. Ananda Nagarajan spoke to the Seva Samajam Girls’ Home and got them admitted. This move
went on to change the trajectory of the lives of the two little girls.
Jayalakshmi recalls her days at the Home. She says that the environment in the Home was excellent and
well-disciplined. The management and house mothers were strict but kind. More than 250 girls from
different parts of Tamil Nadu and from different religions and communities were brought up together
like a big family. There were 50 children in each house, whose needs were carefully looked after by a
single house mother. The girls were encouraged to excel in their studies and helped to get admission in
good colleges. The Home also conducted the marriages for many residents who had lost their parents.
The campus was one of the best in Chennai and had excellent infrastructure—a good auditorium,
spacious playground, separate Prayer Hall, Dining Hall and Study Hall apart from dormitories.
It is a well-maintained campus with green trees and plants. The school teachers at MCJ Girls’ High
School are very dedicated and treat the Home children like their own daughters and motivate them to
excel not only in their studies but also in extracurricular activities.
After completion of B.Com from Queen Mary’s, Jayalakshmi trained as a stenographer and

MCJ Girls’ Higher Secondary School

also completed her M.Com. She got selected by a Public Sector Organization and went on to complete

only children referred by the Child Welfare
Committee (CWC) are admitted. The Home

examinations pursue higher studies.The girls

MA (Public Administration and MBA (HR). Today, she is a Senior HR Manager and Jayalakshmi

have regular counselling sessions with a trained

regularly mentors girls at the Guild and narrates her own story to them.

Management Committee has representatives

counsellor on a one-on-one basis as well as

from the Government and representatives from

routine medical examinations.

the resident girls under its care, apart from the

A residential lady Warden, House Mother and

Management Committee.

other staff take care of the girls. CCTVs are

The girls are carefully nurtured, ensuring their

installed for better security.

physical and mental well-being. They attend the

The Home gets financial support from the

MCJ Girls’ Higher Secondary School located

Directorate of Social Defence (Tamil Nadu)

on the same campus. Apart from emphasis on

as well as Trusts and individual donors. All

academics, they enjoy yoga, games, gardening,

festivals and special occasions are celebrated

music and dance classes. The girls regularly

with great enthusiasm. It is a matter of great

take part in cultural competitions organized

pride that the Seva Samajam Girls Home is

by other organizations and win top prizes.

considered a model Home by the Government.

Most girls after completing their school-leaving
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Bala Vihar: Home and Day Care
for Intellectually Challenged
Children

and training. Experts in the field of special
education train the children. A report of 1971-72
encapsulates the innate spirit of this home. “It
is realised that these children in spite of their

Bala Vihar was established in 1953 to house
intellectually challenged children and is a

limited potentialities, can be made useful

pioneer in this field in India. Education and

citizens, provided they are brought up in an

rehabilitation of intellectually challenged

atmosphere of understanding and affection.

children and adults from underprivileged

Such an atmosphere is to be found at Bala

backgrounds is the primary focus at Bala

Vihar, a residential centre for the mentally

Vihar.

to

challenged, founded under the joint auspices

safeguarding and promoting the welfare of

of the Guild of Service (Central) and Rotary

children by way of providing residential care

Club of Madras.”

The

institution

is

committed
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HOW IT BEGAN...

Mrs Clubwala Jadhav records that Dr Dhairyam,

Table, etc., became sponsors. Subsequently, a

2016 was the opening of the Mary Clubwala

a well-known psychiatrist was instrumental

Girls’ Home, a Vocational and Therapy Centre

Jadhav Block in the Kilpauk campus that

in setting up the Home. He was indebted to

and a Training Institute were started.

included a larger dining room, a modern

Mrs Clubwala Jadhav as she had helped his

Presently, Bala Vihar is spread over two

son who had been crippled in an accident to

campuses—in Kilpauk and Vepampattu. The

recover by recommending a visiting surgeon

Kilpauk campus has a Special School, separate

from the USA to treat him. In gratitude, Dr

Homes for girls and boys, a Vocational

Dhairyam consented to set up the Home and

Training Centre, a Day Care Centre and Early

be its Honorary Secretary. From then on, it

Intervention Centre. The Home provides

received support from the Central and State

The second programme is for girls above 14
years of age under the Department of the
District Differently-Abled Welfare Office.
At Bala Vihar Special School, the children

kitchen, renovated dormitories for boys and

are trained in skills required for day-to-day

newly-constructed dormitories for the Boys’

life, communication skills, simple academics

and Girls’ Homes. An Autism Centre has been

and vocational training. At the Day Care

opened for the children with autism in the

Centre, each child comes under the Individual

Kilpauk campus. Presently the Kilpauk Home

Education Programme. Classes are offered

has 88 girls and 79 boys.

for Early Intervention, Pre-primary, Primary,

music and dance opportunities for its children

Bala Vihar conducts two programmes under

Governments and many other organizations

Secondary, Pre-Vocational and Vocational

because it helps to strengthen their fine

the aegis of the Government. The first

like the British Women’s Association, CORSO,

Education. The Early Intervention programme

motor skills and brings about behavioural

programme is for children under 18 years of

is very critical and significant as early detection

New Zealand, and the Lions Club, Round

improvement as well. A significant event in

age under the Department of Social Defence.

can help these children to become productive
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Inspiring Stories
Suganthi
Suganthi was admitted to Bala Vihar in 1998 through the Child Welfare
Committee. The sudden death of her mother, the remarriage of her father and the
disappearance of her brother exacerbated the mental condition she was born with.
At Bala Vihar, she was trained in reading, writing, money concepts and self-help
skills. Suganthi looked forward to meeting new people and learning new things.
Her teacher noted this and she was enrolled in a beauty salon as a helper to get
trained. With training and experience, she was promoted to a beautician and is
earning well. Suganthi is happily married and is a proud mother and a shining star of Bala Vihar.

Raju
Raju joined Bala Vihar in 1994 after he was abandoned by his family because
he suffered mild mental retardation. At Bala Vihar, Vepampattu, he was trained
in mat-weaving, candle-making, phenyl-making and envelope-making. He
loves working in the Bala Vihar farm–growing vegetables and tending to the
cattle. Raju enjoys playing football and recently participated at the State-level
Special Olympics. He has been selected for National-level football and is looking
forward to his training.

Children playing at Bala Vihar, Kilpauk

and independent adults. There are presently

including at the National level. Ankita is

43 children in this programme with disabilities

part of the Indian team in Handball for the

ranging from Cerebral Palsy, Attention Deficit

Special Olympics.

and Hyperactive Disorder, Down’s Syndrome

The Vepampattu campus was established in

and Autism Spectrum Disorders. Along with

1976 as a residential home for intellectually

the programme plan, the children are offered

challenged adults. The Government of Tamil

Occupational Therapy, Physiotherapy, Speech
Therapy, Yoga Therapy and Music. National
Days

and

festivals

are

celebrated

and

Nadu granted 13.04 acres for the purpose

Ankita

of housing differently abled adults and also

Ankita came to Bala Vihar at the age of 15 in 2008. She recollects her family
but they could not be traced. She evolved into a good sportsperson and mingled
well with all the other children. She took part in several athletic meets and won
medals at the Special Olympics held in Delhi. She narrowly missed participating
in the Special Olympics for Handball, which was to be held in the US in 2015.
In 2016, she took her team to win the Silver Medal in the National Level
Basketball competition. It is hoped that she will be selected for the International
Sports Meet which is to be held in Abu Dhabi in 2019. A clothes boutique in the Kilpauk neighbourhood employs her in their shop for a monthly salary of Rs 4000, as she showed an aptitude and
interest in tailoring.

to set up the area for agricultural purposes.

summer camps and sports meets are frequently

There are five residential cottages where

held. Awareness programmes and Health and

114 mentally challenged adults are housed.

Medical Camps are periodically conducted.

They are orphans or have been deserted by

Walkathons and awareness programmes are

their families. They are given vocational

held for the general public to understand the

training particularly relating to agricultural

special children and adults better and be more

activities. They are engaged in activities like

accepting of them as a society.

mat weaving, door and frame mat weaving,

The special children at Bala Vihar have earned

tailoring, and also in the production of phenyl

accolades over the years specially in sports,

and washing powder. They are also involved
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acres of land.

Bala Vihar Teachers’ Training
School

A Special School for Intellectually Challenged

The Bala Vihar Teachers’ Training School

Children was started in 2008 on the same

(BVTS) was set up in 1971 by Mrs Mary Club-

in farm projects and grow vegetables in three

The Homes of the Guild

wala Jadhav under the aegis of the Guild of

campus. The school has presently 33 children.

Service. It is approved by the Rehabilitation

Special educators and therapists have been

Council of India and trains special educators

engaged to give special attention to these children.

to teach children and adults with intellectual/

The children are given physiotherapy, speech

mental disability.

therapy and occupational therapy to improve

The School has facilitated trained manpower in

their motor skills. The school functions with

special education by successfully imparting the

a grant from the Commissionerate for the

students with the distinctive skills required to

Welfare of the Differently Abled.

teach and handle children with special needs.

Weaving Centre at Bala Vihar, Kilpauk

To date, it has trained close to 2000 teachers.

villages and have set up schools there. This

The courses offered in this training school

has helped the parents of special children

are Diploma in Special Education—Mental

in the rural areas tremendously, firstly to

Retardation, B.Ed Special Education (SEDE)—

accept and understand their child and more

Mental Retardation and B.Ed Special Education

importantly to be able to provide her/him

(Mental Retardation). The courses are also

with life skills training so as to lead a fairly

recognized by the Study Centre of the Tamil

independent adult life. Apart from making

Nadu Open University. Regular awareness

a difference to the underprivileged in the

programmes, guest lectures and workshops

rural areas, many alumni are also successful

are organized for the students.

across the world from the U.S.A to Singapore,
Middle East, Malaysia and even Venezuela.

The students trained from BVTS have been

Entrance to Bala Vihar, Kilpauk
104

employed in various special schools in

Due to the high academic standards which

Chennai and other parts of Tamil Nadu. Many

have ensured many gold medallists and

students after passing out, return to their

innumerable success stories, the Bala Vihar
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Training School is considered a leading institution

Inspiring Stories
Dr Jayanthi Narayan
Dr Jayanthi Narayan, a distinguished personality in the field of Special
Education, is a student from the first batch of Bala Vihar Training School. After
passing out of school, she did her post-graduation in Special Education at
the State University of New York and returned to India to complete her
Ph D. She went back to the US to do her post-doctoral thesis from Boston College
on a Fullbright fellowship.

in the area of training special educators.

GOS Home for the DifferentlyAbled in Anna Nagar
The Home for the Differently-Abled was set
up in 1984 on the Anna Nagar campus of the
Guild. It provides a safe haven for physically
challenged children and runs a School for

As the Founder and Head of Department of Special Education at the National
Institute of Mentally Handicapped she developed the curriculum and instructional strategies for
children with mental retardation. She has worked on 18 research projects and has published 22
manuals and 24 articles in peer journals (9 in international publications). She has made four video
films and worked in developing ten different kinds of software for use by mentally challenged children.

the Differently-Abled up to Class V. Older

As a member of various sub-committees of the Rehabilitation Council of India she has made
immeasurable contribution to policy decisions at the national level and standardised curricula for
various courses in Special Education around the country.

The Home undertakes surgical corrections

Presently she is working as a Special Education consultant within India and neighbouring countries.
She conducts staff developmental programmes and helps organize community-based rehabilitation
programmes in the area of mental retardation.

splints and artificial limbs. All this is provided

children continue to reside at the Home and
are admitted to schools and colleges outside
the campus. All the children in the School are
taught computers.

for the children and they are provided with
mobility aids like crutches and calipers,
completely free to the children with the help
of generous donors.

David Vivek Roberts
Brother David Vivek Roberts, joined Bala Vihar Training School during the academic year 1991-92
and is the first gold medal recipient from the National Institute for Mentally Handicapped,
Secunderabad in Diploma in Special Education (Mental Retardation).
Later, he joined Missionaries of Charity, Kolkata and dedicated himself to rehabilitate persons with
special needs. He has travelled abroad extensively and worked towards the upliftment of people
from backward communities. His area of work is helping people with multiple disabilities, mental
retardation and mental illness.
Presently Brother David is ‘General-Servant’ at Missionaries of Chairty, Kolkata. He has spread his
learning and knowledge and trained many Brothers and Sisters in the field of Special Education and
started services for the mentally challenged throughout the country.
Physiotherapy session
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Every year in February, since 2000, an alumni
get-together is held over three days where
over 200 ex-students come together from all
parts of the country. They assemble on a Friday
evening, Saturday is a day for a picnic and
is followed by a cultural and musical performance on Sunday.
There are, at present, 33 children in the Home,
25 boys and 8 girls. Vocational training like
tailoring is conducted for physically challenged
adults who are later assisted in placements.
Other vocational programmes are arranged
in association with other organizations. The
Home has a mini brass band and comprises of
boys and girls who play instruments like the
clarinet, flute, trumpets, drums and maracas.
This band is often invited to play at public

Keerthi

Inspiring Stories
Keerthi Varman and Mahendran Varman are two brothers who met with an accident
when they were three and one-and-a-half years old respectively. Keerthi’s leg had to
be amputated and Mahendran lost his arm. Their mother died in the accident. The
little boys were brought to the GOS Home. Today, Keerthi has a prosthetic leg and
is a very bright student at Loyola College in the B.Com course. Mahendran Varman
is studying in the 12th standard.

and Government events.
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Working Women’s Hostel
The Working Women’s Hostel was set up
in the Egmore campus in 1974 to cater to
women from economically backward sections
of society who came to Madras to work
and needed a safe and good place to stay.
Physically challenged women were also
admitted. A block was constructed above the
Guild of Service auditorium and was assigned
to the Working Women’s Hostel. Today, the
hostel houses about 43 working women and
provides accommodation at a nominal fee
with clean and hygienic food. The calm and
quiet atmosphere makes it a home-awayfrom-home.
Mrs Nimmu Kumar and Mrs Ramani Reddy

Mrs Nimmu Kumar, Member-in-Charge, Working
Women’s Hostel

are volunteers who have been associated

with the Hostel for many years. They spoke
of their experiences in dealing with various

Vanitha and Ramesh

issues arising over time. Mrs Nimmu Kumar

Inspiring Stories

says, “It is a very safe place. All wardens take

Vanitha, an orphan, completed her school education from the Seva
Samajam Girls’ Home and School. Since she is a polio-affected girl
she was shifted to the Home for Differently-Abled Children at Anna
Nagar for the computer course. She married Ramesh who is also
challenged physically.

great care of the residents. They ensure good

Vanitha and Ramesh are regulars at the Annual get-togethers. The
Home had the privilege of conducting her valakappu function in a grand
manner and baby Lakshmanan was born in the Egmore Maternity Hospital. He is a normal child. He
celebrates his birthday at the Home every year. Vanitha and Ramesh recently bought their own home
and teach in a private school.

admitted. However as the profile of working

Vanitha adds, “I came to the Guild of Service as a young girl, since I lost my parents at a young age.
I am well-settled in life now, with my husband and son, and I am indebted to the Guild of Service for
that. It is my Home in the true sense.”
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quality and timely food and if the girls are sick,
they make sure that they get treatment.The
Hostel initially took in only very poor women.
Students and married women were not
women changed, the rules were modified
to suit the changing demands.” They spoke
fondly of the services of Ms Radha Madhavan
and Mrs Pattabhiramam who had been the
Treasurer of the hostel for many years. Mrs
Ramani Reddy talks of her involvement with
the Hostel. “We (Nimmu and I) came on to
the Hostel committee. It is our baby. We went

Mrs Ramani Reddy, Chairperson, Egmore Campus 2
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Inspiring Stories
Madhulika
Madhulika, aged eight, joined Bala Vihar Special School, Veppampattu, as a
mentally challenged student. She was not attentive in the class and unable to
write and interpret letters. It was a challenge for the teachers to make her learn
things but by changing their teaching methods they were able get her attention.
With constant effort, they trained her in a way that she could understand and
absorb what they taught. She has now become a good learner and has been sent
to the regular school in 2018 for further studies.

Ragashree
Ragashree was raised at Udhavum Karangal from birth till 13 years and was
admitted to Bala Vihar. She had no contact with her mother. She blossomed at
Bala Vihar and made best use of all opportunities. After a year of training in
Bala Vihar School, she was admitted at the Corporation Middle School in 8th
Std and is now in 9th Std at the Corporation High School in Kilpauk. She is
an all-rounder and has won many gold medals and certificates in art, dance,
yoga and sports.

Dhinesh

View of the hostel room

through all the teething troubles. We would

Safety comes first and Mrs Datar states that

come at 9.30 pm to check if the doors were

the whole area is well lit. There are no air

closed. We would tell the girls to switch off

conditioners and non-vegetarian food, yet the

the lights when the rooms were not in use.”

hostel is very popular because of its location

Presently Mrs Shantalakshmi is the warden

and safety factors.

of the hostel and she is universally known as

These Homes continue to provide succour,

‘Amma’. She has been there since 1992 and

Dhinesh aged 20 years, a resident of the Bala Vihar Home, Veppampattu,
was hyperactive and also had symptoms of free floating anxiety. He would
frequently run away from the Home and was given counselling and therapy
for ten months. He began to improve and connect with his friends and the
intervention was successful. Dhinesh has now settled down and shows no
tendency to run away. He is involved in Vocational Training.

support and a safe haven to the many

knows many languages. The hostel flourishes

abandoned, destitute and homeless children

with CCTV and other modern amenities.

who dot the landscape of our State.
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Nutrition Projects

Nutrition on Wheels

Janardhan who was the Honorary Secretary for
Nutrition on Wheels at its foundation writes,

The Guild of Service had perceived the

“Provision of nutritious food is a vital necessity

importance of providing nutritious food to

and a national issue in an underdeveloped and

underprivileged young children living in urban

overpopulated country like ours to supplement

slums. This led to the establishing of the Nutrition

the food habits of millions of underfed children.

on Wheels programme in June 1969. Mrs Sumitra
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Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav, the Chairperson of

Council of Women in India, offered donations

the Guild of Service struck at a novel and unique

to meet the cost of the preparations.”

project called Nutrition on Wheels with the co-

The programme started with three centres

operation of CASA and Save the Children Fund

Nutrition Projects

consisting of 600 children. By 1972, the total

(London).” Mrs Clubwala Jadhav describes the

number of children in the slums covered, stood at

early days of the project, “Nutrition on Wheels

4,200. Initially food was cooked in the Central

was started in 1969 to provide supplementary

Kitchen of the Seva Samajam Girls’ Home. In

nutritious food to children in various slums

1971, with donated funds a separate building

in the pre-school age group of 3 to 6 years. A

housing the kitchen, storeroom and office was

central kitchen was built in the Seva Samajam

built in the Egmore campus.

Girls’ Home for preparing edibles and milk, out
of the free supply of milk powder. The Guild

Wholesome and nutritious food was provided

of Service (Central), All India Women’s Food

five days a week and a van donated by the Wheat

Council, Tamil Nadu Branch, Mobile Nutrition

Associates of America would transport the food

Extension Project, British Women’s Association,

to the different centres. Typically the menu two

Rotary and Lions Clubs and the National

days in a week would be uppuma with jaggery

Medical treatment at Urban Family Welfare Centre, Mangalpuram

and oilnuts, two days uppuma with vegetables

the children from the slums and their success

and greens and the fifth day would be uppuma

led to opening of more balwadis over the next

with curd, vegetables and greens. Hot milk

few years.

was served on all the five days. The nutrition

Today, NOW runs 13 crèches or balwadis—

programme gradually evolved and a weekly

6 in the city and 7 in the fishing villages on

medical camp for the children was added. The

ECR, giving micro-nutrients to malnourished

mothers of the children who lived in the slums

children, providing financial support for the

were trained in cooking nutritious food and the

education of needy students and conducting

importance of environmental hygiene. Many

vocational courses for underprivileged women.

foreign visitors on seeing the success of the

The Honorary Secretary, Dr Vanitha Roberts

programme were very impressed. Mrs Diana

conducts medical checkups for the children

Wood, wife of the British Overseas Minister

Nutrition on Wheels—rural nutrition project
116

of the time writes in the Visitors’ Book, “I was

regularly. Vocational classes for women are

glad to see where the food was prepared, also

being conducted in artificial jewellery making,

saw it being distributed. It is such a worthwhile

beauty therapy and hand embroidery on

work.” In 1979, two balwadis were started as

blouses and sarees. In 2017, a skills development

part of NOW to function as day care centres for

and etiquette course was started for school
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Beauticians course

passouts to make them employable in white

Long-time staff, Lakshmi who handles Accounts

collar jobs in office administration, accounts,

for NOW talks of the time when the tsunami

front office, etc.

struck. “Then came the Tsunami. The projects
that came then were what drew me in. We

Late Mrs Saraswathi Gopalakrishnan, Vice-

had tied up with PLAN International and

Chairperson Guild of Service (Central) who

NGOs from across the globe for rehabilitation

joined the Guild in 1976 recounted her long-

of the affected communities on ECR. We did real

time involvement with NOW. “I talked to Save

NOW, children’s crèche

ground service and rebuilt many community

the Children Fund (SCF), and said I wanted to

a financial burden and these elders are able to

buildings like schools and handed them over

teach groups of children for three hours, apart

live with dignity with their families. General

to the local authorities.”

from providing food. Seventeen crèches were

awareness programmes are held for the elders

formed in the city. Slowly SCF withdrew from

NOW is a very successful programme of the

and the public. They are also taken on picnics,

the funding activity in 1983 and the Central

Guild and has a tremendous outreach expanding

outings and to temples, churches and mosques

Social Welfare Board (CSWB) started funding

its scope year after year.

within the city.

the activity.

Meals on Wheels

In September 2000, a Day Care Centre for the

The Meals on Wheels (MOW) project was started

aged was inaugurated at Samireddypalayam,

into many programmes that made them self-

in 1980 to meet the nutritional, health, financial

Egmore by Mr GV Ramakrishna IAS (Retd).

sufficient and helped them to look after their

and emotional needs of the elderly. Through this

MOW also started an Adopt-a-Granny scheme

children better. Many of the projects on ECR

programme the elders are given pocket money,

in association with Helpage India where

were washed away during the Tsunami of

provisions and protein rich supplements every

elderly women in the United Kingdom spon-

2004 but in due course with rebuilding and

month. Clothes, mats, bedsheets and other

sored an elderly woman in India. This scheme

rehabilitation, the affected people were helped

toiletries are also provided. Since all their basic

to get back to their lives”.

needs are met, their families do not feel they are

The mothers and other women were inducted
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slowly wound down due to lack of funds from

Helpage India and Guild of Service inaugurating a
Day Care Centre for the Aged in 1987

Helpage U.K.
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The Meals on Wheels (MOW) Day Care Centre for senior citizens

MOW in association with Helpage India also

Shobana Ponappa, in her study of the Guild,

organized dental camps and eye camps and

titled, Development Experiences of the Guild,

distributed free spectacles. By 2003, the elderly

writes, “The Meals-on-wheels and Nutrition-

people at the Samireddypalayam centre were

on-wheels programmes for feeding the aged

involved in the making of porridge mixes,

and pre-school children in slum areas, has

juices and condiments. These products were

given the Guild a definite idea of the power

made against orders and sold. Catering for

of welfare work. Anything given for free is an

lunch, tea and snacks for small groups of

excellent lever for instigating change.”

people was also undertaken by the Centre.

The Guild, has long recognized the significance

In 2014, MOW in association with Helpage

of providing nutritious food to the needy.

India started a new project, ‘Astitva’. Under
the project, medical camps are conducted

This has set off a chain reaction where many

and free medicines are distributed to the

sustainable food programmes have evolved

elderly poor. Physiotherapy is also provided

over the years, making them accessible to the

to the needy.

young and the old.
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“The greatest good you
an do for another is no
ust share your riches, bu
veal to them their own
“The greatest good you
can do for another is not
just share your riches, but
reveal to them their own.”
Benjamin Disraeli
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T

Urban Family Welfare Centre,
Mangalapuram

The Guild has over the years stood
steadfast in its endeavour to provide
help and support to the underprivileged

The Urban Family Centre which was first

sections of society in keeping with the aims

established in 1964 in a thatched hut and grew

and objectives of the Guild as stated in its

out of a nursery school and crèche in the slum

Memorandum of Association. One of its byelaws

areas of Mangalapuram, Chetpet, is today a

states, “To conduct action programmes in the

vast network of medical and health facilities for

field of welfare such as orphans and destitute

more than 50,000 women and children of that

children, welfare of women, welfare of the

area. It has expanded from Chetpet to TP

aged physically or mentally handicapped and

Chatram and Kilpauk Garden.

persons who are mentally or physically ill,

126

medical relief and family planning, nutrition

The primary focus of the Unit has been to

and health care, education and vocational

provide and encourage family planning services.

training for all ages and categories, programmes

Three field workers are assigned to the area

for

children,

and are supervised by a Health Visitor. They

relief from suffering, adoption, services for

extend medical care to the doorstep, by visiting

children, rehabilitation of persons belonging to

pregnant women, women who have recently

economically or socially weaker sections of the

delivered babies and offering immunisation

society and any other allied services and village

services at pre-planned sites on fixed days. The

development programmes.” In the light of this,

Pulse Polio Programme is conducted every

several family-oriented programmes have been

year and 9 immunisation posts are set up. There

developed by the Guild to bring about a holistic

are 2 rounds of immunisation with each round

upliftment of the entire family unit.

covering nearly 5,000 children between 0-5

working

women

and

their
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Study Centre

years. Routine school immunisation is held for
older children.

While much was being done at the School

The Centre started the Ramalingam Medical

level to help the children, Mrs Himani Datar,

Laboratory in September 1998 and does basic

Honorary Secretary of Guild of Service realized

tests at a nominal cost. A Dialysis unit and a

that once they get home the atmosphere is not

medical centre were established in association

conducive for them to study. She wanted them

with Lions District 324 A8 to cater to the

to have a quiet and peaceful place to do their

needs of the underprivileged. The Medical

after school studies. This led to the setting up

Officer conducts outpatient consultations daily

of the Study Centre at Mangalpuram in 2016.

for all those who visit the hospital. In 2007, the

School girls come here after school hours

Government of Tamil Nadu handed over the

and are helped with their homework. There

Aids Awareness, HIV propaganda programmes

are 55 children presently in the programme

and testing to the Centre. This programme

from Classes 6th to 11th, studying in various

is now closed and integrated into every-

schools in and around Chetpet. Five student

day functioning.

volunteers from the MSSW, take turns and

GOS Study Centre, Mangalapuram

in the academic performance as well as physical

supervise the study of the children. Milk and
snacks are provided to the children free of cost.

and mental health of the girls.

Medical and dental camps are periodically

Family Assistance Scheme

organized for the students, the mothers and

TThe Family Assistance Scheme was started in

the siblings. Mothers’ meetings are frequently

1985 whereby underprivileged children from

held and talks on general health, nutrition,

single parent families are provided assistance

tuberculosis and the importance of sleep are

with tuition fees, notebooks, uniforms and

conducted. Spoken English classes are also held

other school accessories to the extent of Rs

and several festivals like Diwali are celebrated

3,500 per annum. Funds to start the programme

with the children. Excursions and motivational

were donated by organizations like WACAP,

talks are also organized.

Denmark and Amicale International. One
child is chosen per family and the children

Though a new project of the Guild, the Study

from schools other than those run by the Guild

Centre is very popular with the children and their

are also assisted. The programme has two

parents. There has been a marked improvement

Urban Family Welfare Centre, Mangalapuram
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schemes—the Ad Hoc scheme and the FAS
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love for her work at the Guild brought her
back as the Project Director at the Seva Samajam
Girls’ Home and she continued to work there
till her retirement.
Ms Roshan Jamal joined the Guild in 1976
and worked till 1998. She has an M Phil from
the Department of Social Work, Loyola College.
In 1991, she was sponsored by the Women’s
Council of the Isle of Man to study for a
Diploma course in childcare at the Ware
College, Hertfordshire. She too worked with
SCF for several years till they withdrew their
sponsorship programme in a phased manner
because they went into community development
for marginalised societies. Roshan was involved
with the Family Assistance Scheme and worked

Ms Shamim Siddique, former Project Director, SSBH,
PLAN International
Family Assistance Scheme - Karthikeyan, a beneficiary

on 3000-5000 cases. She was also involved
with the Leukaemia Project. Roshan recalls an

which was started in the war years to help war

Regular Scheme. The Ad Hoc scheme makes

Ms Shamim Siddique and Ms Roshan Jamal

a one-time payment at the beginning of the

are two ex-employees of the Guild, who

academic year for fees and books. The second

worked primarily with the FAS. While being

scheme assists children through school, college

interviewed, what came shining through was

and professional studies. A Medical Assistance

their remarkable memory, their high degree

scheme helps students with treatment of life-

of commitment and astonishing attention to
detail even after the many years gone by. Both

threatening diseases or urgent medical tests or

of them distinctly recall the visit of Princess

medications. Mrs Gita Viswanathan has this to

Anne of England to the Guild of Service in 1985.

say about the scheme, “We spelt out the selection

She was the patron of the SCF Sponsorship

norms—single parent, disabled child, etc. It

programme and during her visit there was a

became a very big programme. At one time we

case presentation on a disabled child being

had 3,500 children who were beneficiaries in

sponsored through the Guild.

Chennai and the district branches. It put many
children into school and saw that they continued

Ms Shamin Siddique worked for over forty

schooling. Today, we are happy to have those

years in the Guild of Service, primarily as

boys and girls come back to us and tell us ‘we

Project Officer in Save the Children Fund (SCF),

are engineers, auditors’, etc.”

UK. SCF was an international organization
130

veterans in the areas of children’s education
and nutrition. She was inducted into the Guild
by Ms Mary Clubwala Jadhav who knew her
police-officer father. She was initially reluctant
to join but soon found herself completely
engrossed in the work at the Guild. She has
many academic degrees to her credit and was
also a Fullbright scholar. Ms Shamim recalls
training more than 10,000 women who formed
the community around the Boys’ Home in
Saligramam. The women were taught driving
and in her time 70 autos were bought through
State Bank of India loans. Of these women auto
drivers, one of them even became a bus owner!
She subsequently became Director of PLAN
International, an organization that advances
child rights and equality for girls. She was on

Ms Roshan Jamal, former Social Worker, Save the
Children Fund, (SCF)

the team that brought PLAN to the Guild. Her
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incident where she had visited the Sundaram

Tamil Nadu and the Guild supports its efforts by

“The Guild gives the afflicted children small

Hospital for a consultation and ran into Babu

providing clean drinking water at the hospital,

toys and colouring books to cheer them up. We,

who was working there. He was hearing

transport expenses for out-of-town patients,

the staff also contribute to this many a time and

impaired and had been a beneficiary of SCF.

toys for the children and educational support

to see their faces bloom with joy when they take

He was overcome with happiness at seeing

for siblings. The family and siblings of the

their toy is reward enough. We enthuse and

her and immediately took her into the doctor’s

affected children are also given moral support.

cheer them, and they love coming here.” Ruth,

room. She also related the story of Prasanna who

Additional services like the PET scan and bone

another senior staff member talks of the many

had been a beneficiary of SCF. He lives in Dubai

marrow transplants are sponsored by the Guild.

cases that come to them and of the many that

and had adopted a child from the Guild’s

Nutritional beverages and life-saving drugs are

don’t have a happy ending, like a child who

adoption agency. Both the ladies were a treasure

also provided. The Guild also helps the Institute

was recovering but the cancer suddenly spread

house of memories and stories which amply

in procuring special equipment needed for the

to his eyes and he became blind and passed

reflected the spread and impact of the work of

treatment of cancer-affected children. Every

away. She says rather poignantly, “The parents

the Guild in its many years of existence.

year Rose Day (Blood Cancer Day) is celebrated

come and cry to us. We can only give them

in the Haematology Department.

hope. Some families even have two children

The project in recent years has expanded and

who are leukaemia patients.” She says that

Leukaemia Project
The Leukaemia Project was established in 1988

now works closely with the ICH, Egmore.

in collaboration with the Institute of Child

Colourful cartoons have been painted on the

Health (ICH), Egmore. This project works with

walls of the in-patient and day care wards on

children afflicted with leukaemia and other

the 7th and 9th floors at the hospital to brighten

blood disorders. The Haematology Department

the environment. Water coolers too have been

of the Institute is the only one of its kind in

provided in both the wards. On 6th May, 2019,
the GOS Sunshine Aftercare Centre, for children
recovering from bone marrow transplants has
been started at the Egmore campus of the Guild
which is hardly 200 metres from the hospital.
Children referred by the hospital are housed
here for three months with their mothers and all
expenses towards their boarding and lodging
are taken care of by the Project. Nutritious
lunch is also being provided completely free
to the young patients at the leukaemia ward

Mrs Lalitha Natraj, Vice-Chairperson, GOS (C)

and Horlicks. The Ekam foundation which is a

handed over to the Guild due to its better and

15-year-old project, refers many cases to them.

more efficient functioning. A free legal aid cell

She cites the example of the first leukaemia-

was established at the Puzhal prison for the

afflicted child who came to them. “There was

inmates. The FCC regularly organizes medical

a three-and-half-year-old boy from Tirunelvelli

camps, vocational training, confidence-building

district. The doctors said he wouldn’t recover.

workshops and entertainment programmes for

The boy’s mother is mentally challenged. It is

the women prisoners. A good rapport has been

his aunt, a childless woman, who looks after

built up with the prison officials and referrals

him. He still comes for a half-yearly check-up.

are provided as and when required.

He visited us recently. His name is Kalimuthu.
In fact, it is with him that we started the

Modules on the Domestic Violence Act and

Leukaemia Project.”

such

related

programmes

are

introduced

to the women prisoners and their families.

Family Counselling Centre (FCC)

Awareness talks on breast and cervical cancer
are held periodically and films are shown to the

in 2003 to counsel women under-trials and

women. Sports competitions are also conducted.

prisoners lodged at the Special Prison for

International Women’s Day too is celebrated in

Women at Puzhal. Cousellors visit the prison

the prison. Dr Lalitha Natraj, Vice-Chairperson

Mr Jayasheelan, a senior staff member talks

six days a week. These services were earlier

of Guild of Service and Chairperson, Egmore

about being fired up by the spirit of service.

with another NGO but it was withdrawn and

Campus-3, says, “The FCC was revised in 2006

and a refrigerator to store medicines have been
donated to the hospital.
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Guild provides the children with kanji, Boost

The Family Counselling Centre was set up

at ICH. Apart from this, an examination bed

Beneficiaries of the Leukaemia Project

presently there are 500 cases on the rolls and the
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Social Work Counsellors of the Guild
The Guild has highly trained Social Work
Counsellors who provide invaluable
service to the women inmates of the
Puzhal Jail and distressed women who
come to two police stations where
the Guild counsellors are assigned. The
Guild of Service Family Counselling
Centre (GOSFCC), located at the
Special Prison forWomen (SPW), Puzhal,
at the All Women Police Station
(AWPS), Flower Bazaar and at the
Office of the Commissioner of Police,
(l-r): Mrs Manimegalai, Ms S Sharmila, Mrs Lini Mathew,
Vepery undertakes counselling work on
Ms Mercy Genibha, Mrs Satya Bama and Mrs M Sangeetha
a regular basis six days a week by trained
social workers. They offer relaxation therapies to the under-trials and convicted women
as they are under great stress and trauma. The six counsellors also conduct awareness programmes
on various health and public issues, organize workshops, offer legal aid services and do referral
work to resolve the client’s problems to the best of their ability. The counsellors also cater to
the needs of the clients of the Women’s Helpline though tele-counselling. Guild of Service is
the only NGO who has access to the women prisoners on a daily basis. The counsellors also
take charge of the FCC section installed in the trade fair held every year.
and since then detailed confidential case studies

that over the years the prison department has

of the women are sent to the funding agency,

come to value the work done by the FCC and

Central Social Welfare Board /Tamil Nadu Social

expressed its appreciation for the help rendered

Welfare Board. The FCC helped in establishing

to the beneficiaries.”

a free legal aid cell for the women in 2007 at

The social workers assigned to FCC deal with

the Special Prison for Women. Since then it

Family Welfare and Healthcare Programmes

wanted the Guild’s social workers to rehabilitate

several ways. After listening to their problems,

the girl in Chennai. After due permissions

they are either encouraged to seek police or

from CWC, she came to stay in the Seva

legal aid or told to resolve their issues amongst

Samajam Girls’ Home. She is now in the 11th

themselves. Two of the social workers stationed

Standard and is very happy and even visits her

at the Police Commissioner’s Office Police

grandmother in Puzhal prison. The grandmother

Station narrated the case of a twenty-five-year-

too is relieved to see her granddaughter in the

old woman who was physically and sexually

safe custody of Guild of Service. These social

tortured by the husband. She has a five-year-old

workers oversee around thirty cases a month

son and went through 4/5 abortions because of

and their humanitarian services have rendered

domestic violence. The mother-in-law and sister-

help to many women prisoners.

in-law also aided and abetted the husband. They

From January 2017, the FCC has counsellors

had also taken away all her jewelry. The social

stationed at the All Women’s Police Station at

workers have sent the woman to her mother’s

Flower Bazaar and Adyar, as well as the Police

house and have filed a police complaint to send

Commissioners’ Office, Egmore. The social

the husband to prison. They are also working to

workers are witness to a variety of marital

recover her jewelry and get maintenance from

disputes and help women to access help in

the husband.

many sensitive cases. Two of the social workers,

has taken the lead in starting many activities in

Genibha and Sangeetha recounted the case of

the jail.” There are only seven FCCs in various

a man who killed his wife with the help of his

prisons all over Tamil Nadu and the Guild’s

mother. Both of them were convicted and the

Centre at Puzhal is the only one in Chennai.

woman is held in Puzhal jail. The couple had

Mrs Nataraj goes on to add, “We follow all the

a teenaged daughter who was in a hostel in

directions given by the funding agency, CSWB/

Tirunelvelli. The grandmother though behind

TNSWB scrupulously and are happy to report

bars was concerned for the granddaughter and
134
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Inspiring Stories

Rajinikanth

Some of the beneficiaries of FAS programme have become very successful people
in their chosen fields. One of the beneficiaries of this programme, Rajinikanth
was sponsored for his schooling and college and today after completing his MBA
in the USA, is a technology consultant for a leading food distribution company
in Phoenix, Arizona. He expresses his gratitude to the Guild which is recorded
in the 90th Anniversary souvenir. “The little accomplishments which I have
achieved in my life so far would not have been possible without the Guild of
Service’s tremendous team work and effort. I was helped by the Guild throughout
my education and they laid a strong foundation for my career.” Rajinikanth is in regular contact with
the Guild and in turn has been sponsoring many children under the Family Assistance Scheme.

Sasikala

Valedictory function of the Tailoring Training Programme, 2018

Helping Hands Project

and unit meetings, as part of its training prog-

Another success story is that of Sasikala who is a child of construction workers
with only primary education. She is now an engineer and works with a leading
software company. Sivaranjini, the daughter of a flower vendor was assisted
with the scheme. But she lost her vision due to severe diabetes and had to drop
out. Her sister Divya was helped and she went on to finish her college. A small
shop was set up for Sivaranjini and her mother by the Guild to carry on their
flower business.

ramme. Nutritious health mixes are made and

The Helping Hands project was started in

supplied to the leukaemia-afflicted children

April 2014 to benefit deserving underprivileged
women. The women are given ‘Home Assistants’

at the Children’s Hospital and Seva Samajam

Hands are highly subsidized for the candidates

and crucial to the demands of the social welfare

training and trained in cooking, housekeeping,

Girls’ Home. The project has obtained a food

and placement assistance is provided or they

interventions currently necessary in present-

home nursing, personality development, basic

safety license that is valid for five years starting

are helped in setting up on their own.

day Chennai. Prof KN George’s reference to

accounts and basic computer knowledge. The

from the year 2017 and has started retailing

trainees are given a stipend of Rs 500 a month

the Health Mix at popular cafes like Writer’s

The Guild has come a long way since its inception

NGO, Community Chest, ring true here. “Social

along with study and reference material.

Café and Winners Bakery in the city.

Volunteer chefs train them in home style cooking

the words of Troy Hauft, an official with the

and its many programmes that keep in step

work is no more the responsibility of the good-

with the need of the times make it more relevant

hearted. We need the scientific-hearted.”

The project has now expanded and a Tailoring

and more than 200 varieties of dishes are taught.

Training Programme was started in March

They are also taught to estimate the cost price

2017. It is located at the Urban Family Welfare

of the items to enable them to start a business if

Centre, Mangalapuram for the benefit of under-

they so desire. For the housekeeping and home
nurse training courses, suitable placements are

privileged women. There is a three-months basic

found for deserving candidates. The Helping

tailoring course and an advanced programme

Hands project caters to snacks for the Board

in fashion designing. The courses at Helping
136
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T

he Homes founded by the Guild have

not only on academics but also character

in a serendipitous manner lead to the

building. He also recognizes the significance of

foundation of the many schools that the

skills development. He says, “It is important to

Guild runs today. Mr KS Sripathi, Chairman of

nurture children both normal and challenged

the Guild of Service, while being interviewed

and raise them to be good citizens. Moral

emphatically states that the present, primary

education has to be encouraged. Aptitude and

focus of the Guild is education. He believes in

attitude have to be developed optimally and

the importance of all-round education based

this is the main focus of the institution.”

Children engrossed in a lesson
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Lady Nye MRT 1 Special Higher Secondary School, Pallipattu
The first school began in a thatched hut in

inaugurated in 2000 and the Computer Science

1950 and was called the Lady Nye Elementary

Lab in 2002 by MRT 1. It was in the same year

School. In 1959, land was acquired in Pallipattu

that the name of the school ws changed from

village through Government grant but there

Lady Nye Special School to Lady Nye MRT 1

was neither electricity nor good roads. Inspite

Special Higher Secondary School. The medium

of these problems, buildings were put up and

of instruction is Tamil and is one of the few

opened by Sir Archibald Nye. More buildings

schools that has an attached residential home

were added for the Seva Samajam Boys’ hostel

for orphan and destitute children.

and subsequently a dining room was added
with the help of Unitarian Services of Canada.

The school lays great emphasis on value-based

Today, the school has a strength of 254 students

education. Apart from the regular academics,

and adheres to the principles set forth by

the school believes in nurturing the skills of

Lady Nye of empowering children to face the

the children, so a Robotic lab has been set

real world.

up and other creative programmes like music,

The School started with just 36 children from

dance, drama, etc., are available for all the
children. Volunteers from different fields

classes I to III and has gradually increased
its numbers. It was upgraded to a Higher

support the children to develop their skills in

Secondary School in 2000. The Science Lab was

different streams.
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B Elango
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Inspiring Stories
B Elango studied at Lady Nye MRT 1 Special Higher Secondary School from
Class 1 to 12. His mother was a flower seller and his father would help her. Life
was a struggle and sometimes there was no food to eat.
During the lunch break he used to play as he had no lunch. Mrs Narayanaswami
found out about his family situation and instructed the staff to give him lunch
and he was also exempted from paying fees. He loved going to school and would
also read in the library and learn music in the holidays.

After school he completed B.Com and worked as an accountant in a leading company. Now he works in
Dubai. He says he is successful today because of his teachers at Lady Nye School. He wishes the Guild
of Service all the best and hopes it will continue to give hope and happiness to thousands of children.

Esther

Inspiring Stories

Esther is presently doing her Masters in Social Work in MSSW. She came to the
Seva Samajam Home in Adyar in 2003 and joined the Lady Nye School in the
1st Standard. She completed her BBA in 2015 and went on to do her Masters.
She recalls with great fondness her years at the Home. They were taken on trips
during the holidays when the rest of the children went to their homes. She is
a good singer, so was put into singing and dancing classes. When she joined
the NCC in her undergraduate years, she got interested in social work. She is
particular about giving back to society. She works as a house mother at the Home
and studies at the MSSW. She looks up to Mr Sankaran as her mentor and says that he motivated her
in several ways. She firmly believes that the children in the institution get many more benefits and
facilities than children outside. She had an American sponsor who has since passed away. Now she
earns a salary from the Guild.
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Seva Samajam Boys’ Home Industrial School, Saligramam

opening of General Cariappa Higher Secondary

The Seva Samajam Boys’ Home (SSBH) was

it first began, it had vocational training in a

opened in Saligramam in 1956 as a home for

variety of trades. About 200 boys were housed

destitute boys to provide them with maximum

in 4 cottages with a couple acting as foster care

opportunity for developing into self-dependent

parents to 50 boys.

citizens in the community. The Home is a

Shobana

pioneer

in

starting

structured

vocational

training courses for school dropouts more than
half a century ago when such a course was
unheard of!
The senior boys of the Seva Samajam Home in
Pallipattu needed to be located elsewhere, so
Mrs Clubwala Jadhav approached the Government and she was shown a piece of land—

Ponappa,

School which continued with the philosophy
of SSBH and till date offers vocational education
at the Higher Secondary level to the students,
the only one in Tamil Nadu to do so.
Today, SSBH has courses in air-conditioner

writes

in

her

report,

mechanic, electrical technician, automobile

Development Experiences of the Guild (1989), “…

mechanic, refrigeration mechanic and cutting

those who prefer vocational training are given

and tailoring, . The Department of Employment

an education in skills in a variety of trades.

and Training, Government of Tamil Nadu,

Production units in carpentry, tailoring and

recognizes all these trades. In the year 2016-2017,

engineering ensure on-the-job practical training

127 candidates were trained in various trades

before placement elsewhere. The Home also

and 127 candidates were sponsored by the

runs a dairy, which sells surplus milk after the

Government in specific trades. The candidates

needs of the Home have been met.”

on completion of their course are assisted in

Tailoring classes for women at SSBH Industrial School

of children. However the vocational courses

placements with leading companies like TVS,

which started in 1956 continue to this day and

3½ acres in Saligramam with no approach road

While SSBH gave an opportunity to boys who

or electricity. With the help of the NCC, a road

were academically weak to become trained

was built and Save the Children, Australia

technicians, it was decided to start a regular

The residential home at SSBH was closed as

in areas which make the students employable

donated money for the first building. When

school for the other boys. This led to the

the Guild decided to deinstitutionalise the care

immediately on passing out.

Maruti, Hyundai, Samsung, Daikin and others.

Veeramuthu

have changed with the times and offer training

Inspiring Stories

Veeramuthu alias Williams came from a poor family and had to discontinue his
studies due to financial problems. When he was 14 years old, he joined a tailoring
shop as a helper to support his family and earned a daily wage of Rs 2. He came
to hear of the free training provided by Seva Samajam Boys’ Home and decided to
join. He says his role model was his teacher Mr Thirunavukarasu. His inspiring
support and motivation helped him work hard and complete his course. He was
helped to join a school tailoring centre through Mr Thirunavukarasu and opened
a bank account and started saving. He started his own tailoring shop named
Judas Garments in Vadapalani. He now stitches branded shirts for leading shops on contract basis. He
receives bulk orders from GOS-SSBH, Primary and Nursery Schools for uniforms. He has bought a
house and is living happily with his family. He is grateful to the Guild of Service and his teacher Mr
Thirunavukarasu for transforming a poor boy into a successfulmanager of a company. He believes that
instead of providing a meal for a day, good professional training would change a person’s life forever.
Entrance to SSBH Industrial School
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A Antony

Inspiring Stories
A Antony, a polio-affected person has a truly astonishing story. He says, “My
journey to a better world commenced on November 5, 1975 precisely at 10 a.m.
This is when Mrs Nirmala Gokarn who was associated with the Guild of Service
saw me begging at the airport. She was kind enough to convince me to join the
training facility at the Guild and stop begging. It made me what I am today.”

He was admitted in Seva Samajam Boys’ Home, Saligramam.The late Mr MS
Namboodiri was the Director. He was put into the tailoring programme and also
made the supervisor of the hostel, which gave him his first lessons in leadership.
He was trained under Mr Tommy (Mr Thirunavakarasu) who taught him cutting as he could not
operate the sewing machine because his legs were paralysed. He was given a job in a leather factory
as a cutter. He showed his gratitude by presenting the tailoring unit five sewing machines and 10
ceiling fans.
In 1978, the Guild of Service recommended him for the award as one of the two disciplined boys by
the Social Welfare Board, Government of Tamil Nadu. He was selected and received the award from
the then President Neelam Sanjeeva Reddy on Republic Day in Delhi. For this, he owes his gratitude
to Mrs Gita Viswanathan who was the Secretary then. He acknowledges Mr M Subramanyam,
as his mentor and attributes to him his first pair of shoes given to him when he was twenty years old.
Today, Mr Antony is a very successful businessman with a manufacturing facility.
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General Cariappa Higher Secondary School
General Cariappa School was started by Mrs.
Clubwala Jadhav in 1956 to cater to the residents of the Seva Samajam Boys’ Home. The
Home was inaugurated by the then President
of India, Dr Rajendra Prasad on 15th August
1956 with 28 boys. Gradually boys from the
neighbourhood joined the school and it was
upgraded to a High School in 1972 and to
a Higher Secondary School in 1989. Parents
of girl children soon started requesting that
their daughters too be admitted and it was
made into a co-educational school. Today, there
are over 850 students studying from classes
Std VI to XII.
The School is Government-aided and the
primary medium of teaching is Tamil. Due to

many students break the impediment of difficult

demand from the parents, an English Medium

financial and social backgrounds. There have

section was later added. The genesis of the

been many State toppers in the school-leaving

school was Seva Samajam Boys’ Home and it

exams. A growing number of students are now

continues in its belief of offering vocational

pursuing higher education and joining two-year

education to students to make them self-reliant

polytechnic courses or even engineering.

as soon as they complete school. It is the only
School in Tamil Nadu offering vocational
education as a Higher Secondary subject. The
six vocational courses offered are—general
machinist, auto mechanic, civil draughtsman,
electronic and electrical machines technician
and office secretaryship. This helps them get
immediate employment on completing school.
Most of the students are first generation schoolgoers from Below Poverty Line families and
many work part-time to supplement their
family income. The effort of these students
coupled with that of the school has helped
150
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Inspiring Stories
Jagadeeswaran came from a very poor background and had no interest in studies
and got very poor marks in SSLC. He opted for Auto Mechanic training at
General Cariappa Higher Secondary School in Std. XI.

He says that the teachers and Headmaster inspired them to pursue education to
improve their lives and future. He secured a Distinction in his HSC examination
because of his hard work and was selected through a campus recruitment right
after he completed his schooling, by a leading auto components company. Today,
he is drawing a good salary and supporting his family. He adds that he is thankful to the General
Cariappa Higher Secondary School for encouraging and helping him when he was struggling. He is
grateful for all that he has today.

T Bharathan

Inspiring Stories
T Bharathan’s father worked as a driver cum watchman for a doctor. He
secured average marks in SSLC and joined the Auto Mechanic Trade training
at General Cariappa Higher Secondary School. He acknowledges that the
hard work put in by his teachers to educate him resulted in him scoring the
first rank in Auto Mechanic Trade at the State level in 2004. He joined
BE Mechanical Engineering at the Government College, Vellore and was
sponsored by Ford India Ltd.

He was selected for M. Tech Plastic Engineering at CIPPET, Guindy and was one of the 17
candidates selected from all over India. It was a proud moment for him and his family. He says
that he is grateful to his Headmaster and teachers at General Cariappa Higher Secondary
School who had guided him and helped him succeed.
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Mary Clubwala Jadhav Girls’ Higher Secondary School, Egmore
The Mary Clubwala Girls’ Higher Secondary

in the Golden Jubilee Year, a new building

School was started in 1968 to cater to the girls

was inaugurated with grants from Maligai

from the Seva Samajam Girls’ Home and the

Merchants Charities. The school was declared

neighbourhood. The residents of the Girls’

open by Chief Justice Mr K Veeraraghavan

Home which had first started in Adyar went to

and presided over by Mrs AMM Murugappa

the Lady Nye School nearby. In 1964, the girls

Chettiar. Justice Veeraswamy, while declaring

were shifted to Keith Lodge on Santhome High

open the school reiterated the rightness of

Road and the school was named as Lady Nye

naming the school after Mrs Clubwala Jadhav.

Annexe with classes from 1 to 5. It was made

“Mrs Jadhav, as you all know, is a symbol

a middle school in 1968. The Girls’ Home and

of devotion, sacrifice, progress and ability to
organize and lead. She is indeed a leader among

the School later moved to new buildings at

women and a queen, even in the context of our

the Guild of Service’s Egmore campus and the

Republic polity, among the leaders. I know her

school was named the Mary Clubwala Jadhav

dynamism which is responsible for the excellent

High School. The school was upgraded class
by class and in 1972, it became a full-fledged

work done in the cause of the community.”

High School recognized by the Director of School

Supporting both English and Tamil Mediums,

Education, Government of Tamil Nadu. In 1973,

the school educates girls from the neighbouring

areas and the residents of Seva Samajam Girls’

entrepreneurship skills of young children with

Home. It has classes from Grade 1 to 12. They

practical training in trading and business for a

are given ample opportunities to pursue diverse

career in self-employment was started through

interests apart from academics. Continuous

MCJ Bazaar.

exposure is given to the girls by organizing field

The school has also been excelling at the State

trips, camps and inter-school competitions.

and District level athletics and other games.
Special coaching is imparted to the promising

To make learning interesting and fun, the

students by renowned coaches.

school has put in place innovative ways of
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teaching from Smart classrooms to Math and

Today, the school has nurtured and educated

Language labs. Emphasis is given to spoken

scores of girls who have gone on to pursue

English classes and computer education across

different careers in science, engineering, law

classes. A pioneering step of developing the

and Government service.
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Inspiring Stories
K Subha is an alumna of MCJ Girls’ Higher Secondary School and studied
there from Class VI to Class XII and passed out in 2002. She went on
to complete her BBA from Jaya College of Arts and Science and later did her
M. Com from University of Madras. Presently, she is doing B Ed through IGNOU.

She says that she is very proud that she is working as a teacher at her alma mater
for the past nine years. She is very happy and grateful to all her teachers for her
success. It gives her immense happiness to educate and support girls the way
she was helped and guided through her school years.

V Sridevi

Inspiring Stories
V Sridevi is working with the Tamil Nadu Police Department. She is an
ex-student of Mary Clubwala Jadhav Girls Higher Secondary School.
She loved going to school as it was like a second home for her. She would
eagerly wait to go to school every morning.
She says that her teachers were very caring and helpful. They had many
extra-curricular activities apart from studies and all of them looked
forward to the annual picnic that each class went for.

After school, she completed her BA from WCC and later MA in English Literature from Madras
University. She worked with a few private companies before getting selected by the Tamil
Nadu Police Department. Her ambition is to become an IPS officer and make her school proud
of her accomplishments.
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Seva Samajam Nursery and Primary School, Saligramam
The Seva Samajam Nursery and Primary

is considered the feeder school to it. In later

School started as an offshoot of the General

years, a new building was constructed to house

Cariappa School in 1989. It is recognized by

the school in the same campus.

the Department of Elementary Education but

The school started with 60 children and today

is not a Government-aided school. Mr Binoy

boasts of over 800 students. The medium of

Joseph, Vice-Chairman of Guild of Service

instruction is Tamil and English. Striving to

when interviewed stated that according to

impart an all-round development of the intellect

the Government mandate the Nursery School

and character of the child, the school adopts

had to be physically separate from the

a variety of innovative teaching practices.

General Cariappa Primary School. So three

Children are taught computers from Primary

of the eight old cottages belonging to the

classes and special coaching is given to children

SSBH were converted into classrooms for the

who are slow learners.

Nursery School.

The school has classes from Pre-KG to Std V

Due to the popularity of General Cariappa

and recently a play school was also opened. In

Higher Secondary School, there was a huge

2018, Smart classrooms were set up as part of

demand for admission to the school as this

the CSR activity by the TVS Sundaram Group.
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Inspiring Stories
S Rajendra Kumar
S Rajendra Kumar did his nursery and primary schooling at the Seva Samajam Nursery and Primary
School. He went on to finish his high school from PCKG Higher Secondary School, Kodambakkam
and B.Sc from DG Vaishnav Arts and Science College. He further completed his MBA and is working
as a senior officer with a multinational bank’s BPO in Chennai. Rajendra is a top performer in his
company and recognized for his high standard of work.

Munuswamy

Inspiring Stories
Munuswamy is working with a leading automobile company as a Junior
Engineer. He has done his entire schooling with the Guild of Service, initially at
the Nursery and Primary School and then at General Cariappa Higher Secondary
School. After school, he joined Central Polytechnic and completed his DME and
furthered his education by studying Engineering at Meenakshi College.

Munuswamy leads his team in the final assembly line at the automobile factory.
He is constantly trying to improve systems and control costs at work. His hard
work and dedication were rewarded when he was sent to Korea for training.
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Mary Clubwala Jadhav Special School for the Hearing Impaired,
Anna Nagar
The Guild realized that hearing impaired

The School provides hearing aids to all the

children from economically weaker sections of

children. Lunch too is provided. The manage-

society though normal in other aspects could

ment helps the children in every possible way

not go to regular school and were deprived of an

to reach their potential. Bright children are

education. The Mary Clubwala Jadhav School

aided through donors and some of them have

for the Hearing Impaired was established in

gone on to become engineers and are very

1979 in the Anna Nagar campus to cater to these

well placed. Others are assisted by helping

special children.

them get placed in companies based on their
vocational training.

The school at present has 73 students and
classes from LKG to Standard 10. Special

All children undergo computer training and

educators hone and develop skills of the hearing

are computer literate. Extra-curricular activities

impaired children. Smart classes ensure that the

are encouraged. The success of the school lies in

children learn visually. Vocational training is

seeing the children confidently and animatedly

provided from Class 6 to make them self-reliant.

converse amongst themselves and to watch

Tailoring is one of the courses offered and the

their dance performance despite not being able

students take the Tamil Nadu Government

to hear a single beat!

Technical Examination.
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S Pavani

Inspiring Stories

S Pavani joined the school in the year 2003. She has a single parent, a mother.
She passed out with a first class. She was the first entrant to the 6-year integrated
programme in Engineering at Kalasalingam University from the school. The
school motivated her to join this course with the promise that they would
take care of the fees, and would also monitor her results every semester. She
has completed the 6-year course. Whenever she visits the school, she excitedly
explains everything that happens at college. Her results every semester are in
the A grade. She is a first generation learner in her family and hence is eligible for Government grant
of Rs 15,000 a year. It is only after she joined this course that three more students have also joined
the engineering course. Now she is not only good at studies, but also in sports, and extra-curricular
activities. She has become confident and travels on her own. She wants to take care of her mother and
educate three students from the school when she gets a job. She mentors and inspires the other children
to succeed and the school is proud of her achievements.
She passed out in 2017 and in the campus interview was selected by Ernst and Young and her first
salary of Rs 40,000 was donated to the school. She married her school classmate in November 2018.
The boy Sanjeevan is Srilankan, from a well-to-do family and is well-placed in Canada and stays with
his parents and three elder brothers.
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GOS Jayalakshmi Narayanaswami College of Education, Pallipattu
The GOS Jayalakshmi Narayanaswami College

Within a short span of 10 years, the college has

of Education had modest beginnings in the year

developed and grown from strength to strength

2005, from a single room offering a two-year

and at present has 100 students pursuing

Diploma Programme in Teachers Training.

B.Ed. The college has been accredited with

Due to a higher demand for B.Ed teachers, the

B Grade by NAAC and has a full-fledged library,

Diploma course was phased out and in 2009,

auditorium, advanced laboratories for different

GOS Jayalakshmi Narayanaswami College of

streams of science and facilities for indoor and

Education was founded.

outdoor games.

Iyyammall

Inspiring Stories
Iyyammall is 35 years old. Her father died when she was very young and her
mother struggled to bring her up and her11 siblings. She completed her HSC and
got married when she was 17 years old. She soon had two children and was happy
being a housewife and a mother. It was her husband, Annadurai who motivated
her to study further.

Since she had completed HSC, she joined the Seva Samajam Teachers Training
Institute. TTI was a turning point and she decided to complete her graduation.
On clearing her graduation she returned to the Guild and joined B Ed at Jayalakshmi Narayanaswami
College of Education.
She passed B.Ed with 76% and wrote the Teachers Eligibility Test. She has been selected and is awaiting
the Joining Order from the Government. She would like to express her thanks to the management and
staff at TTI and JN College and all those who mentored her and taught her. She also sends her good
wishes to the Guild of Service to continue helping many others.
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Affiliates

Clubwala Jadhav writes in her Golden Jubilee
report, “With the end of the War, all the District

The Guild has many Affiliates spread over
several cities and states that are administered

branches of the Guild which had been working

independently but adhere to the vision and

with the Trinket Fund and the Hospitality

mission set forth by the Guild since its early

Committee for Armed Forces Welfare asked

days. They were earlier known as branches

if they could be linked to the Centre in Madras,

and have subsequently been referred to as

and this was, therefore the effort that made the

Affiliates. The expansion of the Guild through

branches become a wide network of the Guild

its branches began as early as 1940 with the Gold

of Service.” The Presidents of the branches have

and Silver Trinket Fund, when the ladies of

traditionally been the Collectors of the District.

the Guild spread out across the Madras State,

Mr Sripathi, Chairperson, Guild of Service

comprising Andhra, Kerala and Mysore to

reiterates this. “In 1986, I was posted as the

collect trinkets to help the war effort.

Collector of Nilgiris District and was stationed

The words of Lady Nye added further impetus

at Ooty. Traditionally, the Collector or spouse

to the augmentation of the Guild’s reach out-

became the President for the District for the

side of Madras. “As a result of my travels, Mary

Guild for that area. This enabled me to have

and I decided that the Guild of Service, with

a very close association with the Guild and

its new Indian name Seva Samajam, could

I was so impressed with them that I admitted

usefully extend its service to other parts of the

my two-and-a-half-year-old son in the Guild of

Madras Province, and that where their skills

Service nursery school.”

were needed, men should be asked to join
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and assist us.” By 1951, a District Branch was

Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav encapsulates the

formed in every district of the State. Mrs Mary

work of the Guild which includes the scope of
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work of the districts. “...Objectives of the Guild

The 2017–2018 Annual Report of the Guild lists

were to bring together voluntary agencies and

out some of the Affiliates and their activities.

to undertake and direct services when required

They are Coimbatore, Sivagangai, Palakkad,

and not to overlap but maintain continuity

Mangalore, Kasargode, Ootacamund, Nagercoil,

of service by a permanent bureau of potential

Trichy, Kotagiri, Thanjavur, Bapatla, and

workers. Projects, such as nursery schools,

Virudhunagar. Some excerpts from the Report

crèches, medical centres and children’s insti-

illustrate the scope and reach of the Guild

tutions, homes for the aged were founded

through its many Affiliates in catering to the

both in Madras and the districts. Some of the

needs of the underprivileged.

earliest branches established in 1947 in what

From the Coimbatore report, “The Guild has

is present-day Tamil were in Vellore, Madurai

been continuously evolving in the service of

and Coimbatore.”

the marginalised children of the community

The branch in Salem was set up a year earlier

including children of single parents (either

in 1946.The Salem branch features in the 1992

pure orphans/single parent children) who are

Minutes where it is stated, “The Guild of

unable to care for and protect their children.

Service (Central) is to provide necessary funds

Our primary responsibility has been to put

to Guild of Service, Salem to receive a few

children aged 5 to 18 in good schools, mentor

babies under the Cradle Baby Scheme for a trial

them, guide them and coach them to complete

period of six months.” In Kozhikode, the Kerala

their board exams or even their diploma, after

branch was set up in 1946 and in Mangalore,

which they get placed in responsible positions

Karnataka, it was established in 1947. In Andhra,

in life.” From the Palakkad report, “The home

the first branches were in Nellore and in the

is set in 19 cents of land in a residential colony,

East Godavari district in 1946. The Guild made

Jyothinagar which was named after Jyothi

its presence in Bombay in 1966. Branches were

Venkatachalam when she was Governor of

also established in Orissa and Pondicherry.

Kerala. We have a well and a borewell, so there
is no scarcity of water. The children have started

When asked about the extent of the activities

a vegetable garden.”

of the Guild, Mr Sripathi states, “The Guild of

Affiliates of the Guild
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Service Branches and Affiliates are widespread

From the Thanjavur report, “The District

—in Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and Kerala.

Collector has been the President of the

There is a Guild of Service branch in Delhi

Guild since its inception (1946). The committee

too as Presidents of India were patrons of

members take care of the children’s welfare.

the Guild and the branch could have been

The Guild is running a crèche for the benefit of

established at that time.” The Delhi branch has

the lower income group working mothers. It

a Working Women’s Hostel and also has several

has a strength of 25 children, below five years

educational support programmes. The Guild

of age. The Guild concentrates on children’s

runs schools in Kashmir and Rajasthan.

health and education. There are 40 boys and 60
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girls in the Boys’ and Girls’ Hostels run with the

work are affiliated to the Guild of Service. Mrs

and UNICEF for the milk supplies and to CASA

made for a glorious and thrilling evening. A

support of the Rotary and Inner Wheel Clubs.”

Mary Clubwala Jadhav in her 50th Anniversary

and CARE over the years for the supply of milk,

1947 Minutes Book records that Dr PV Cherian

From the Virudhunagar report, “The Virudhu-

Report, has paid tribute to the many international

wheat and butter oil. To CORSO, New Zealand

organized a Boxing Match as a fundraiser for

nagar affiliate of the Guild of Service was

sponsors and affiliated organizations who

for their support and sponsorship of many

the International Evening which was held at

established with the main purpose of serving

helped build the Guild. She writes, “Our thanks

children and the gift of machinery.” Over the

the YMCA. The words of Mrs Mary Clubwala

the elderly. Sri Kamaraj and Sri Kumaraswami

are to the Director, Dr Lotta Hitschmanova, Save

years many friendships had been forged. Some

Jadhav in the 50th Anniversary Report evoke

Raja Old Age Home is located on NH7, Sattur

the Children Fund, Australia, who gifted us the

of the prominent Associates have been Avvai

memories of International Evenings gone by.

to Virudhunagar Highway. A canteen unit is

first dormitory in Saligram and who sponsor

Home, Cheshire Homes, Stree Seva Mandir,

She mentions how fundraising efforts of the

maintained in a nearby campus and the income

many children in our Homes and from time

Little Flower Covent School for the Blind, Don

Guild culminated in the International Evenings

from the same is used to finance the food

to time give us aid for our building projects.

Bosco Youth Centre, Mercy Home, Madras Seva

held every year. “...The Guild’s first money-

supplied to the old age home.”

To OXFAM, one of our oldest international

Sadan and many more.

raising effort was in 1939 raising Rs 1,100 and

collaborators, from 1951 onwards for the supply

Associates

today is the International Evening of Music,

of milk powder, medicine and the gifting of a

International Evenings

Song and Dance which is its major money

A number of organizations, both international,

mobile van. To Meals for Millions Foundation

International evenings were spectacular events

raising effort and raised last year the sum of

national and local, involved in similar lines of

for their large donation of multipurpose food

that were the hallmarks of the Guild activities

Rs 1,24,000. Over 100 ladies under the Chair-

and also eagerly looked forward to by the

manship of the wife of the Governor Mrs Shah

citizens of Madras. It was the highlight of the

and with the assistance of many gracious

social calendar of Madras where food and fun

ladies and gentlemen including members of

and people from different nationalities met and

the Armed Forces, the Police, and the civilian
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population assist us. It is a gay and important

and sideshows. We do plan for this Evening for

evening and the population of Madras comes

several months before the time.”

in full measure to support us.” In later years

Mrs Seetha Muthiah while being interviewed,

the fundraisers took the form of fashion shows

spoke of the early days when the International

and music concerts. In 2011, the students of

Evenings were always held at the Armed Forces

MOP Vaishnav College walked the ramp as

Mess. She says, “My family—my mother-in-law,

models showcasing the clothes and jewellery of

was in charge of the South Indian Vegetarian

Nalli Chinnaswami Silks and Mehta Jewellery.
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Stall. It was named Akshaya after the akshaya

The Minutes of a meeting held in 1959 describe

pathram of the Mahabaratha. Several senior

the International Evening. “Every year, the

members like Mrs Rai, Mrs Venkatesan, etc.,

GOS(C) has an International Evening of Music,

were involved. We used to make all the food at

Song and Dance on the first Saturday in Dec-

home and take it to the stall. The main attraction

ember to raise funds for the many activities

was the masala dosa. There would be long

of the GOS(C) such as its work in hospitals,

queues for it. The Woodlands cook would help

medical centres, nursery schools, libraries,

us make them on my mother-in-law’s big dosa

Information Centres and assistance for the poor

tawas.” Mrs Gita Viswanathan states that they

and needy and its other activities. It takes the

used to put “their hearts and souls” into working

form of dance with Cabaret items and food

on the International Evenings and would often

stalls offering international dishes and games

stay on till midnight. The Annual Report of
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In the Words of Mrs Mary Clubwala Jadhav...
The Children’s Corner with Mrs Mani Clubwala and Mrs Lakshmi Varadarajan and her collegues
is a gay centre – everything included, Games, Lucky Prizes, Lucky Dips and marvellous
decorations, the Food Stalls, headed by the Ministers’ wives, the Overseas Women’s Club, the
British, the American, the Scandinavian, the Ceylonese, and the Japanese for the marvellous stalls
of European eats followed by West German Stall, Malaysian Stall, East German and Russian Stall
and the Indian Vegetarian Stall headed by Mrs Murugappa Chettiar and Mrs Narayanaswami which
usually net the largest amount, the Gujarati Stall with Mrs Kothari, the Maharastrian Stall with
Mrs Bhat, the Persian Stall with Mrs Khaleeli, the Bhelpuri Stall by the Round Table No.1, the
Parsi Stall with Mrs Vadoliwala and Mrs Doctor, the Moghul Stall with Mrs Janara Hussain and
Mrs Chida.
...and the Brochure—the major money raiser headed by Mrs Lakshmi Arunachalam and the
able Mrs Suniti Srinivas Rao who has been its Honorary Secretary since its inception assisted
by Mrs Nirmala Gokarn... The Dolls Stall of Mrs Rashika Kothari and its many charming prizes
and the top event the lovely International entertainment which Mrs Kutty Ramanayya produces
and is an excellent professional show and the Indian item by Mrs Habibullah Badsha, the
Band sponsored by Coca Cola and the Government graciously giving the site, the Children’s
Theatre and the lawns... The accounts are maintained by Mrs Rutty Rajamannar, Honorary
Treasurer, very efficiently.”
The annual children’s party organized by the

1972-73 records that a new stall introduced that
year, the International Sandwich Stall was very
popular. In later years, the scale and grandeur of
these Evenings dwindled, eventually becoming
dinner parties with supper theatre at 5-star
hotels and music programmes. This too was
soon phased out and the fun evenings became
a thing of the past with other smaller social
events replacing them.

Guild is being held for over forty years and
may be the largest and longest-running fun
event organized by an NGO in Chennai for
its beneficiaries. The event started off as an
annual get-together for children of the various
residential Homes run by the Guild. In the early
years, the number of destitute and orphaned
children in institutionalised care was high, so
there would be over a thousand children who

Annual Children’s Party

would come together for the party. Today,

Each year hundreds of children of the different
Units of the Guild of Service look forward to
the first week of January. This is the day when
a day-long party cum carnival is held and is
a day of fun, food and opportunity to make

the numbers have reduced but the spirit has
remained the same.
The annual party is an occasion for normal
children and differently-abled children from
different Units of the Guild to come together. It

new friends.
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is not uncommon to see children from different

Theerthavari Swami Trust have been sponsoring

Homes and schools greeting each other as long-

breakfast and lunch respectively for many years

lost friends at the party. The party also brings

for over 800 children and staff.

forth talent and it is heartwarming to see the
transformation in a quiet, mentally-challenged

Annual GOS Staff Get-together

child by dancing his heart out and in the

The Guild of Service (Central) organizes staff

process getting others to join in too! The day-

get-togethers every year either in the month

long party includes puppet shows, games,

of February or June. This event was started in

competitions, performances by the children

February 2007. Through this event, staff from

and a musical programme. The children are

all the Units of the Guild get to know and

provided with morning and evening snacks as

interact with each other as well as learn about

well as a sumptuous lunch. Apart from this,

the activities of the other Units of the Guild. The

they are also given a goody bag to take home.

staff members perform cultural events based

The party has been financially supported by

on the theme given by the Central Office. The
prizes and awards are distributed to the best

donors who have graciously come forward
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year after year. Rotary Club of Madras Metro

performances. A delicious lunch is provided.

has been a consistent donor for over 25 years

The Guild has more than 375 staff members

whilst the Nandlal and Lajwanti Trust and the

in all its units. About 250-275 of them attend
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the event each year. All the staff members get

causes, the latter more so than the former.

and display their activities, and help the Prime

work and impressed upon the social workers

a return gift as a token of appreciation of their

Above all, many of those in power in Delhi too

Minister to have at one look a picture of current

the need for approaching the problem with

efforts. It is a day of food, fun and festivity for

did whatever they could to further its interests,

Social Services in Madras.”

human touch and sympathy. The Guild has

the staff.

Pt Nehru leading the pack. The Prime Minister
first visited the Guild in 1948 at the invitation

Social Welfare Exhibitions and
Workshops

of a dynamic member—Homai Batlivala, wife
of Jal J Batlivala, the Chief Accounts Officer of

Several exhibitions were held in conjunction

the Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway

with the Madras School of Social Work and

(M&SM). In 1952, he was due to visit Madras

one was held to mark the 50th Anniversary

and Rajaji, as Chief Minister felt that the Guild

of the Guild of Service. The events generated

ought to put up a Social Welfare Exhibition so

much interest amongst those in power and

that the Prime Minister could have a “visual

the

this

survey of all Madras Social Services at once. The

vividly. Successive Chief Ministers of Madras

objective was that all the people who help the

in the 1950s—namely C Rajagopalachari and

distressed orphans and the lost ones and the

K Kamaraj too actively championed the Guild’s

rest, should meet in one place with the workers

following

description

illustrates
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continued to share its expertise and knowledge

There wasn’t much time for the Guild to

with the larger community.

prepare for the event as they were informed of
the visit in September and the Prime Minister

The Guild of Service stands tall today, firmly

was coming down on October 8. Despite the

rooted in the bedrock of its core values of truth,

shortage of time, the volunteers rallied around.

integrity and service to society as laid down by

Governor Sri Prakasa placed the gardens of

those that went before. The men and women

the Raj Bhavan at the Guild’s disposal. Despite

who steer its course into the future, strongly

being ill, he took keen interest and walked

abide by its vision and mission to powerfully

through all the stalls before the Prime Minister’s

impact the world around and serve with

visit. The exhibition saw 120 organizations

compassion all those who may need a helping

“of national, international and State-wide

hand. The Guild, with the banyan tree as its logo,

character” taking part. These were not limited

symbolizes its reach and spread, encompassing

to organizations affiliated to the Guild.

diverse areas of the community that need

Nearly 5,000 people attended and the Prime

humanitarian help. Its sheltering arms provide

Minister, in his speech, expressed his deep

shade and sustenance to all those who seek its

appreciation. He stressed the need for practical

committed services.
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Members of the Board. Sitting (l to r): Mrs Himani Datar (Honorary Secretary), Mr Ganapathi Subramanian
FCA (Honorary Treasurer), Mrs Seetha Muthiah (Vice-President), Mr KS Sripathi, IAS (Retd.) (Chairperson),
Mr S Rathinasabapathi, IPS (Retd.) (Vice-Chairperson), Dr Lalitha Natraj (Vice-Chairperson)
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HOW IT BEGAN...

Standing (l to r): Dr Uma Rajkumar, Mr Binoy Joseph FCA (Vice-Chairperson), Mrs Vasantha Balasubramanian,
Mrs Aparna Bharathan (Honorary Joint Secretary), Dr K Nirmala Prasad, Mr N Ramachandran, Mr D Jothi
Jagarajan, IAS (Retd), Mr SR Tagat, Dr KVS Gopalakrishnan, IPS (Retd.), and Mrs G Vijayalakshmi (Maya Nair)
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Presidents of the Guild of Service

Patrons-in-chief of the Guild of Service

1923-1928

Mrs Waller

1953-1961

The Hon’ble Dr Rajendra Prasad, President of India

1928-1929

Mrs B Wright

1961-1967

The Hon’ble Dr S Radhakrishnan, President of India

1929-1933

Lady Beasly

1967-1969

The Hon’ble Dr Zakir Hussain, President of India

1934-1935

Mrs GG Armstrong

1969-1974

The Hon’ble VV Giri, President of India

1935-1937

Mrs Lingard

1937-1938

Mrs R de K Maynard

1974-1977

The Hon’ble Fakhruddin Ali Ahmed, President of India

1939-1946

Lady Leach

1977-1982

The Hon’ble N Sanjiva Reddy, President of India

1946-1948

Lady Nye (Wife of His Excellency Sir Archibald Edward Nye,
Governor of Madras)

1982-1987

The Hon’ble Giani Zail Singh, President of India

1987-1992

The Hon’ble R Venkataraman, President of India

1948-1952

HH Maharani Saheba of Bhavnagar (Wife of HE Sir KK Bhavasingji,
Governor of Madras)

1992-1997

The Hon’ble Shankar Dayal Sharma, President of India

1997-2002

The Hon’ble KR Narayanan, President of India

1952-1956

Mrs Kamini Devi (Wife of H E Sri Prakasa, Governor of Madras)

1956-1958

His Excellency AJ John, Governor of Madras

1958-1964

His Excellency Bisnuram Medhi, Governor of Madras

1964-1966

His Excellency Shri Jayachamraja Wadiyar Bahadur, Governor of Madras

1966-1971

His Excellency Sardar Ujjal Singh, Governor of Tamil Nadu

1971-1976

His Excellency KK Shah, Governor of Tamil Nadu

1976-1977

His Excellency ML Sukhadia, Governor of Tamil Nadu

1977-1980

His Excellency Prabhudas Patwari, Governor of Tamil Nadu

1980-1982

Mrs Shanti Sadiq Ali (Wife of HE Sadiq Ali, Governor of Tamil Nadu)

1982-1988

Mrs Indira Khurana (Wife of HE Sundar Lal Khurana, Governor of Tamil Nadu)

1988-1990

Mrs Ackama Alexander (Wife of HE Dr PC Alexander, Governor of Tamil Nadu)

1990-1991

His Excellency Surjit Singh Barnala, Governor of Tamil Nadu

1997-2001

Her Excellency Justice M Fatima Beevi, Governor of Tamil Nadu

2002-2004

His Excellency PS Ramamohan Rao, Governor of Tamil Nadu

2005-2011

His Excellency Surjit Singh Barnala, Governor of Tamil Nadu

2011-2016

His Excellency Dr K Rosiah, Governor of Tamil Nadu
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Guiding Lights of the Guild of Service
(Late) Mrs T Alwar Chetty
(Late) Mr AF Byramshaw
(Late) Mr SR Venkatraman
(Late) Mr KV Padmanabhan (IFS Retd)
(Late) Mrs Nirmala Gokarn
(Late) Mr NES Raghavachari (ICS Retd)
(Late) Mrs Indira Kothari
(Late) Mrs Khorshed Thimmaya
(Late) Dr Nargis Ganapathy
(Late) Col N Vasudev Rao
(Late) Mrs K Dastur
(Late) Mr P Ramakrishnan (ICS Retd)
(Late) Mrs Savithri Pattabhiraman
(Late) Mrs Kalyani Menon
(Late) Mrs B Arumugam
(Late) Mr MA Vellodi (IFS Retd)
(Late) Mrs Ammu Bharathan
(Late) Mrs Sarojini Varadappan
(Late) Mrs Jayalakshmi Narayanswami
(Late) Mrs Saraswathy Gopalakrishnan
(Late) Prof KN George
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